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Foreword
Every year the Women Partners of Bisexual Men Service in Sydney 
receives scores of enquiries from around New South Wales and beyond 
for counselling and information. The callers are often distressed, 
confused or questioning. Sometimes the person on the end of the line is 
a husband confiding he is about to tell his wife he is gay or unsure of his 
sexuality and is asking about the support available for her. Other times it’s 
a close family member phoning on behalf of someone they care about. 
Most often the voice on the phone belongs to a woman who has found 
out her husband is gay, questioning his sexuality or has been leading a 
double life and secretly having sex with men. 

The women reaching out for support are usually in ‘straight’ relationships 
of anything from 10 to 50 years, they age from their 20s through to their 
70s, come from any suburb, country town or farming district, every walk 
of life and cultural background. The knowledge, or belief, their partner  
is attracted to men is unwelcome and often traumatic, with likely  
life-changing consequences for her and her family.

Their male partners are in the process of coming out as gay, bisexual or 
identify as heterosexual but privately engaging in same sex behaviours. 
The women can be at risk of sexually transmitted infections including HIV, 
so STI screening and safe sex is paramount – which can be challenging 
issues to negotiate in a long term ‘straight’ relationship. 

The build-up of pressures in their relationships can mean they often 
present to us with any number of serious problems including depression, 
anxiety, emotional distress, sleeplessness, high blood pressure, eating 
issues. They also have concerns for their children and how they’ll adjust 
or fear they’ll be bullied or singled out at school. They may have financial 
problems, domestic and family violence, be at risk of homelessness,  
have legal issues, or be feeling suicidal. 

Despite the growing positivity in the community and the media about 
marriage equality and a greater respect for diversity, the women can  
feel isolated in their experience as the partner of a man who is same  
sex attracted.
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Women partners of same sex attracted men talk about not knowing 
anyone who’s experienced what they’re going through and they want 
to know how other women and their families have coped and what has 
worked for them. 

It’s a privilege to come to know these women during what can be a very 
personal and difficult time, but a time that expands into a new life – 
whatever it may be. 

Our huge thanks to the women who have shared their stories. This 
volume is an extension on our first book ‘His Secret, Her Story’ which 
gave voice to women’s experiences, so that women new to these family 
traumas feel validated and less alone. In our conversations with countless 
women over the years, a second but equally common thread has been 
women saying they wished their male partner had said to them earlier in 
their relationship, and up front, ‘there’s something I have to tell you.’  

Roxanne McMurray AM

NSW Women Partners of Bisexual Men Service 
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EMILY’S STORY

Very quickly, it started to feel more like a 
friendship than a marriage.
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EMILY’S STORY

Emily’s story

Nick and I met at a church youth group in 1993 when we were 19, I had 
known him for a while and we were friends so it just grew from there.  
It was a bit on-again-off-again over the years but he was a nice guy. 
Even when we weren’t together he was always at my house and we were 
always hanging out together. At one point I decided to go overseas for six 
months because he wasn’t really committing and I thought it would give 
us a break. While I was away he was still going over to my house every 
weekend visiting my parents, and when I came back in 2001 he started 
pursuing me, so it started up again and was a bit more serious this time. 
We didn’t sleep together before we were married, but I never noticed 
anything was wrong. 

We got engaged a couple of years later and everything was normal, we 
had a good time, there were no red flags that I could see, and by 2004 
we were married. We moved in together and that was the first time we’d 
lived together apart from going on holidays. It was a big change for me, 
living with someone else was a bit different to what I’d expected, but 
he loved it because he had freedom from his parents. Both of us had 
been living with our parents before we got married, mine are really laid 
back but his are much stricter and more controlling. His mother is very 
dominant and overpowering, she’s the Queen Bee and everyone has to 
do what she says. When we got married his mother tried to take over 
the planning for our wedding but obviously it was something my Mum 
wanted to do, so we had to set the tone early on. I never really had 
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problems with his mother because she knew where I stood, and I always 
encouraged Nick to invite them over for dinner and go and see them, but 
she definitely had a lot of authority over him before I came along. I tried 
to change it and make him stand up for himself and voice his opinions, 
but it was an interesting dynamic. She dominated her husband too, she’s 
very old school Catholic and doesn’t believe it’s ok for anyone to be gay. 
They were definitely homophobic.

Growing up, Nick always knew their opinion and that’s why he didn’t 
come out, because he didn’t want to disappoint them or feel their 
disapproval. I found out later that they always knew he had tendencies, 
because years later when everything came out I found out he’d been 
calling gay hotlines from their home phone. He’d been doing it for years 
before we were married, so they knew but never told me. When they 
confronted him about it he said he wasn’t gay and that’s what they 
wanted to believe so that’s what they believed. I always heard his sister 
say Nick was teased a lot at school, and I got the impression it was 
because other kids thought he was gay. She would always tell him it was 
ok if he was gay and that he could tell her, but of course he never did. 

After we were married I’d come home at night after my shift work and 
most of the time he was home before me, but he never asked me how 
my day was even though I always asked him. It was little things like that 
I first started to notice and they were the things that started to upset 
me and then I started noticing other things. I had to tell him to do all 
these little things all the time that I shouldn’t have had to chase up, and 
I always initiated going out. Very quickly, it started to feel more like a 
friendship than a marriage. When I raised it with him he just said he was 
being stupid and not thinking. He was affectionate sometimes but I used 
to say, no-one would ever be able to tell we were married. Or I’d say, 
maybe when we go out you could hold my hand. But I never thought of 
leaving because I always thought they were things we could work on. I 
just thought marriage wasn’t easy and there would always be things to 
deal with, it didn’t faze me too much because I thought we’d work on it 
together. But one thing that was never right from the start was money. 

We were both working two jobs because we were building a house but 
he never had any savings and I could never understand why, I thought he 
must have just been buying silly things all the time. I was saving my heart 
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out and I paid for a lot of things, the honeymoon, the rings, the furniture, 
but I could never work out where the money went, I didn’t have a clue. 
All I knew was that it wasn’t there. I eventually found out that it was his 
phone bills. He would have $1100 mobile bills on top of a $400 phone 
bill. I made him pay the bills because I hoped it might help him save and 
I took care of other things, but the money just kept disappearing. We had 
separate accounts and a joint account, but he never put any money into 
the joint account and often took money out so in the end I shut it down. 
I never had any idea where it was going other than knowing there was a 
lot of money missing which should have been there. He rarely went out, 
and when I was off on weekends he was always around so I didn’t think it 
might be an affair, it was never on my radar. 

Getting married was a big decision for me, partly because I liked my 
freedom and I’ve always done a lot of travelling. When I came back from 
that first overseas trip I was ready to settle down and wanted to be 

married and that’s what I chose. We 
talked about having kids but we lived 
in a unit for a couple of years while the 
house was built, and when we moved 
in we were only there for two years 
before I found out everything. I always 
felt there was something not quite 
right but could never put my finger on 
it. I had depression on-and-off over 
the years and when I told him I was 
starting to get the depression again he 
never said a word about it. He didn’t 
even acknowledge it, he just changed 
the subject. After that I shut down 

from him a bit because he didn’t support me. Maybe he knew he was 
causing it and wanted to avoid questions about it. 

He was a smoker and was on his phone a lot. When we were home he’d go 
outside for ages and at first I thought he was a chain smoker and was just 
playing games on his phone, but I kept noticing these large phone bills.  
I started peeking on him outside and saw that he was constantly texting. 
One day I was doing my tax and accidentally opened his bank account and 

There were hundreds 
of texts every month 
and all of these calls 
to 1900 numbers. 
When I rang them 
they were hotlines for 
gay men to meet up. 
I didn’t know what to 
think, I just sat there 
thinking, is this true? 
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saw all these BPAY payments to Telstra and Optus. I had never actually seen 
any phone bills because he always checked the letterbox and carried the 
bills with him every day in his bag. That night when he went to bed I pulled 
the bills out of his bag and saw they were consistently high, more than a 
thousand dollars every month. I checked his wallet and there was $400 
cash in it. I knew something wasn’t right, who needs cash on them like that? 
He worked in the city and could easily get money out and all of our bills 
were paid electronically. An affair had never entered my head until I saw the 
numbers he was calling. There were hundreds of texts every month and all 
of these calls to 1900 numbers. When I rang them they were hotlines for 
gay men to meet up. I didn’t know what to think, I just sat there thinking, 
is this true? I was shocked and couldn’t believe it. It was late at night when 
I found out and I just went to bed without saying anything. I didn’t say 
anything for a while because I knew I had to be careful. If I came straight 
out and accused him he’d just shut down and wouldn’t tell me a thing, 
and I’d end up being the bad guy who had left him because he would have 
denied everything. I wanted to be one step ahead of him all the way. If I was 
going to ask questions I wanted to know the answer. I was in shock, and I 
knew if I kept looking I was going to find things I might not want to know. 
But I knew I couldn’t live like that and had to be true to myself and live a life 
I was happy in. By that stage, I was thinking he had to be gay because it had 
been going on for a while. I knew the money issues went back to when we 
were engaged, he couldn’t even afford the engagement ring and his parents 
loaned him the money because he didn’t have any. Everything sort of fell 
into place. All this time I’d been thinking it was me or my depression, but I 
realised it wasn’t me, it was him. He had a secret life I had no idea about. 
That’s why I wanted to gather more evidence before I spoke to him. 

I started checking the computer but there was never any browsing 
history on it so I assumed he was using his work computer. He had a 
Facebook account and had hundreds of friends. About a year earlier 
one of my friends had said to me, he’s got a lot of friends on Facebook, 
do you know they’re all gay? I had noticed it too so I asked him about 
it, but he just said he didn’t know them and I believed it. Looking back, 
I remember her telling me after she’d had a few drinks, it was like she 
didn’t know whether to tell me or not but she was definitely suspicious. I 
just completely blanked it out and totally forgot about it until everything 
had come out, and she reminded me about her suspicions. After finding 
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the phone bills I hacked into his Facebook account and could see he had 
more than 500 friends and they were all gay men. There were messages 
showing he was actively trying to hook up with other men. It was 
shocking and devastating for me, I felt numb, I kept looking at it but not 
believing it. It really cemented it for me. I think his behaviour was starting 
to escalate towards the end because he also started to go to work 
functions on Friday nights which he’d never done before. 

I went through his drawers but didn’t really find anything else except 
more phone bills which showed the same thing. I was waiting until I felt 
emotionally stronger to be able to confront him. After the extent of what 
I’d seen I knew he was gay. He couldn’t even say he was bisexual because 
everything I saw said he was gay, and I really didn’t see any chance for 
us at all. I knew if I stayed with him he’d be happy because he’d have a 
façade for his family that everything was perfect, but I wouldn’t be happy 
and I had to be true to myself. I couldn’t see the marriage surviving but, 
at that stage, I couldn’t say it to anyone and hadn’t told anyone. 

I decided to confront him around two months later. I wanted to get 
as much information out of him before he shut down, so I decided to 
approach it from the financial point first and lead into the other stuff. I 
had gone through our accounts and checked how much we should have 
had compared to what we actually had and there was roughly $7,000 
missing every month. Both of us were working two jobs and earning quite 
good money, so it was a lot that wasn’t accounted for. I asked him where 
the money was and he just sat there looking at me. I looked him straight 
in the eye and said, I know something is going on, you have to tell me. He 
didn’t know what to say and wouldn’t say anything. I said we would talk 
about it again in a week’s time but he needed to have some answers. 

I was crying constantly and not eating, it was just awful, and to top it off 
I was working with my parents and hadn’t told them so I was carrying 
this massive secret around. I tried to keep my mind off it, but I’d go to the 
bathroom and just start crying. I didn’t want my parents to know until I’d 
spoken to Nick and got some answers and made some decisions myself. 
Whenever I was on my own it would really hit me. I did tell one close friend 
and she was shocked but really practical. She gave me advice on how to 
approach it because she knew him well. It was good to tell someone. 
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After the week was up Nick still 
hadn’t said anything, so then I 
confronted him with everything.  
I didn’t know how he was going to 
react and was a bit worried, but I was 
really angry and felt ready. I started 
asking whether he’d been faithful and 
he kept saying yes but not looking me 
in the eye. I accused him of lying and 
just started saying, I know you’re gay, 
I know. I kept saying it over and over, 
I started yelling until I finally got him. 
He broke down and admitted he was 
confused about his sexuality. I pulled 
all the bills out and told him I’d seen 

his Facebook account. He tried to pretend he didn’t know any of the 
men, but I had made copies of all his messages. He admitted that his 
parents had caught him calling gay lines when we were engaged but 
he told them he loved me and was going to marry me, so they never 
did anything about it. 

He said he wanted to work things out and kept saying he was just 
confused, but I told him from where I was sitting it didn’t look like there 
was any confusion at all. I asked if he’d been with anyone and he denied 
it, but I didn’t believe it. I knew he was never going to tell me the truth 
but I felt like I needed to try everything I could for our marriage, so I 
agreed to give him another chance before ending it. I got him to move 
into another room and suggested counselling but he didn’t want to 
do it. I said it was the only way I could try to move on so he booked an 
appointment. We got to one session and he admitted he was confused 
about his sexuality, but that was as far as we got. We were booked in for 
another session but by then I’d decided that was it, there was no point. I 
had wanted to take control of his phone but he didn’t like it and I realised 
he’d just get another one, so I said I’d be checking all the bills when they 
came in. He deleted all his friends off Facebook and when the next phone 
bill came in there were no calls but 500 text messages. That’s when I 
knew nothing would change. 

I told his parents 
and surprisingly 
they totally believed 
me. They knew we 
were struggling with 
money and couldn’t 
understand why, 
so they believed 
everything I said and 
were really good, at 
least at that point 
they were.
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I had to tell my family that he was gay and I was ending the marriage.  
I told my sister first, she was very supportive and the next day I told 
my parents. They were great but they were shocked, and didn’t really 
get it straight away. My Dad said we could get a bit of counselling and 
work it out, but once they knew everything they understood. They’re the 
same age as Nick’s parents but are much more open-minded and very 
accepting of anyone. I hadn’t told Nick I was telling them but he found 
out a week later. I think he was a bit surprised they were still talking to 
him. My Dad asked what I was going to do and I said I had to leave. 

Nick was going on a business trip for a week and I asked him to tell his 
parents we were separated before he left. I wanted to tell them together 
because I knew he’d blame me. He called me at work before we had a 
chance to do it and told me he’d told them we were separated because of 
my depression. He’d never even spoken about my depression before and 
now he was using it as an excuse. I was really upset and decided to tell 
his parents the truth while he was away. 

The first night after he left they came over. His sister said she always 
thought he was gay but she was really shocked to find out their parents 
had known years earlier he was calling gay phone lines. I told his 
parents and surprisingly they totally believed me. They knew we were 
struggling with money and couldn’t understand why, so they believed 
everything I said and were really good, at least at that point they were. 
I was surprised at their reaction, they were lovely and said they would 
always be there for me. They said they knew the marriage was over and 
told me not to worry, they would get him out of the house. The next 
few days they called to see if I was ok and came over and visited. There 
were many discussions, my family also came over and we all talked 
about what to do. We were all concerned about Nick because his whole 
world was crashing down. When he got back his parents were waiting 
for him as soon as he walked in the door. They told him everything and 
he moved back with them. They were really nice about it and wanted 
to make things easy for me because I was an emotional wreck, it was 
so devastating. I was numb for a long time and when he moved out I 
started to feel a lot of anger. I couldn’t sleep or eat and got a really bad 
jaw and earache from the stress, which I had for a couple of years. 
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I tried to keep myself busy but things started to change after he moved 
out. He told his parents it was nothing and he loved me, and I started to 
get calls from them saying he wanted to make the marriage work. They 
kept making all these promises about what he would do and said he 
was willing to do anything. In reality, he just didn’t want to come clean 
and admit he was gay. I became the bad guy for not giving him another 
chance when in fact I had given him several. I kept saying no, it was hard 
but I knew I couldn’t back step and had to stay firm. I kept going back 
to all the things I’d seen on his Facebook page, I would remind myself 
of all the explicit messages I’d seen and I didn’t want to be unhappy for 
the rest of my life. Some of it was disgusting. It got to the point where I 
had to forward the messages onto his mother just to shut them up and 
it was really explicit, I’ve never read anything like it in my life. I sent the 
messages to her and said, can you still say your son isn’t gay? I asked 
her what she’d think if her own husband had written messages like that, 
would she be so forgiving? What if it was her daughter’s husband? His 
parents just wanted to keep face with all their friends but I wasn’t going 
to tow the line for them. I gave them plenty of proof going back a really 
long time. They still kept firing back at me so in the end I decided I had to 
cut them off, they were constantly calling and sending emails. My sister 
sent an email on my behalf saying we had to cut all contact, and if they 
had anything further to say they could call my parents. I look back and 
think, how can parents do that to their child, they wrecked his life and 
still have control over him. 

I wanted to stay in the house and started packing up his stuff. I had pretty 
much paid for everything and he signed everything over to me and there 
was no protest about it, I was paying for everything anyway. I set him up 
and gave him all the furniture but he put it in storage and ended up living 
with his parents for another few years. I heard from people they even took 
control of his bank account. He eventually moved out but it was still really 
close to his parents. Even after all of our trouble, and the way I set things 
up for him so he could come out to his parents, nothing changed. He’s still 
under their thumb living a hidden life. Friends of ours have seen him in 
Oxford Street at gay bars and out with gay men, totally in the gay scene. 

The only thing I ever wanted from him which I never got, was for him to 
acknowledge everything he had done and apologise. That’s the only thing 
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I wanted but he never did. He never admitted he was gay or apologised. 
The day our divorce was finalised I decided to go overseas, and before I 
left I wrote a letter which was more to his parents than to him. I said I was 
really disappointed about everything but I never heard anything back. He 
knew that all I wanted was an apology but he wouldn’t even give me that. 
I felt stuck and couldn’t move on because I didn’t have that closure. 

When I came back from the trip I had mostly let it go, but I was in the 
supermarket one Sunday and saw him walk past with a group of guys 
and go into a café across the road. He was often in the local area, it was 
like he wanted me to see him and see his car around, and for years I got 
regular phone hang-ups at work. He was trying to provoke me into a 
reaction so the attention was off him and on me. I also got threatening 
letters telling me what I could and couldn’t do. The day I saw him in the 
café I called my Mum and she said go and say something. I thought I’d 
probably order a drink and throw it in his face and cause a scene! I went 
over and looked in the window and he could see me, but in the end I 
just walked off. It was exactly at that point I knew I had totally let it go. A 
couple of months earlier I would have been over there slamming him, but 
I just didn’t care anymore. Ever since then I’ve been pretty good. That was 
about two years after finding everything out. But the hardest thing for me 
was not getting that acknowledgement of what he did. I think if I’d had 
that earlier it wouldn’t have dragged out as much as it did. 

I went to the Women Partners group 
about a year after discovering everything 
and it was eye opening, because you 
don’t know that this goes until you talk 
to people. When you talk to other people 
they often say, I know someone else that 
happened to. You always hear these 
stories but it’s not something that’s openly 
talked about and it’s happening a lot. It 
was great having a support system at the 
Women Partners Service and to just talk to 
people who got it. I didn’t have any other 
counselling but I did some kinesiology and 
Reiki and that was really good.  

When you talk to 
other people they 
often say, I know 
someone else that 
happened to. You 
always hear these 
stories but it’s not 
something that’s 
openly talked 
about and it’s 
happening a lot.
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I like Reiki because they just pick things up, you don’t even really have to 
say anything. I had the kinesiology early on and I found it really helped. 
It helped my sister too because her life changed as well. I couldn’t pay 
the mortgage on my own and she moved in to help out. We’re still living 
together now. Because he couldn’t be honest and true to himself all these 
other things were affected. 

He’s in his 40s now and it’s so much more acceptable being gay, but his 
parents just have that old Catholic mentality where you’re not gay. His 
friends all know and no-one cares. That’s the thing, if I had known he 
was gay before we got married we just would have been great mates, it 
wouldn’t have even been an issue. But keeping it a secret and deciding to 
get married to have the appearance of a normal life, he took all that away 
from me and I felt really angry about that. Ok, don’t tell your parents 
but tell me. I wouldn’t have married him but if I did it would have been 
my decision about what I was in for, but he took that from me. Most of 
our friends don’t have anything to do with him because of the way he 
behaved, and his family are in la-la land. 

When I was being pressured to keep the marriage going I kept thinking, 
I’ve come this far, I don’t want to go through this pain again, and that 
was the right decision, once was enough. I’m big on reality, you have to 
face it. I can’t believe I got through it. I felt like he stole my life but I was 
lucky that I found out when I did. I had a chance, a lot of other people 
don’t really have that chance to move on and start again while they’re 
still young. I still felt ripped off, but the women who find out when 
they’re at retirement age, that’s just heartbreaking. I’m glad we didn’t 
have kids because I wouldn’t want to be linked to any of his family so at 
least I got that clean break. There’s no way I could have dealt with him 
and shared custody. 

I haven’t been in another relationship since it happened. I don’t even 
know if I want another one. You’ve got to give yourself time to get over it. 
I’m totally over it now but I think I’ll always have a bit of it there. I don’t 
even think about it anymore, before speaking about this now I had to read 
a few old emails to remember things, I’ve forgotten most of it now even 
though so much happened at the time.
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He got back in the car and all the colour  
drained from him and that’s when it got awful 

because I thought, oh my god there is  
something and it’s really big.  

The whole car filled with fear and  
I felt terrified because I knew something  

huge was coming.
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Lucy’s story

We met in high school in our senior years. All the girls liked Dan which 
was really strange to me because he seemed too sweet to be liked in that 
sort of way! At the end of 1993 after finishing school we got together, it 
was like a fairy tale. We were really young and it was the first relationship 
for both of us, so I had no point of comparison. Everything seemed 
normal and I thought it was wonderful. I went off to university and he 
went to TAFE. We were both still living at home until the end of my degree 
when I went to live with my sister, and he pretty much moved in with us.

There wasn’t anything that ever made me question our relationship, 
I never thought anything until a few months before he told me. Even 
looking back, I still don’t see anything that I ever missed. Our family 
backgrounds were very similar, we both grew up in western Sydney, went 
to Catholic schools, his parents were traditional church-goers but they 
weren’t overly conservative. 

When I was 16 something unlocked in me that became quite a defining 
feature of who I was. I wrote a school assignment about a man whose 
partner was dying of AIDS and who was coming to terms with being gay, 
and it created a little gay rights campaigner in me. I did my thesis at uni 
on legal rights for gay people, and when I walked into a room I tended to 
magnetise gay men. It was the same during my clubbing years on Oxford 
Street, gay men were my tribe, but Dan never came with me. At the time  
I just thought it wasn’t his thing.
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In 1999 we went off to do the standard working holiday trip to London 
and travel became our great passion, it was the thing we most defined 
ourselves by, our love of travel. We saw a lot of the world together. We 
lived overseas for quite a few years and became each other’s family. 
We had joint friends but it was obvious that our friends were always my 
friends, he didn’t really have his own. He was very shy and relied on me 
socially, and I took on that role of protecting him. You fall into different 
roles in relationships and we used to joke that I was the Minister for 
Communication and he was the Minister for Packing. But they were still 
genuinely our friends. 

We came back home in 2004 because my sister and her partner, who had 
been living with us in London, came home to have a baby, so we decided 
it was time to for us to come home as well. Not long after we got back, 
Dan’s brother died in an accident, it was obviously a real shock and a real 
jolt for both of us. We had always been on the same page with everything 
we wanted to do, but after his brother’s death he told me for the first 
time he wanted to have children. It wasn’t something I had ever wanted, 
but the death had stirred emotions up, so I sort of went along with it and 
said I thought I did too. But I had finally started an actual career path and 
had a good job, so I pulled back from having children. But I always said 
I’d do anything for him so I spent a year mulling it over until I eventually 
thought it was probably going to be the next stage for us. We didn’t really 

talk about marriage, and I always had a 
view that until everyone could get married 
why would we, so it wasn’t something that 
appealed to me. When people asked if we 
were getting married I’d just say, I choose 
to be with him every day. I also knew he 
was so shy I wouldn’t want to make him 
stand there with a spotlight on him! I was 
very protective. Things drifted on and 
we didn’t actually try to have children, 
sometimes we didn’t do anything to 
prevent it, but it didn’t happen. 

Around six years after coming home he 
went away to Melbourne for three weeks 

He wasn’t happy to 
see me and it was 
almost like, don’t 
touch me. I thought 
it was me, I’ve 
always had pretty 
poor self-esteem 
and poor body 
image and thought 
he might be losing 
his attraction  
to me.
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for work and it was the longest we’d ever been apart. I went to see him 
for a weekend and I can very clearly pinpoint it as the moment I knew 
something was wrong. He wasn’t happy to see me and it was almost 
like, don’t touch me. I thought it was me, I’ve always had pretty poor 
self-esteem and poor body image and thought he might be losing his 
attraction to me. I’ll never know, but I suspect now that something had 
happened. He was very quiet, we had always felt very singular but there 
was distance between us, and he definitely wasn’t attracted to me, it was 
really sudden. I tried to talk to him and he admitted he wasn’t himself, 
but he kept saying he was fine. I thought he was just unhappy at work. 
I was concerned, but I didn’t think it was a problem with us, I thought 
it was something else because we were just an assumption, we were 
permanent and forever in my mind. Obviously something wasn’t right, 
but it never occurred to me what it might be. People used to always say, 
relationships are hard work and I used to wonder what it meant because I 
never had any experience of that. We never argued, we were always really 
happy and we were the golden couple, it had been idyllic all along. 

A few months later we went on another trip to New Zealand. It should 
have been a romantic trip but it wasn’t. I decided I wouldn’t instigate 
anything physically to see what he’d do, and he didn’t touch me the 
whole trip. I knew then I wasn’t imagining it or being paranoid. We had 
never even had a slump or a low point so it was really obvious. It was 
like he wasn’t there, he didn’t talk to me and was in his own world the 
whole time and didn’t touch me once. He wouldn’t tell me anything. 
From that point on things got really bad but we weren’t arguing, he just 
wasn’t there. He also started going to the gym all the time which he’d 
never done before. 

One day after our trip we were at the shopping centre and I’d had enough. 
He got out of the car and asked if I was coming and I said no, I can’t pretend 
nothing’s wrong anymore. He got back in the car and all the colour drained 
from him and that’s when it got awful because I thought, oh my god there 
is something and it’s really big. The whole car filled with fear and I felt 
terrified because I knew something huge was coming. I’m gay, he said. 
The next bit was so strange and hard to explain but I felt like I had always 
been one person and it just fractured. It was like this shadow that I’d never 
noticed before came forward and before I could even think I heard myself 
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saying, I know. I didn’t know where it came from because I didn’t know. 
It was very weird, like knowing it had always been there. He asked if I 
did know and I got confused and said I didn’t. But it was something I just 
accepted as truth straight away, it made sense. It’s not as if I can look back 
now and see things, because it was something that wasn’t there to be seen. 
But I instantly accepted it and didn’t say, no you’re not, there was no denial. 
At the moment he said it, it became true. The world as I knew it had ended. 
I still can’t park in that section of the car park. 

We came home and cried a lot. When he admitted he’d been thinking 
about it over the last year I remember thinking, you knew when we were 
buying the house, why did you do that? Later he said it could have been 
as far back as when we first came back from overseas, years earlier. I 
asked a lot of questions, was he bisexual, had he been with anyone, he 
said he hadn’t. He admitted he’d gone online and looked but that was all. 
I felt like every bit of my future was gone because we’d been together for 
18 years. He wasn’t ready to tell anyone else and I was in full protection 
mode, I was really worried about him. I had always stood between him 
and the world and wondered how he’d meet people because he was so 
shy and hadn’t developed those skills, and I knew what it could be like in 
the gay community. 

We were still sharing a bed, and at first in the aftermath we were actually 
clinging really close together because it felt terrifying. I remember family 
and friends saying, look at you two all lovey-dovey and thinking, you have 
no idea. I was in full crisis mode but holding all my stuff at bay to try 
and help him. My hair started falling out and I lost a lot of weight and 
everyone was telling me how great I looked! I kept thinking, I’m dying. We 
went through that Christmas together which was just awful, having to put 
up a front and getting joint gifts and pretending everything was normal. 
We ended up going away somewhere quiet for New Years because we 
couldn’t be around anyone. That New Years was very hard because it 
meant we were starting a new year without us. 

I only told one person at work and tried to see a corporate counsellor but 
they were terrible and had no idea what to say, then I found the Women 
Partners service and that was a lifesaver, literally. I was never suicidal but 
I very definitely did not want to live. I went to sleep every night thinking,  
I hope I don’t wake up, but I could never have done anything to myself. 
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I got a redundancy a few months after New Years and had some escape 
money, so I decided to go off around the world by myself. It was an 
intuitive but a definite and clear decision. It felt like the only choice I had 
because he couldn’t get on with his life with me watching and crying, and 
I couldn’t watch him walk away. We decided to tell our families before I 
left. We did the rounds together. We held hands while we told his family. 
They were shocked but straight away said all the right things like, you’ll 
always be our son. That hit me hard because I hadn’t anticipated that. It 
made me realise that yes, he’d always be their son, but I wouldn’t be their 
daughter anymore. They said the same to me but I knew it would change. 
There were landmines like that all the way through it, the things you don’t 
expect until they blow up. I felt the same when we told his sister because 
I felt like her children, my nieces, wouldn’t know me anymore. But she 
sent me nice messages afterwards and I continue to be in their lives. 
Actually, this is the first Christmas I’m thinking about whether or not to 
keep visiting. We did the whole thing again a week later with my family. 
My father just hugged Dan and said, you’re part of this family and always 
will be. Everyone took it really well. 

Just before I left for my trip I found a present in our bedroom that 
someone had given Dan. I read the card and it said, these past ten months 
have been the best of my life, I love you. I think at that point I went truly 
crazy, my mind couldn’t make sense of what I was seeing. It meant that 
something had been going on for around six months before I even noticed 

something was wrong. I confronted him 
with it and he admitted it, but was very 
protective of who it was. That was hurtful, 
that he thought I might do something to 
this guy after I guessed who it was. He’s 
always treated me like that, even though 
I’ve never done anything vengeful.

The day of leaving was really hard. Dan 
was going to stay in the house while I was 
away, which was originally meant to be 
six months but ended up being eight. We 
planned to meet up in Hong Kong at the 
end of my trip and sort everything out. 

Just before I left 
for my trip I found 
a present in our 
bedroom that 
someone had given 
Dan. I read the 
card and it said, 
these past ten 
months have been 
the best of my life, 
I love you.
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I still believed we were best friends but that was naïve. I was with my 
sisters for the first two weeks and then I was in the world on my own. 
It was bizarre, I was scared. New York was strange because we’d been 
there so many times together, but I tried to go to different places and 
would challenge myself to do things like go to bars. If Dan and I weren’t 
together anything was possible. I stopped in Dallas for a few days and 
the hotel I was staying at had a pool. I remember sitting there and it was 
the first time since everything happened that I felt happy and ok, and it 
was only about a month in. It was just a moment, and I knew it wouldn’t 
last, but I stopped and appreciated it and actually felt ok being by myself, 
even though I felt like my romantic life was over forever. To my mind, the 
only man who’d ever been attracted to me actually hadn’t been, so in my 
mind all those horrible thoughts I’d felt about myself were actually true. I 
wasn’t on the lookout at all.

In Canada one night I decided that whatever happened that day and 
whoever asked me to do anything, my answer would be yes, even if it 
meant I ended up dead in a gutter! It was an experiment, the answer 
to everything was yes. There was a big hockey game on and I met a 
group of people at a bar and ended up spending the whole night with 
them. They were really friendly and the night kept moving on to other 
places and I kept saying yes until we ended up back at someone’s 
house. I realised this guy Bryan who I’d been talking to all night actually 
liked me. Of course I had to say yes to everything and the next day was 
my first ever walk of shame! Our relationship ended up turning into 
something and I stayed for a month. It was really good and it really 
helped. One of my friends had said to me before I left, how do you 
know sex with Dan was good, you’ve never slept with a straight man! 
After I did, I was like, whoa! You’re really into this! That’s when I noticed 
the difference and I had a bit of a sexual revolution. I thought I was 
dead after Dan, but with Bryan I’d never been wanted like that before 
and it was amazing. I was still pretty messed up and Bryan knew my 
story, but I was open to anything. We ended up spending a few weeks 
in Europe together which was romantic and passionate, like a novel. 
He was meant to come to Australia but he pulled out a few times, it 
was a bit complicated because I was still really messed up and he had 
some of his own personal issues, but he was so compassionate and 
understanding. We ended up resolving everything and remained good 
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friends. He really woke up something in me and I’m so grateful to him 
for giving me myself back. He committed suicide a few years later. 

It was time to come home and Dan and I were meant to meet in Hong 
Kong. We had been in contact but it was only if I reached out. While I was 
away, he’d been doing frequent trips around Asia and was honest about 
what was going on with other men because I asked him. I still wanted 
to meet up because I assumed we’d still be best friends, but he wasn’t 
interested and said he’d try and fit me in around seeing his other friends. 
I was really angry and upset because we were meant to be deciding 
our future. I had no delusions we were getting back together, it was 
more about sorting out the house and finances. I didn’t want to be an 
afterthought so I went to Thailand instead. 

When I got back home he was still living in our house. I came to see him 
the day I returned, I was really happy and excited to see him but he didn’t 
even care that I was there. A few weeks went by and I hadn’t heard from 
him until I got an email saying, I don’t want to see you or hear from you 
again. Out of all the scenarios I’d played out in my head that was the only 
one I’d never considered, that we wouldn’t be friends at all. That’s when 
the trauma started again, my hair was falling out and I had a tremor, it 
was almost worse than the first time. This time it was really personal 
because he was saying, I don’t like you as a person. 

When he moved out I had to do everything and I still feel angry about it, 
he just left everything to me, he was a ghost. When I got back from the 
trip I needed help, I told him I’d done everything to help him and I needed 
some help now, but he was just gone. I decided I wanted to keep the 
house, and a nice bank manager and some other good luck meant that 
I was able to. People always asked if it felt sad staying in the house we’d 
lived in together but it doesn’t, I love this house and it feels like mine. 
There was an incredible growth that came out of staying here, when the 
our became mine. 

After he moved out I found a box of his old stuff and a few diaries from 
high school. By that stage I felt like a widow. It was like he’d died because 
everything I knew about him had died, he was a different person. It 
was like he donated his body and some new guy got it with none of his 
memories or personality, he didn’t recognise me or who we had been. 
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It’s probably not right to read other people’s 
diaries but at that point I needed answers 
and it felt innocent enough because the diary 
was from the summer we met. If you didn’t 
know any of our story and just picked it up 
and read it, you’d think it was just the diary 
of a young gay boy. I don’t think he knew he 
was gay at the time, but the way he described 

all the boys, he’s very handsome, he’s very muscular, I wish I was like 
that, compared to the girls which were just, I met this girl. It broke my 
heart to read this diary of a sweet young boy who was on the verge of life 
who made the wrong choice, and that choice was me. That was really 
hard, thinking I was the wrong turn in his life. I don’t know that he ever 
loved me and he doesn’t talk to me anymore so I can’t ask, he cut me off 
completely, Facebook, Instagram, everything. All the energy he put into 
denying who he was for so long now goes into denying I ever existed. 

The last time I saw him about a year ago, I walked past him on the street 
and I had a feeling I was going to see him that day. It was the same day 
as Bryan’s funeral in Canada. I was in Sydney, but had decided to go and 
have a drink with some friends at the same time as the funeral. I was on 
my way to the pub and I saw Dan walking along with a group of guys, 
but when he saw me he got this look of terror. He put his hand up to 
me so they couldn’t see as if to say, don’t come near me, don’t let these 
people know I know you, as if I had some history of publicly humiliating 
him! Another time I saw him in a café and it was a really awkward 
conversation, like I was someone he went to school with who he couldn’t 
quite place. It happened another time when I was with my sister and he 
was with a guy. I started shaking and looked to him for something, some 
kindness, but he looked at me with dead eyes. I waited for a follow up 
text but there was nothing. I’ve had no kindness or compassion from 
him. During counselling I’ve had to question myself, what were you doing 
with someone all that time who wasn’t there? I’ve had a lot of confronting 
thoughts about that, but everyone else was sold on us as well. He did 
send a text this year saying Happy Birthday but it felt meaningless. It feels 
like if I died he wouldn’t come to my funeral. 

All the energy he 
put into denying 
who he was for 
so long now goes 
into denying I 
ever existed. 
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I’m not ready to be with anyone else. My self-esteem was never great and 
then it took a really big hit. I’d really like to have someone special but I’m 
so jaded nothing feels real. I have a great life, but I still don’t know if I’ll 
ever be fully over it. It will always be there, but I guess it will get more 
time around it and have less power. If I saw him now I’d just keep going.  
I have a lot more anger than I used to because it was just a lot of sadness 
before. Lately I’ve been feeling more immune to it. 

I’m doing freelance work, I’ve got a flatmate to help out with the house, 
and I’ve gotten into photography which was always Dan’s thing. I didn’t 
take a photo for 18 years because he was so good at it. Instagram was a 
real tool for me because my past was gone and my future felt empty, and 
it helped me to be present and enjoy things around me. People liked my 
photos and I ended up having an exhibition. For a long time, I thought what 
happened was not my story to tell, but once Dan was openly out I realised 
it was my story to tell and I was going to tell it! I was taking it back. My 
exhibition was about what happened to me and what’s come from it and it 
was a real turning point. His family came too. I explained what it was about 
beforehand and they chose to come which was really nice. 

All I can conclude is that the strongest coping 
mechanism Dan has in his life is denial, and 
until he deals with those personal things that 
have nothing to do with being gay, he’ll keep 
doing it. I’ve dissociated the person he is now 
from the person I spent 18 years with, they’re 
two different people. I don’t think we’ll ever 
be friends, I’ve changed enough to not really 
want to be friends anymore, but it’s been a 
constantly changing journey. From where we 
are now I can’t see us being friends, but from 
every point through this I’ve never been able 
to see the next one until I’m there, so that 
one might still come. 

I have a great life, 
but I still don’t 
know if I’ll ever be 
fully over it. It will 
always be there, 
but I guess it will 
get more time 
around it and 
have less power. 
If I saw him now 
I’d just keep 
going.
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It meant he knew for a really long time, but 
he made me doubt everything about our 

relationship. Was any of it real, or was I just 
being used to hide the fact he was gay?
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We met through friends in 1983 when I was 18, I’m nearly 50 now. He was 
two years older than me and worked with one of my girlfriend’s brothers. 
We started going out in a group of friends and it continued on from there. 
We both grew up in western Sydney, he was working, I was just out of 
high school. I thought he was cute, he had a nice car, when you’re 18… 
cute guy with money, nice car, I just wanted to have fun. 

By 1987 we got married and built a house, he travelled a bit through his 
work and the relationship was good. He was a fairly insecure type of 
person, he suffered from depression which was probably related to him 
suppressing who he really was. His family were really conservative, his 
parents were very open about their dislike for people who were gay, they 
were pretty homophobic actually. 

After about five years of marriage we had our first child and moved to the 
northern beaches when I was pregnant with our second child. Those early 
years were normal and we were happy. I never suspected anything until 
2011 when everything started to unfold. 

His depression started to get worse, it got worse as the years progressed. 
I didn’t start working again until the kids were in primary school and then 
it was only part-time so he was always stressed about money. He kept on 
at me for years to go back to work, but he was never very hands-on with 
the kids so they were largely my responsibility. He’d occasionally come 
to sport with us but he’d just sit there and complain. All this time I really 

SUSAN’S STORY
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didn’t suspect anything. He claims that he didn’t even really know until 
2011 when the mega-explosion happened and everything imploded. 

For about 15 years our sex life was pretty non-existent, but he was on 
depression medication and couldn’t get it up, so I just put it down to the 
medication affecting his erectile function. I was feeling more inadequate 
about myself, thinking what’s wrong with me? What made it worse was 
that my girlfriends would talk about their husbands and say they wouldn’t 
leave them alone sexually. I didn’t say anything because I didn’t want to 
disclose that my sex life was pretty much non-existent, and I didn’t want 
to pressure Dean because I thought it was to do with the depression. I 
thought it would only make him feel worse and inadequate so it was really 
difficult. But he was also a caring, loving person, mostly a homebody. We 
did lots of things together, we had a boat and we’d sail together, so he 
didn’t go off and do things with friends very much, it was always mostly 
me and the family. His depression was fairly severe, he used to threaten 
to kill himself. I probably should have taken more note of that before I got 
married, but we didn’t have a bad life and the boat was a real focus. We 
used to go in races all the time and we had a lot of friends through sailing. 
There was one guy I used to flirt with a bit to try and get attention from 
Dean, but it didn’t work, and I found out later Dean actually had a crush 
on this guy! This guy asked me if I’d have an affair, but I didn’t because I 
thought my marriage was still good at that stage. Dean was getting a bit 
more distant and in August 2011 the implosion happened.

Dean finally decided he needed to see a psychiatrist because he’d only 
ever been on medication through his GP. We were having dinner and he 
said he’d made an appointment to see a psychiatrist on the 4th of July. I 
made a throw away comment that it was the same day our friends were 
getting back from a trip because they were picking up their dog from us, 
but he just flew off the handle, he totally lost it and got really angry. I’m 
trying to tell you I’m seeing a psychiatrist and you’re talking about the dog. 
I was just joking around and couldn’t believe it, I thought it was a bit of 
an overreaction. He went and saw the psychiatrist but didn’t like her. I 
suggested he go a few more times then he just said, she’s put me onto this 
support group for people that feel the same way I do. I later found out it 
was GAMMA, (Gay and Married Men’s Association) but at the time I didn’t 
know. So he was going off to these meetings which I just thought were for 

SUSAN’S STORY
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guys with depression who were supporting each other. He didn’t want to 
talk about it, he’d come home and I’d ask how it went and he’d say, it’s 
good to know I’m not the only one out there who feels the way that I do, but 
he wouldn’t elaborate any more than that. 

He asked me one Sunday morning to come out on the boat and I thought 
I should, it was a nice day, I thought we could have some time together 
by ourselves. But we ended up having a silly fight about me leaving my 
sunglasses behind. I got out of the car and walked home but he didn’t 
come after me. I was really upset and wrote a letter to get out my anger 
asking, what’s going on, don’t you care about me? A few days later things 
were better again and we went out on the boat with friends, but we had 
another fight and he stormed off our friends’ boat back onto ours. The 
next day we got back to our mooring and it started to rain so we stayed 
inside while it was raining. He suddenly broke down, he started to cry 
and said, I don’t know how to tell you this, you’re going to hate me, you’re 
going to throw me out and I said, you’re having an affair. He said no, I’m 
gay. We were both crying and I just couldn’t believe it. I was saying, are 
you sure, how do you know? What do you want to do? Where do we go from 
here? Are you seeing anyone? He just kept saying no, no, no. I was in total 
shock, I couldn’t quite grasp what he was telling me. He admitted that 
the support group was GAMMA and that I wasn’t to tell anyone, he didn’t 
want any family or friends to know. That was so hard because my world 
was collapsing around me and he didn’t want me to talk to my friends. 

I kept it to myself for a few weeks, but I did end up telling a close 
girlfriend who wasn’t in our social circle because I knew she wouldn’t 
gossip about it. Dean and I had been discussing the hows and the 
whys and what we were going to do. He came home one night from the 
psychiatrist and said, I feel like such a coward because I can remember 
back in high school being in the showers with the other boys and feeling 
the attraction. I just lost it. We had a big fight, I felt like getting a knife 
out and killing him I was so angry! I just couldn’t believe it. It meant he 
knew for a really long time, but he made me doubt everything about our 
relationship. Was any of it real, or was I just being used to hide the fact he 
was gay?

In the weeks that followed we talked all the time, he wanted to cohabit 
and do our own thing sexually without having a relationship anymore, 

SUSAN’S STORY
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but I just thought, no way. I was still 
in shock about everything. I was really 
interested in how he knew he was 
gay, how he was so sure. He said he’d 
looked at porn, male and female, and 
the female porn didn’t interest him. 
But what brought it to a head, and this 
really horrified me, was this incident 
that happened on the way home 
from work. It was a long drive from 
work to home and he had to use the 

bathroom so he went to a toilet in a rugby park. There was a guy in there 
masturbating and he said he couldn’t help but watch this guy and he got 
aroused. The guy noticed him and then they basically did that to each 
other. That was just before he decided he needed to see a psychiatrist, 
and was probably why he was so angry when I made the comment about 
the dog, because he was in a major crisis.

It never really gelled with me and later I thought, wouldn’t you go to the 
toilet before you left work? I started wondering how long it had been 
going on and was questioning him, were there any other incidents? I was 
pushing and pushing for more answers and he got more and more angry 
and we just started arguing all the time. Then he got an STI and I started 
spinning out. He was getting messages on his phone all the time. I asked 
about it and he let me look at it, there was GRINDR and other stuff on 
there so things started to get very tense. We started to see a therapist 
to help us work out a way forward. Things had blown up in August and 
we told the kids in October. We told them the real reason and they were 
really mature, they were sad about the family splitting up and felt really 
bad for both of us. Then we started telling other people, but when we 
told my brother his first thought was, poor Dean, it must be really hard 
for him, and I thought, my marriage is falling apart, my life as I know it is 
falling apart, what about me? And the worst thing is, there’s nothing you 
can do about it. There’s nothing you can do to fix it. 

I felt absolute devastation. I used to sit in the shower at night, on the 
floor with the water running over me and I’d just rock, and cry, it was 
agony. When I first started at the support group (Women Partners of 
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Bisexual Men) there was me and another girl and we just bawled all the 
way through. I started to drink a fair bit, I probably still do now, a lot more 
than I used to. 

I had asked him not to have any sexual encounters until we sold the 
house and I had moved out, but when all this stuff happened with all 
the messages on his phone it caused a lot of tension. Someone from  
his support group was texting him to see how he was and I thought,  
it’s alright for you to tell people and you’ve got support and I’m still 
sworn to secrecy?

I moved out of the bedroom into the spare room, I just couldn’t sleep 
next to him and didn’t want him to see me naked anymore. I couldn’t 
bear lying next to him knowing he wasn’t interested in me. He was upset 
because we hadn’t talked about me moving into another room and I think 
he was upset about losing the marriage too. But as far as cohabiting I said 
I couldn’t do it, I wanted to sell the house and go our separate ways and 
that’s what happened. 

We still get on fine now, we talk to each other, we’ve got the kids together 
so we’re always going to have that relationship. I don’t hate him, I went 
through periods of hating him but he is a good person. I think I’ve dealt 
with it. It still hurts when I think about how ugly that period was. But I had 
a lot of support from my female friends and the Women Partners support 
group so I got through it. 

I started seeing someone else six months 
after he moved out. It was set up by 
friends and he lived nearby but I was a 
bit wary at first. I thought, am I ready to 
meet someone else, but it was the best 
thing for me. I took the chance and it 
all went well and we’re still together. I 
started thinking, is this too good to be 
true, how can I find someone else so 
quickly who’s so sweet and wonderful? 
He’s so different to Dean, so relaxed 
and easy going. Dean was always really 
uptight, probably because he was hiding 
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so much. Sexually, Dean and I used to just go through the motions, and 
he was my first sexual partner so I didn’t really know any different. Now 
it’s very different!

When he first came out he said, I just want to be normal, I’d chop off my 
right my arm off if I could just be normal, but then he started to embrace it 
wholeheartedly. He lives in Surry Hills now, living the gay life. I told him I’d 
started seeing someone and he had a 30 year old toyboy at the time  
so we had both moved on. Our boys are fine with him and their 
relationship is ok. 

What would my advice be? I’d recommend getting another man. Get 
yourself a straight man, girls! 
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VAL’S STORY
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Val’s story

I met Bill when I was only 16 at a birthday party. We used to talk about 
getting married when we were old enough, so when I turned 20 we 
got married. It was 1960. I really loved him and I’m sure he loved me. 
He was quite a soft man and treated me really nicely and gently. My 
brothers were quite rough and always teased me, so I thought he was 
just wonderful. My family thought he was wonderful too, no-one picked 
anything up. We were married for two years before our first son was born 
and two years after that we had our second son. Everything was going 
really well for us, and for the first 25 years we had a wonderful life. But 
after that I started noticing things. 

He was always really attracted to women, I used to worry about him with 
other women a bit because he was always really friendly. But I still trusted 
him and loved him. I always felt sex was a bit overrated and I used to 
think, I married this man for better or worse and if he was happy I should 
be happy, so I told myself, you have to be happy and that’s that. I was very 
happy with everything else, but the sex part of it wasn’t great. It wasn’t 
fulfilling for me, it did happen but not a lot. And it was always me who 
initiated it. I know now that it’s really common for women in my situation, 
but at the time I just didn’t know, and I was too scared to tell anyone or 
ask anyone, because things were different back then. Once I heard girls at 
work talking about their sex life and I thought, mine’s nothing like that! But 
he was still nice, he used to buy me nice things and be a gentleman and 
I used to think it was a privilege being married to such a lovely man. Now 
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I think sex before marriage is not such a bad thing, but we just didn’t do 
that and I’ve still only ever been with him. 

Around ten years ago I started noticing a difference, a started to get a 
glimpse of this problem. He started treating me a bit like a man would 
treat another man. He started patting me on the back which I told him 
not to do because I didn’t like it, and he had never done it before. There 
was another night where I touched him and he said, not tonight and I 
thought, why not? I felt convinced he’d been with someone else that day, 
and I thought it was another woman. I felt convinced but also confused, 
because for some reason I wasn’t sure if it was a woman or a man. 

There were a few little things that happened but I’d always get over it 
because he’d convince me nothing was happening, then I’d go a long 
time before I noticed anything else. We had a coffee shop for six years so 
I was too busy to notice anything. When we sold it we both worked at a 
YMCA camp and he used to flirt with women, but he always said he was 
just mucking around. Things got really bad about five years ago when we 
started arguing. I knew something was happening but I didn’t know what 
it was. I could see him changing but he used to say, it’s just you, you’re 
imagining all this stuff is happening. I went to hospital once and when I 
got home I thought, somebody’s been here, he’s had someone here. There 
were glass marks around the house and he was trying to clean them 
off which he would never usually do. Another night I was getting picked 
up outside the house and he was waiting with me, and there was a car 
parked outside that looked like it had been in an accident. He was really 
concerned about it, overly concerned, so I asked if he knew the owner 
and he said, no but what a shame about their car. Then I saw one of his 
shirts in the back of the car! I told him I could see his shirt but he just 
brushed it off and denied knowing the owner of the car. The next morning 
I noticed the same shirt hanging back up in his wardrobe. I asked him about 
it and he just told me I was crazy. I looked closely at it and it was ironed 
differently to how I’d do it. I questioned him about it and he convinced me  
I was imagining it but I knew I had to get to the bottom of it. 

It was very hard to prove that anything was happening, and I had to 
be really sure I got it right. After the shirt there was another incident. I 
had been helping out a lady once a week who had triplets. I did it with 
another lady on Thursdays, and one Thursday Bill told me a Telstra guy 
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was coming over to fix something. Before I left I could see them out the 
window and I heard this Telstra guy say, but your wife’s in there, and Bill 
said, yes but she’ll be gone soon. Straight away I knew what they were 
going to be doing, it was just terrible. I didn’t know whether to go or 
not, but I left and the whole time I felt so sick. The people I was helping 
noticed something was wrong and I just broke down saying, something 
really terrible is happening. I was crying. They asked what was going on 
but I said I couldn’t tell them. They said I needed to talk to someone so 
they rang our local Minister and I agreed to talk to him. He came home 
with me to talk to Bill but when we arrived Bill was just sitting there 
reading and looking innocent, so I felt quite foolish. It was awful, just 
awful. The Minister tried to talk to him but it wasn’t getting anywhere, 
so the Minister said it was better for him to go. Bill tried to pretend the 
Telstra man didn’t even come into the house but I knew he did. 

I started trying to break Bill down, I worked really hard on him so he 
would tell me what was going on. The Minister even did a sermon on 
it, about people hiding their true selves, and it must have had an effect 
because afterwards Bill broke down one night and confessed. This was 
about five years ago. He admitted that for 30 years he had been going to 
sex shops during work hours and having sex with men. I was very lucky 
because he put me at great risk, he was having sex with heaps and heaps 
of men, countless men. But we cried and cried and cried the night he 
told me. I told him I had trusted him and thought I knew him, and why 
didn’t he tell me this 30 years ago? He just cried and said he was really 
sorry. But he never wanted to say he was gay, he still doesn’t. He refuses 
to admit it and always says, I’m not gay. I won’t stand for that. I’ve said to 
him, that’s what gay is Bill, men having sex with men, that’s what you’re 
doing and that’s what you are. But he just never wanted to admit it and 
would always get very upset.

We stayed together. He was 72 at the time and I thought he could get 
some help or turn his back on it. I slept in a different room for six months. 
He still wanted to sleep in the bed with me but I didn’t want to. It was like 
having a child. I had to go in with him and wait till he was asleep and then 
I’d go into the other room. He wasn’t at all intimate and I didn’t want it 
anyway. I used to get infections all the time but thankfully nothing really 
serious, but he still put me at risk and I was very fortunate. He would 
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stand at the door crying wanting 
to come in, and I’d just say no. I 
think he wanted me to turn a blind 
eye to everything, but his life was 
becoming a lot more important 
to him than our life. He started 
spending a lot of time in the garage. 
He had a phone I didn’t know about, 
an email I didn’t know about, he was 
so secretive. It destroys you because 
by the time you split up you’ve got 
no confidence left, and you feel like 
you have no power. He always said, 

I’m not doing any harm to you. He said he never thought it would upset 
me so much and I’d say, I’m your wife. He said it was the only thing he’d 
ever done wrong and I’d say, but it’s major. It wasn’t small at all,  
he destroyed me, it was a major deceit. 

On Saturdays I used to spend more than an hour putting conditioner in 
my hair and doing a few other things and he knew I did it every Saturday. 
Some mornings he’d be looking at the clock and say, you’d better go and 
do your hair now. It turned out he used to have men in the house when 
I was in the shower! I wasn’t meant to know. When I started sleeping in 
the other room I got up early once and he got a big shock seeing me in 
the bathroom because he had a man in the house. He even had a signal 
- if he was slow at answering the door the person would leave. I’d see 
men coming up the path sometimes and turn around when they saw me, 
pretending they were going to another villa. He was seeing men all the 
time while we were living together, it was very disrespectful. Later I told 
him he was getting so bad I almost thought he was going to do it in front 
of me. He said he wasn’t that bad, but I think it was getting to that point. 
He was getting really obsessed with it, it was never enough. He even had 
really young men come over, only in their 20s. I’m sure he was paying for 
some of them. He was like an addict. I feel really sad about it because I 
missed out terribly and I wish I could’ve done something earlier. 

We had two boys who were in their forties when it all came out. One 
Saturday after we were separated, I was crying when I picked up the 
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phone and my son asked what was wrong. I couldn’t hide it anymore and 
said I had to talk to both of them. Bill and I told them together and our 
youngest son said, if his father wasn’t there he would’ve thought I was 
imagining things because it was so unbelievable. My eldest son always 
lets me ring and talk to him anytime I need to. At first, my youngest son 
didn’t want to see his father ever again, but his wife had lost her father 
and said she’d do anything to have her father back so he eventually 
accepted it. Both sons are good with him now, we all are. I look at Bill like 
he’s got a really bad problem that I can’t fix and we just have to accept it. 
But the thing that troubles me is that he still always says to me, I’m not 
doing that anymore. I think if he could just tell himself, this is who I am, 
I’m sure he’d feel better. I had to look in the mirror and say to myself, Bill 
is homosexual, he doesn’t want you anymore. There’s nothing bad about it, 
he just doesn’t want you anymore. 

About 18 months ago I went to a counsellor and they said I didn’t have to 
stay with him, but I’m in my 70s and he had always done everything like 
the banking and I was scared it would be too hard. But the counsellor 
kept saying I should leave so I started to make plans. Bill thought I would 
never do it, but I started ringing Centrelink and a real estate agent to 
try and rent somewhere. I went to my regular doctor and told her I was 
moving out, and she told me Bill should be moving out not me. She said 
he had the problem and had to go, I should stay in my home. In the end 
that’s what happened, but I helped him find somewhere, I even bought 
furniture and a washing machine with him. 

I still see him but he’s still in complete denial. He always checks what 
time I’m going to the hairdressers because he goes and sees a couple of 
men in the villas where I live. We had our wedding anniversary just the 
other week and he wanted to take me out, but I had to say no because 
we have nothing to celebrate anymore. Sometimes he still takes me 
out for dinner. He still hasn’t told people he’s gay but I do. People are 
still shocked about it but they haven’t had bad reactions. I hid it for a 
fair while too, but I felt like it made me look bad because people were 
wondering what I did wrong. It’s just better for people to know the truth, 
then they know how to treat both of us. 

I’ve been to the group and it’s really good to hear other people’s stories. 
You feel like you’re not the only one. Some of them are much harder 
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stories than mine so you can support one another. I definitely couldn’t 
have got that same support from the church. I’m not rubbishing the 
church because I’m Christian, but the church wants to fix problems like 
this and you really can’t. They just thought Bill and I were a wonderful 
couple and they thought God could help him stop, but if you don’t want 
that to happen it won’t. It would have to be a real turnaround for anyone 
to do that. For Bill to change it would be very, very hard, he’d have to be 
very dedicated and he would be denying who he really is. I can’t see him 
changing, I never could. I thought he may give up doing it just because he 
was getting older, but I think he could go on forever. 

I’m thinking about protecting myself financially and getting a home in 
a retirement village, because he could demand his half of the house at 
any time. If I did that I’d probably get a divorce. I really don’t think I could 
ever have him back because he’d keep doing what he’s doing, and I can’t 
live with men coming and going all the time. I said to him after he moved 
out it was lucky he was the one who moved because he would’ve run the 
house like a brothel. He agreed he would have. Sometimes I can’t believe 
it’s the same person, because he used to be this beautiful man and he’s 
almost let himself go to the gutter, he’s so promiscuous. That’s something 
our boys can’t understand either. They find that part of it really hard. One 
of the boys had a function and he said he was inviting his Dad and I said it 
was fine. But Bill just pretended there was nothing wrong, he sat next to 
me pretending we were still a couple. I find it hard to be together when 
he wants to play happy families. It’s just sad, he’s still not being honest. 

I’m happier now than I’ve been for a 
long time. For those five years after he 
confessed I wasn’t happy at all, but I’m 
finding my way around now. He used to 
drive me around everywhere and hold 
my hand. I almost felt like I couldn’t 
walk straight without him, so I’ve had to 
learn how to do things on my own. Even 
going to the support group was a huge 
thing for me to do on my own, but I did 
it. I hadn’t driven much for around 20 
years but when we split up one of my 
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sons bought me a car, so I drive 
that around now. I think I’m doing 
quite well now, and people tell 
me I’m so different. I didn’t have 
much confidence before because 
Bill did everything for me, I went 
everywhere with him and he didn’t 
really like me going out that much 
on my own. I sometimes wonder 
if he was worried someone would 
tell me something. 

He was a wonderful father and 
husband for many years, but he 
was just gay and not honest. I 
said to him once, everything was 
perfect except for that one thing, I 

didn’t have what he wanted! I think men should just tell themselves that’s 
who they are and get over it. I said to him I had no problem with him 
being gay, I just wish I’d known 30 years ago so I could have remarried. 
He’s said a few times maybe we could get back together, but I’d have 
nothing to gain out of that. He said we could have a friendship, but I told 
him I wouldn’t be able to get anyone else with him hanging around! I 
wouldn’t mind having a companion, but they’d have to be a very special 
person. I’m happy now but it was a very sad thing. 
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Amal’s story

We met in 1985 through mutual friends and were married the next year 
when we were in our 20s. It was really good early on, Jim was very kind, 
affectionate and gentle and was really into family life, he was very close 
to his parents and brothers back then. I come from a very large family and 
he wanted to be close to my family as well. One of my brothers was only 
five when I met him and he became a role model to him, so things were 
quite good early on.

Three years after we married we wanted to have children but had some 
trouble conceiving, so we went through IVF and ended up having three 
boys in three years including twins. We wanted to buy a house and have 
a certain income by 30, we had a plan and worked really hard towards 
achieving that plan. Life was good for a long time until about 1995 when 
Jim decided we should have another baby, but I said no because I had a 
bad back problem. He got really angry and things changed from then on, 
they started to roll downhill. I went back to uni to change careers and 
there was pressure on him because I was a full time student with three 
children. His mother died and he wanted a change of life, so we bought 
a bigger house in a different suburb. I went back to work and we really 
started to drift apart. 

From the time I met Jim I questioned his sexuality. I used to ask him if 
he was gay because I always suspected there was something different 
about him, but he always told me I was stupid and crazy and he wasn’t 
gay. He wasn’t like anyone else I knew. He always wanted attention and 
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wanted me to pursue him all the time and chase after him. He wanted 
me to touch him in ways a woman might want to be touched. It just 
felt a bit odd. Sometimes it would be ok, but something would pop 
up every now and then and I would feel like I was with a gay person. 
When I asked him he’d just laugh it off, we both would. We’d brush it 
aside as me being silly. In the back of my mind I always knew there was 
something wrong, but I kind of talked myself out of it. When I asked 
questions he’d just make me feel silly and then I’d look at my kids and 
think, I’ve got three sons, surely he can’t be gay? I thought maybe he 
just had different needs that I didn’t understand. 

I never had doubts about getting married because I only started to notice 
this stuff about two years into the marriage. When we first met there was 
nothing wrong. He comes from a Muslim family, they weren’t that strict 
but in a Muslim family being gay is automatically not on. There’s a lot of 
shame attached to it. Muslim communities are really not accepting of 
anyone being gay, it’s black or white, there’s no grey, and in Islam being 
gay is an absolute sin. His mother worshipped the ground he walked 
on, so if he ever tried to come out I think it would have killed her. I think 
that’s precisely why he never did. He really started to play up after his 
parents died. It really began when his father died because he had no-one 
to answer to, he was free. He also severed his relationships with his two 
brothers, so there was no connection with his own family anymore, he 
stopped talking to all of them and that’s when his life changed. 

He started to make a lot of new friends, friends that I didn’t know and 
never met. He started spending a lot of time on his computer and on his 
own. We had bought a holiday house and he started to spend a lot of 
time on his own at the house, at least three days a week. He made a lot 
of friends on the south coast who I was not allowed to meet. He went 
on holidays with people I was never allowed to meet, I just knew their 
names. I always used to ask him, are your friends gay? He would always 
say no. I used his computer one day and this thing popped up which was 
a chat between Jim and some other guy. Before that I thought we had 
no secrets, we knew each other’s emails and passwords. But this was 
an email address I’d never seen before. I remember the words on this 
message, I’ll never forget them because it said, how are you gorgeous 
from a guy called Aaron. Jim said he was good and then Aaron asked, 
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what did you do last night beautiful? He said he cooked for his family, 
which was true. I panicked, my heart was racing. I thought my god, what 
is this? In my panic I turned it off which I regretted because I couldn’t find 
it again. I rang Jim and told him to come home. He asked why and I asked 
if he had a second email address which he denied. I said, then who is this 
person Aaron? He said he was coming home. 

We went upstairs to our bedroom and I just asked straight out, are you 
gay? He said no. I asked him if this was the same Aaron he’d been going 
out with and had been going to the coast with. He said yes, so I asked if 
he was his boyfriend. He said he was just a friend with a lot of issues who 
had a drug habit. I asked if Aaron was gay and he said yes. He said Aaron 
had a crush on him but there was nothing going on, he said, as you can 
see from my responses I made it quite clear I’m not interested. I said Aaron 
was flirting with him and he said he knew that but he wasn’t flirting back, 
and promised there was nothing going on. He was down on his knees 
crying. I was saying I don’t believe you. I thought he was at least bisexual. 
But he convinced me that I was wrong. At the time my eldest son was 15 
and a computer genius, he works with computers now, so I asked him the 
next day if he could hack into the computer and retrieve something and 
he said yes. I asked him to find the email, he asked what I was looking for 
and I said I’d seen something on Dad’s computer that I didn’t like, and just 
wanted to read it and find out more about it. He was on the computer 
for about an hour and he said he’d found it but I couldn’t see it. I asked 
why not and he just said, Mum it’s nothing, it’s just stupid don’t worry 
about it. He just brushed it off and said Dad’s an idiot, don’t worry about 
it. So I let it go, but our relationship was really strained for about a month 
afterwards. Jim was fussing around me but I didn’t want a bar of him. 
Eventually, I put it behind me.

Two and a half years later there was a message on the home answering 
machine: This is Aaron, Jim, can you please call me back urgently. Jim 
was away at our holiday house. I’d gotten over the previous incident but I 
was thinking, why is this guy calling us at home, what does he want from 
Jim? But it didn’t click straight away it was the same guy. Then I got a 
message on my mobile, and I have no idea how he got my number but it 
said, please get Jim to call me back, Aaron. I told Jim about the message 
and he said he didn’t know who it was. I texted back this guy and said Jim 
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didn’t know who he was and he wrote back, ask HIV Jim. I was stunned, I 
told Jim and he said this guy was trying to ruin his life because years ago 
when that email came up, he told him he didn’t want to be friends with 
him anymore because he wanted to protect me. I was suspicious, but Jim 
said he was going to call the police. He left the holiday house and was 
gone for ages. He came back claiming the police rang the guy and left 
messages for him not to contact our family anymore. I also texted Aaron 
and said, don’t ever call me again and he said, consider it done. I never 
heard from him again. The really bad thing is, I actually believed Jim. 

Around the same time he pretended one day that he’d bumped into his 
old best friend from high school called Ross, and said they were going 
to catch up. I thought it was great but he started going out a lot with 
him. This guy Ross went through a divorce soon after they met and Jim 
helped him move. They went to New Zealand with a bunch of guys they 
watched football with. I asked if I could go but Jim said it was a guys’ 
trip and I wouldn’t enjoy it. He never rang once and kept making excuses 
when I finally got through. He said he was sharing a room with Ross and it 
would be rude to talk. This guy Ross ended up coming over to our house, 
he’d have lunch and dinner in our home, they went on trips together, 
he was Jim’s best friend. But things were getting a bit over the top for 
me because every time people saw them together they’d ask, is Gary’s 
friend gay? I’d just say no he was married, but I started asking questions 
because my suspicions were growing. Jim never admitted anything and  
I always believed him. 

At the time I also felt like I couldn’t ruin my life with a divorce when I had 
three boys about to finish high school. They were bright, sensitive boys. 
They were never close to their Dad because he had never made any 
time for them, and I may as well have been a single parent. They had a 
strained relationship, and the last thing I wanted to do was drive another 
wedge between them. I felt responsible for holding my family together at 
any cost, but it was at the cost of my own sanity because things were just 
crazy, and I had no idea at the time that my boys had noticed how bad 
things were.

Everything kept building up and I was just waiting until I had proof. For 
the last two years I checked his phone regularly, checked the computer, I 
questioned everything he did. I was searching and searching and I started 
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keeping a diary because I knew things were going on. But I wasn’t going 
to make a move unless I was 100 percent certain. This torment went on 
for ten years until about three years ago when he met this hairdresser. 
He was young, only in in his 20s, and was setting up a business, so Jim 
helped him do that. One day Jim came home with his back shaved and I 
was in disbelief. I asked if the hairdresser was gay and Jim accused me of 
thinking everyone was gay. I said, Jim, I think you’re gay. I told him he was 
really changing and I didn’t trust him anymore. I said I was going to find 
out and when I did he’d be gone. He was really arrogant and said, you’re 
not going to catch me. He had changed so much towards me and wasn’t 
even talking to the kids anymore. Even the way he carried himself was 
different, people started asking if he was gay. He was starting to come 
out. My sons’ friends would come over and ask them, is your Dad gay? 
The way he walked changed, the way he sat changed, the way he smiled, 
the way he dressed. 

Everything about him was different. I would look through old photos and 
could see the transition. He went from a masculine strong man trying 
to look like a real bloke to this guy who was more and more feminine. 
We still had sex but it was mechanical, and he wasn’t there in any way. I 
remember him watching Mardi Gras and he was so immersed in it I had to 
turn it off, it was like he was watching pornography. He started watching 
movies with lots of bondage and things like that. He tried to get me to 
watch but I refused, and our relationship just totally deteriorated. We had 
nothing left in common. 

He started going to our holiday house more and more on his own and 
would also try and get me to go places without him, so he had more 
time away from me. He pushed me to go overseas with my mother for a 
month, and when I got back I went to hug him at the airport and he just 
pushed me away in front of everyone. His friend Ross had been over all 
the time for dinner and they went to parties, the boys never saw him. 
I found out later he never even went to school with Ross, he actually 
met him on a gay dating website. He was his boyfriend for five years, he 
was bringing him over to our house and everything. I went out with a 
girlfriend one night and we saw Jim and Ross at the same restaurant. My 
friend said, how cute, they look like they’re on a date. They sat at the table 
behind us and didn’t even want to join us, because they actually were 
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on a date. Ross used to sit at my family dinner table and I’d chat away to 
him, having no idea he was sleeping with my husband. After it all came 
out I phoned Ross and called him every name under the sun, I thought 
he was a disgusting creature. Jim had been having these long term 
relationships the whole time. First there was Aaron, then Ross and then 
the hairdresser Kevin. 

It all came undone about a year ago after things had been really really 
bad. He spent the day with Ross on my birthday and we were arguing 
all the time. He chose to be with his friends instead of me and the kids 
at any cost. He came back one weekend from the holiday house and 
I was cooking in the kitchen and started feeling chest pains which felt 
like a heart attack. I ended up collapsing on the floor, so they took me 
to hospital and gave me some tablets for stress. Jim was really distant 
and said I was trying to blame him. I told him I was stressed because I 
never knew what he was up to. When we got home he started yelling 
and screaming at me for blaming him. I started checking his phone every 
single night after that, I wanted proof. I used to watch the codes he put 
in his phone and would write them down and break into his phone every 
night. But I never found anything, it was always clean. No emails or 

messages, nothing. Then one day I had 
to pick him up at the holiday house and 
I checked his phone. I found an explicit 
photo which he’d sent to Ross and some 
messages they’d sent back and forth. My 
blood boiled, but I took a deep breath 
and put the phone back down because 
I’d finally found what I’d been looking for 
after ten long years and I wasn’t going to 
blow it. I knew that day was the last day 
I was going to be his wife. My heart was 
racing on the drive back home. I needed 
a plan and I wasn’t going to give him 
an opportunity to tell me I was wrong. 
I didn’t want to confront him at the 
holiday house and come home without 
him, I was going to make him face it. I 
wanted it to happen on my terms.  
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Once I’d seen that photo, I was done, 28 years of marriage were over. I 
was relieved that I was right, that I hadn’t been stupid or crazy all those 
years, but I felt cheated out of my life. I felt like he stole my life, he 
actually stole my life from me. My whole life was a lie. I thought I was 
having a heart attack on the way home but I kept trying to take breaths 
and think about what I’d do. 

We got home and later that night I checked the phone messages again 
because I wanted to be absolutely sure I hadn’t misread any of it. I did it 
a few times just to confirm to myself it was definitely right. I asked him to 
come upstairs. I showed him the photo and asked what it was. He asked 
if I checked his phone and I told him I had checked it every night until I 
found what I was looking for. And that was it, I got a full confession. He 
confessed his relationship with Ross and the others, but said he was not 
bisexual. I used terrible language and called him names but he said he 
wasn’t gay or bisexual. He pretended he never had sex with them and 
said it was just oral sex. I told him that still made him bisexual, but he 
refused to admit it. He completely broke down crying, and begging for 
forgiveness. He said he wasn’t going to let me out of the room until I 
forgave him. I told him I would rather die. 

He fought with me for four nights straight, I tried to kick him out but he 
wouldn’t leave, and every night we had the same argument, with him 
trying to convince me he wasn’t bisexual. He slept on the floor of my 
room for four nights and wouldn’t leave. He didn’t want the marriage to 
be over, even though he had threatened to leave for years. I don’t know 
why, I think he wanted it on his terms and didn’t want people finding out 
he was gay. He finally went and slept on the couch. He tried to come back 
into our room but my son stopped him. He handed him bed sheets and 
said, Dad, go and make your bed and lie in it. It’s over. I told the boys 
everything a few days after I found out. My eldest son, the one who had 
found the email for me years earlier, initially tried to get me to forgive 
him, until I told him he was cheating on me with men. He got really 
upset and started crying uncontrollably, it was like he was going to have 
a nervous breakdown. I tried to console him. He told me that ten years 
ago when he was looking for the email he saw all these gay chat lines and 
websites, heaps of them. He didn’t tell me at the time, but he asked his 
father if he was gay and he said no. He promised our son it was nothing to 
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do with him and that his friend Aaron had set the computer up.  
He made our son promise not to tell me and promised to delete it all. 
What a terrible burden for our son.

We had a family meeting not long after. Our eldest son tore strips off 
Jim and called him a liar. He said, you ruined Mum’s life, you ruined 
everybody’s life. He was really angry that Jim had walked around the 
house for years being really arrogant and not wanting to talk to anyone 
or have a relationship with anyone in the family. He said he used his 
arrogance and distance to hide his secret. He told him he had no issue 
with anyone being gay but when it was his own father, hiding it from  
his mother, it was a huge issue. He was upset about the deceit.  
He also got really angry about Jim bringing his boyfriend over to the 
house to sit around the dinner table with everyone. He called him a 
sick man for bringing his boyfriend over and playing house with him, 
especially when I was away. He hasn’t spoken to him since that day.  
Our other two sons, the twins, tried really hard to have a relationship 
with him but he wasn’t interested. 

Our sons were all in their 20s by this time, but if it had happened earlier 
I probably wouldn’t have left Jim. I think for all those years I was waiting 
for the right time. I really could have left him a million times before for 
his emotional and psychological abuse. That was something he actually 
admitted, which was good for me because I thought I was crazy. He used 
to come home and pick fights over nothing so he had an excuse to take off 
to the holiday house and see his boyfriends, and not have to call me. He 
moved out a few days after this all happened which was about a year ago. 

For a while I was sending him long abusive text messages because I just 
had so much anger. He tried to repair things and was apologetic and 
remorseful at times, but I was so abusive every time I saw him I felt like I 
was having a nervous breakdown, so I decided not to see him anymore. 
He moved out of our suburb quite a long distance away. A couple of 
months later on our wedding anniversary, he left a wooden box at the 
door with perfume, flowers and a love letter in it. In the letter he was 
asking me to take him back, but I told him it was never, ever going to 
happen and I had no desire to be married to a bisexual man. He kept 
denying that he was bisexual or gay and asked me to go to counselling 
with him to prove it, so I went once but it was an absolute joke because 
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he just sat there and lied. He claimed he was sexually abused by an 
older relative but I never believed it because the relative was in our lives 
and Jim was happy to have our boys around this relative when they 
were younger. We used to go on holidays with him, would anyone allow 
someone who sexually abused them as a child to go on holidays with 
their three young sons? And being abused doesn’t make you gay anyway. 
I think if anything happened it was consensual. He never denied all the 
men he was with, he just denied he was bisexual. I said to him, what do 
you call a person who sleeps with men and women like you have? I told 
him no-one wakes up halfway through their marriage and decides they’re 
going to be bisexual. I’ve never really thought of him as outright gay but 
he could be. 

Those first few days after it all happened I went to work pretending 
there was nothing wrong, but about a week later the school bell rang 
and I couldn’t move. I had a nervous breakdown. I took a week off and 
a counsellor found me the Women Partners counselling at Leichhardt. 
It was the best thing I ever did, because when this happens to you, you 
think you’re the only person on earth it’s ever happened to. Then you go 
to the counselling and the group and realise you’re not alone. Everyone 

has different stories and deals with it 
differently. There were some women who 
thought they could fix their husbands but 
you can’t fix being gay, it’s not a disease. 
Jim used to say that to me, I’m working 
on myself, I’m going to fix it. I said to him, 
what are you going to do, take a couple 
of Panadols? Other women still go to 
functions and family things pretending 
they’re still together and haven’t told 
anyone. I didn’t want to do that. The 
strong women in there who had moved 
on really inspired me because I thought,  
I can do that. Everyone who arrived at 
the group was so vulnerable, but after 
a few times there we were so much 
stronger. I really don’t think I could’ve got 
that support anywhere else.  
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Jim begged me to take him back. He offered to give me all of our 
assets if I took him back. I told him to shove his money up his ass 
because he wasn’t coming back. For me it was never an option. I’ve 
heard recently he’s looking at dating women, which scares me. I would 
hate to see another woman go through what I went through. He’s still 
trying to pretend he’s straight, he hasn’t told anyone. He told everyone 
I caught him cheating with women! He hasn’t told a soul, but I’ve told 
most people, my family all know and are really supportive of me. Our 
relationship is not good now. He kept trying to get other people to try to 
get me to take him back, but I think he’s finally accepted that it’s over. I’ve 
applied for a divorce and now he wants to fight over money, so that’s all 
it’s about now. He apologised a million times at the start, he admitted to 
ruining the marriage and behaving in unacceptable ways, but now he’s 
just back to being arrogant and wants money. As soon as I asked him to 
sign the divorce he changed, immediately. 

I’ve met someone new. The first few months were really tough but then 
my sons encouraged me to start going out and having casual dates. 
So I did! I was a bit wary, but my son told me to try internet dating so I 
could take my time and do it slowly. I met someone who sounded really 
genuine and we’re still together. Our relationship is quite strong, I’ve 
met his whole family and it’s the best thing I ever did. It’s taught me so 
much because he confirmed to me that my husband was bisexual, if 
not gay, because the sex is totally different. I think Jim was attracted to 
me and I definitely felt love from him, but it just wasn’t right. Jim always 
painted a picture of Romeo and Juliet to everyone we knew, but behind 
closed doors it was totally different. We went to nice restaurants and on 
nice holidays and drove nice cars, and in a way, it was a life that people 
envied. We looked like we had it all. Most of the women I met in the 
support group said the same thing. It seemed like all of our husbands 
were trying to paint that picture on purpose so they could hide behind it. 
I think Jim and all of those men are really manipulative because they all 
went out of their way to hide what they’re doing and blame their wives 
for doing something wrong. I think they all have that in common, they’re 
manipulative because they’re ashamed of who they are, but it’s the 
woman who pays the price.
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Now I only have minimal contact with 
Jim and only if it’s absolutely necessary. 
I won’t have total closure until we have 
a financial settlement and after that I 
want all relations severed. For me there 
won’t be full closure until every door is 
shut. The way I’m feeling I don’t want any 
contact with him after the divorce. The 
twins are willing to forgive and forget but 
he doesn’t want anything to do with them 
because he’s in denial. I think one day he 
might work it out for himself but not yet. 
We’re going to be grandparents one day 
and I don’t like to think of him being all 
alone, but I can’t really feel sorry for him. 
But no matter what happened, I shared 

my life with him and we had children and built a successful life together. 
Occasionally, I still have this strong need to talk to him and I’d like to think 
that one day we can meet up with our new partners and have a coffee 
together and be civil, but I don’t know if that will happen. If you take away 
all the deceit around his sexuality he was actually a good man. He can 
find happiness if he’s honest. But if I ever see him with a woman I’m going 
straight up to her to ask if she knows he’s bisexual, because it would be 
unfair of me to allow him to hurt someone else the way he hurt me. I feel 
like I lost 30 years being with him, and I can never get it back. If I could go 
back in time I would never, ever marry him.
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ALISON’S STORY
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Alison’s story

We met working in a major hospital around 20 years ago when I was a 
21 year old allied health student and he was a 30 year old surgeon in 
training. Things were pretty normal and good at the start, there was a 
definite intensity to our relationship and we went out for about four years 
before we got married. 

He came from a very dysfunctional family. His parents were very 
controlling and didn’t want him to have his own life or move out of home. 
Initially, I had limited contact with them because I came from a Catholic 
background. I wasn’t practicing and neither were they, but they were 
Protestant and it was an issue. I couldn’t believe people still worried 
about things like that. The first year of our marriage was really good, but 
by about three years in we were having problems sexually and could go 
for six months without sleeping together. 

Matthew could never settle. He was always restless, wanting to move 
overseas, learn different languages or join different groups. He even 
joined the Masons for a while, which I didn’t like at all because of the 
secrecy and strict men-only policy. I objected pretty strongly but his 
father had been a long-time member so I sort of brushed it off. In 
hindsight, I think he was trying to find somewhere to reinvent himself and 
hide from his reality. 

We lived in San Francisco before we had our children and years later 
I found out that things were going on while we were there. He was 
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accessing Craigslist on the internet to link up with married men seeking 
men. At the time I was having panic attacks and subconsciously I knew 
something was wrong, but I was blaming myself because I’d started a 
job in a very high powered environment. I’d never had panic attacks 
in my life before and I remember feeling quite alone. It felt like there 
was no support or understanding from him whatsoever, he was really 
distant and preoccupied. He put down his unexplained absences and 
long working hours to his busy work schedule, but obviously his mind 
was on other things. 

When we talked about having kids, one minute it was yes, let’s do it, then 
it would be no, not yet, so there were a few warning signs back then. We 
were coming back to Sydney for good before our first child was born, but 
six weeks before I was due he made an excuse about needing to go back to 
San Francisco for work. He ended up going to the Galapagos Islands with 
some guy he met on Craigslist which I only found out later. The whole time 
he hid it from me saying it was just work. There were a few other things too. 
After the baby was born, I was getting baby photos developed one day and 
when I put the memory stick into the machine at the shops, up came this 
full frontal male nude shot. When I asked him about it that night he tried to 
make up an excuse about photographing himself for some reason. About 
five years into our marriage there were a few things that were still quite 
isolated incidents, but they were definitely there. I also found phone bills 
with 15 calls or texts in the space of ten minutes to the same number. I had 
asked him about it before and he just brushed it off saying his phone was 
broken, so I photocopied it and kept it as evidence, which was the only way 
I ended up being able to challenge him directly. 

I remember once in the Good Weekend there was an article about the 
Women Partners Service in Sydney and I couldn’t even bring myself to 
read it. That was two years before I found any evidence, so I think I must 
have known. He used to say things like, that guy’s trying to hit on me, 
or some guy would walk past us in the street and I’d see him look behind 
and check him out. I would never have admitted to myself that’s what it 
was, but in hindsight I guess it was kind of obvious. Before I knew he was 
with men, I always discounted the fact he would ever have an affair with a 
woman. I wouldn’t say he had ever had a strong sex-drive and there were 
certainly periods where it was non-existent. 
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One night I checked his phone and everything changed. I found 
bookmarks of gay porn sites and photos and videos of himself in 
various sexual positions. There were also repeated calls and texts to 
as many as ten individual numbers. I don’t think he ever had any long 
term partners, I think it was a series of short hook-ups. The worst thing 
I found was an explicit video of himself he had sent to someone else, 
and someone had sent one back. I felt sick and disgusted because the 
video of him was taken in our bed. I knew my world was never going 
to be the same. I put the kids to bed and approached him about it. He 
immediately tried to deny it and was trying to get a sense of how much 
I knew. That’s what it’s been like the whole way through, there’s nothing 
he’s ever really admitted. But he couldn’t deny everything because I had 
kept the evidence including his phone bills. He tried to say it was just 
experimentation and he kept that up for months. He said it was just a 
phase he was going through, but later it all unfolded that it had been 
going on for years. I was able to access a number of email accounts he 
was using on our home computer and more emails dating back to our 
time in San Francisco. He then admitted meeting up with married men 
in similar situations who managed to balance their wife and their other 
interests. Their wives didn’t necessarily know and he thought he could 
have that too. So after trying to say it was experimentation he’d actually 
struggled with it for years and years. 

At the time I thought he might be suicidal. Years earlier I had found a 
Google search he had done on ways to kill yourself, so I was more worried 
about him than I was about me. By the time we got into a counsellor 
about two days later I was in shock. I remember just sitting there 
shivering and crying. The counsellor was more worried about me than 
she was about him. I think it’s in my nature to be concerned about other 
people and not about myself, which has been a good lesson, it’s certainly 
changed the way I view the world. I think I’ve seen more counsellors now 
than Woody Allen. We would see the counsellor independently then 
together. At the time, it was really just about trying to find out how long it 
had been going on and whether he was being honest with me. I had kept 
his phone after that initial night and refused to give it back until I could 
see what else was on it. Particularly in those first six months, he admitted 
very little and has still only ever admitted to the evidence I actually found 
and nothing else. I kept looking for more evidence for months until I got 
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to the point where I’d seen enough. Even now, I’m sure there’s plenty of 
stuff I don’t know and he’ll never divulge.

I wanted to believe him at first that it was some kind of experimental 
phase. On paper we were the perfect couple. I was the perfect wife who 
worked in his practice, but after that night I refused to go back. There was 
a period of a couple of months where he wouldn’t let me tell anyone, not 
even the nanny. I would get dressed and have to pretend I was going to 
work, but I’d just sit in the car all day and bawl my eyes out, just to keep 
up this façade and pretend everything was as usual. It was excruciating 
and soul destroying. 

To keep my research funding I had to go back and continue a research 
project in Matthew’s group. Under his instruction, I was supervising a 
Masters student who was really camp. I found that really confronting 
because Matthew seemed to be almost flirting with this student. The fact 
that he’d set me up with this guy to be his teacher…it was all really in my 
face, and Matthew asked me if I was homophobic. At the time I really 
did question if I was homophobic, but to this day I cannot believe how 
insensitive and cruel he was. 

We were meant to be renovating the house and had two very young 
children. In that first week I rang the architect and told him it wasn’t 

going ahead. At that stage I was still 
willing to give it a try so we ended up 
buying another house which didn’t need 
renovating. I remember thinking it was 
somewhere I could live on my own, and 
it’s the house I’m still in. I did what I 
had to for my kids. He had very limited 
involvement with the day to day running 
of the home or the practical aspects 
of bringing up the children. We ended 
up living in this new house together for 
about 18 months, which is a long time 
when I think about it now. By the end of 
it I wasn’t sleeping and had ended up 
moving into the spare room because I 
couldn’t bear touching him. We had no 
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sexual relationship after I found the videos, I was so traumatised by the 
whole imagery. I ended up pleading with him to leave and pleading with 
the real estate agent to find a rental property for him, which is where 
he still lives now, around the corner. He wouldn’t move out. He was in 
denial that the relationship was over and just wanted to keep the façade 
up. About nine months after he finally moved out I had to go and tell his 
parents we were separated, because he hadn’t and wouldn’t. I didn’t tell 
them the reason why and even though I had a very strained relationship 
with them initially, I probably had a more comfortable relationship with 
them than they had with their own son. I told them the relationship was 
over and his mother said, I always knew he wasn’t suited to marriage. 
It was like she knew. His father kept saying, why can’t you tell us? I said 
it wasn’t up to me to tell them, I just didn’t want to get involved and I 
had witnessed them treat their other son’s ex-wife horribly. After all the 
years of effort of trying to build a relationship with them, I didn’t have the 
energy anymore. They’ve never contacted me since then which was about 
four years ago. 

I ran into the woman who took over my job in Matthew’s practice after 
I left. I bumped into her in a coffee shop and she didn’t even know we 
were separated. She had no idea, and they’ve worked together for five 
years. And it’s not like they aren’t close, they’ve had many conversations 
about her daughter having some personal and medical issues so it’s not 
like they haven’t had quite personal conversations over the years. I nearly 
fell off my chair because I just couldn’t believe the level of the façade he’s 
willing to keep up. 

We’re not divorced. I ended up retraining because there was too much 
overlap in our careers. He’s a surgeon and I was a researcher in that 
field, it’s a small world and everyone knows everyone. I had this period 
of thinking about how I’d done everything right and nothing had worked 
out, so why not do something I really enjoyed that made me feel good? I 
started an interior design degree which I’ve just finished and I’m trying to 
find work. I want to work in healthcare design so it merges a bit with my 
past, but it’s a new life. I’m still very much financially dependent on him 
and I have been lucky that he’s supported me, it wasn’t a cheap course. 
I don’t like taking things from people but I kind of felt I had to be selfish 
while I was clawing back a life for myself outside of his world. It was the 
best thing I ever did. 
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My kids are still primary school age so it will be a bit of a juggle. They 
don’t know anything about the reasons for our separation. Obviously 
they’ve asked many times and the best I can say is, we’re just not suited 
anymore. It feels like such a lie. He really upset me because he suggested 
to my daughter that I had caused the whole thing so I did have to tell her, 
no actually, it’s Dad’s actions. I told her I couldn’t explain it yet because 
it was between adults and wasn’t really for children, and she didn’t need 
to know until she was older. I’m big on integrity and honesty, so it’s a 
struggle for me to say anything but the truth, but I just feel they’re too 
young to deal with it. 

I don’t know if he will ever come out, particularly while his parents are 
alive. It’s absolute denial. He’s now become a Buddhist. I’m so sceptical, 
I just see it as another example of him seeking out the next thing, going 
overseas, joining the Masons. It’s just another place to hide, that’s been 
the life pattern for him. He joins groups all the time and starts off being 
really committed and then he never goes again. He recently tried to get 
me to go to a conference in Paris with him and the kids. I’d love to go to 
Paris but I can’t do it, it would just eat away at me trying to pretend to 
be this happy family and be on constant guard against his lies. We do go 
out for meals for the kids’ birthdays and to school events, but I feel like 
I’ve really had to work to keep the distance. It’s this constant push back, 
otherwise he thinks he can just walk into the house and make himself at 
home, and I don’t feel comfortable when he’s in my home. I feel like he’s 
pushing boundaries and doesn’t respect them. I just don’t trust him and 
don’t know what he’s capable of. It’s pretty frightening. You think you 
know someone and it turns out their self-interest is above and beyond 
anything, even their children. 

I must say he’s a better father now than he ever was before, he’s committed 
to their education and I’ve been able to stay in this house. But I feel like 
I’m treading on eggshells. I haven’t got another partner but I wonder if 
that would change things and whether I would pay for it, because he can 
still keep up the façade as long as I’m not with anyone else. 

There were a few years where I wasn’t quite human and couldn’t cope 
with things. I can now laugh and talk about my experiences with my 
wonderful siblings and close friends. But when I went to the Women 
Partners support group I found it exceptionally confronting. It almost 
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killed me to hear the other women’s stories because I was at such a 
low point. I felt like I couldn’t give to anyone else, everyone had such 
tragic stories. I feel really bad about it but I couldn’t even meet up with 
the other women outside the group. Even now I get emotional thinking 
I might have let them down, but it was so confronting I couldn’t do it. I 
don’t like to use labels on myself, but since then I’ve had therapy for post-
traumatic stress disorder. 

I was speaking to a friend on the weekend and her partner’s got 
someone else and it’s almost identical, the deceit, the lies. He’s 
heterosexual and you often have the thought, would it be better with a 
woman or a man? It should be the same, but in those early stages I was 
so shocked and confronted by it. If it’s another woman I think it’s easier 
to talk to people about it and get their support. My experience has 
been isolating, but I’ve got many solid friends who stuck by me, even 
without initially giving them the full picture. I’ve probably told around 
25 close friends the reason why. Sometimes you hear people say about 
marriages, it takes two to tango, but I think there are cases where it’s 
pretty one-sided. Now I realise that regardless of anything I did or 
didn’t do, my marriage was never going to work.

I think staying with him after it all happened was probably the best thing 
because I don’t have an ounce of doubt that I did the right thing. I don’t 
have that thought that maybe I should’ve tried harder. I know I gave it my 
best, there was nothing else I could do. It’s taken me a long time to get 
to that point and remove some of the guilt off my shoulders. I don’t really 
know if he’s gay or bisexual. He has said he’s bisexual but I didn’t ever come 
across any evidence that he was accessing women on internet sites or in 
person. I think it’s up to interpretation and he’s never been honest anyway. 

I think things will still be a bit hard because the kids are so young and still 
so dependent. I’d like to get to the point where I could go on holidays with 
him, but I can’t see that happening for a long time because he’s never 
been honest with me. I did a lot of searching to try and understand how 
this could happen, but I feel like I have to keep up my guard against him 
because of his lies. I understand his actions in terms of his narcissistic 
personality and the consequences of his controlling parents. I wouldn’t 
put it past him to be with another woman, and I’d feel very sorry for her, 
but I think he’d do it to keep up his façade. 
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I just want to get to the point where I can support myself financially. 
I’m not one of those takers but I’m having to learn to be. It’s going to be 
exciting and it’s not going to be easy, but I think I’m out of the worst part. 
I feel like I’m a much stronger person than I used to be. I’d like to have 
another relationship but I reckon I’m pretty damaged by trust issues and 
whether I could trust someone again…I don’t know. I probably wouldn’t 
want to live with someone again, particularly while my kids are young, 
I feel like it’s too much of a risk for my children. I feel really responsible 
about them growing up as good, happy, balanced people. Sometimes I 
overreact a bit if they’re being deceitful, it really upsets me, it feels too 
close to home. 

I wanted to do this because I feel like I owe it to other women who’ve 
been through what I’ve been through. Every story is different, and you 
do look to see if you can find someone in the same situation. It’s good 
reading and hearing about women who get through to the other side and 
are not destroyed by it, and I hope I’m not. I wouldn’t say I’m quite there 

yet, but I’m getting close to saying it’s the 
best thing that ever happened to me, and 
saying it convincingly. I would never have 
followed my creative pursuits and I’ve 
done that for myself. I’m so passionate 
about getting into healthcare design 
and it’s a skill that not many people 
have, so I feel like I can make a valuable 
contribution and my terrible experience 
has almost happened for a reason. 
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MADELINE’S STORY

We had to drive back home together for nearly two 
hours and there was a lot of silence. I said he had 
to help me out because he’d just hit me with this 
incredible information and he had to talk to me.
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Madeline’s story

I found out by accident six months ago. My husband Stewart and I were 
at a friend’s house and our daughter called on his phone and he passed 
his phone to me so I could talk to her as well. He walked off, and when I 
hung up his phone I saw Gaydar was on the screen. I didn’t know what to 
do. Luckily I was outside and it was a big property with lots of trees and 
space so I just sat down. I felt like I’d been stunned. 

My thoughts were racing, I thought he must have been interested in 
exploring an aspect of himself and maybe I was in his way, but it didn’t even 
occur to me that he might’ve already done something or taken any action. I 
couldn’t conjure it up in my mind, I just thought he must have been curious 
or something. I was there for about half an hour and eventually Stewart 
came out. I hadn’t looked at his phone for anything else, I just put it in my 
pocket. As soon as he saw me he could tell by my face there was something 
wrong. I just handed him his phone and said, if I’m standing in the way 
of you exploring your sexuality you’ve got to tell me. I still wasn’t even 
considering that he had done anything, but when I looked at him I could 
see something and I asked, have you had sex with men? He didn’t answer 
so I asked again and he just nodded. I asked how long it had been going 
on and he said about four years (which, it turned out, was a version of the 
truth) and that it happened around every 4-6 weeks. I was in shock. I was 
hearing the words but wasn’t thinking fast enough to put it all together and 
make sense of it. When he replied to my questions I didn’t know what to do 
with the information, I was calm, but in shock. 
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We had to drive back home together for nearly two hours and there was 
a lot of silence. I said he had to help me out because he’d just hit me with 
this incredible information and he had to talk to me. He told me a bit 
more and was saying how sorry he was, and that he didn’t want to hurt 
me because he loved me. Unfortunately my sister and her husband were 
staying with us and I couldn’t tell them. I felt very loyal to Stewart and 
didn’t know what to do at that stage because it had just happened. So 
we just pretended everything was fine and put up a façade of normality, 
but I was still in shock. About four days after it happened we had a big 
dinner party and I managed to say to a friend, I really, really have to talk 
to you, because my head was exploding and I hadn’t told anyone. She 
was a very good friend to both of us and is lesbian so I thought she’d be 
the least judgemental. At that stage I didn’t want anyone to turn against 
Stewart. He had said he was scared about losing friends over it. Like me, 
our friend wasn’t surprised, because even though I had been shocked I 
wasn’t surprised by it. It was something I could believe. If you met him 
and didn’t know him, you would probably think he was gay. No-one who 
found out has gone what? no way! Everyone has thought it makes sense. I 
felt a lot of relief telling her. Stewart had already been going to a therapist 
for a while and I said I was going to really need some help too. 

I wrote him a list of questions I wanted answered, because in those first 
few days it was too hard to talk with my sister around. I still loved him, 
but our relationship had changed over the years and I’m not sure I was 
still in love with him. I’d be devastated if anything happened to him and I 
felt a very deep love for him, but it was nothing like it was in the first few 
years. He’s a good person, he’s very troubled now, but he’s still a good 
person with good values and a great sense of humour, he’s smart and 
emotional. But it had become a different quality of love. 

He answered all my questions, he went through them one by one and 
answered them all. I think he’s been about as honest as he can be. But 
when he first told me he said it had been going on for four years, but I 
later found out it was more like seven years. He also told me he hadn’t 
slept with two good friends he spent a lot of time with, but later admitted 
that he had, so there was some dishonesty. When I asked later why he 
lied at the start he said it was all too sudden. It was a huge shock for him 
too. He said he would never have told me that he was leading this double 
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life if I didn’t find out, he would’ve stayed with me, because he valued the 
relationship too much. But I think now he’s discovering that he was just 
too scared to be gay and come out. He said he had a lot of fear, guilt and 
shame about it. 

There was an unconscious or subconscious part of me that had already 
been suspicious before I found out. He had these two friends he always 
used to go and see. I remember a friend asking me a few times, where’s 
Stewart tonight? I used to joke, he’s probably gone to have sex with 
David and Paul. He’s gone to see his gay boyfriends. I was only joking 
around but I think there was some part of me that knew something. 

I had met him in 1988 and we always got on really well, we have similar 
values and we’re good partners and had a good sex life. Of course we 
had conflicts like most people but nothing major, so it was normal from 
the beginning. He does have some qualities that people might say are 
gay, but they’re some of the qualities that attracted me from the start, 
like sensitivity, a very good aesthetic and being good around the house. 
He’s not a macho bloke at all and they’re some of the things I really 
love about him. We’ve got a daughter in her 20s, and when she was 
younger she said one of her friends had asked her if her Dad was gay. I 
think I said something like, it could be possible he’s had a boyfriend in 
the past. A few years into our marriage a friend of his had blurted out in 
front of me that Stewart had slept with a guy when he was a teenager, 
but I just put it down to experimentation because a lot of people do 
that in their teens. We were very much in love and very compatible, 
and there never seemed to be any overt interest in men on his part, 
so I didn’t really pursue the thought. I never asked him about it at the 
time, but I asked him about it recently and he pretended he couldn’t 
remember it being said. I just thought he must have been curious about 
sleeping with a man, girls often do the same thing when they’re young, 
that’s all I put it down to. I felt pretty secure. 

He grew up in Newcastle and there were many gay men in his circle of 
friends and I never thought anything of that either. His family were good, 
although he has some issues with his father. We’ve talked about why 
he wasn’t gay as a teenager and why he didn’t come out, because his 
parents would never have disowned him. His mother would have been 
very accepting, but his father might have not discussed it because he 
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had quite a distant relationship with him. His sister would have been fine 
too, so there was something in him preventing him expressing it. A lot of 
people were coming out at that time so it was definitely ok, but one of his 
friends died of HIV/AIDS so I don’t know if there was a bit of that fear in 
there. I still don’t know now why he hid it, he doesn’t know either and is 
going through therapy to try and find out. 

Our daughter was born quite a few years into our relationship and 
everything was fine after she was born. But about eight years ago 
Stewart got a tumour and it made him impotent because it affected 
his testosterone. He lost interest in sex, but to be honest if you asked 
most parents they’d say their sex life wanes a bit after having a child, 
so I thought it was normal. But after the tumour we stopped having sex 
completely. He had treatment and two years later it worked, so he was 
fine health-wise, but he never told me he’d regained his libido and that 
everything was fine. That’s because he starting sleeping with men. I didn’t 
know because we hadn’t been having sex, so I thought we were celibate 
because he was impotent.

Interestingly, after it came out, we had a brief spurt of sex together and 
I’ve heard that can happen, it’s like a honeymoon period and then it 
fizzles out again. We didn’t have intercourse because I was a bit scared 
and kept thinking graphically about what he’d been doing with men, I 
had bad images in my head. But it was other intimate stuff. It was such 
a relief, and the first time it happened I cried because it had been eight 
years. So we kept it up for a little while, for about a month. We even went 
out and bought a sex toy. I didn’t mind trying it, I wasn’t doing it because I 
was under pressure, it was because I wanted us to stay together. 

We’ve had a lot of long, frank, productive and sometimes very 
unproductive, talks about it. My main emotion has been anger, which 
really kicked in after a few weeks, I was so angry. As soon as I found 
out I went online and found the Women Partners Service and went to 
see them, and I also found another therapist Stewart and I could go to 
together and separately. I had to try and work out my anger. I couldn’t 
believe how strong my anger was about the deception and the betrayal, 
but what really inflamed it was that Stewart carrying on as if everything 
was normal. He didn’t want to continue to talk about it and just wanted 
to see how we could work it out. It was making me feel enraged. He 
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wanted to keep acting like a normal 
couple. Despite my anger, I was also 
hoping we could stay together, I 
genuinely wanted to stay together even if 
I had to let him see men. 

After a couple of months of thinking 
about it I came up with two things I 
needed him to do. One was to tell me 
when he going out and having sex, so 

I wasn’t in a state of paranoia every time he went out. The other thing 
was that after he slept with a man he had to go and sleep in the spare 
room. He didn’t really want to agree to it. He said he couldn’t be that 
regimented and asked how much notice I wanted. I just said I wanted 
time so I could take care of myself and do what I had to do. We went to a 
therapy session and he agreed in the end. I also wanted to be able to talk 
about it afterwards. He thought I wanted graphic details and wouldn’t 
agree because it would be too sordid. In the end, it only happened a  
few times. 

He saw men a couple of times. He did it when I was interstate and 
another time he went interstate himself and told me beforehand it would 
happen. I was jealous and really hurt, but appreciated his honesty. But it 
didn’t last long because I couldn’t do it. The first time it happened when 
we were both at home, I decided to leave home for a night and stay out. 
When I left the house I was physically shaking because I knew a couple of 
hours later he was leaving the house to have sex. When I came back the 
next day I just didn’t know how to behave. I couldn’t talk about it because 
he wouldn’t talk to me, but he said he’d had dinner with someone and 
played around. I was really angry and had more angry outbursts. I went 
to therapy and tried to decide not to be angry anymore but it didn’t 
work. I started bottling it up and ended up like a zombie because I wasn’t 
letting anything out. I wasn’t being emotional in any way. 

I used to think that in a long term relationship sex was only really a small 
part of it, you do a lot of other things together and have a lot of shared 
experiences. It wasn’t a huge part of the relationship. I didn’t realise how 
much it meant until he started to go off with someone else to have sex. 
It’s the intimacy. The next time it happened he told me he was going out 
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and when he came home he was in a really good mood. I was in the spare 
room and he showed me something he’d been doing through work and 
I didn’t have a positive response so he said he was going to bed. I asked 
him if he’d had sex and when he said yes I just exploded. I was fuming 
the next day because I felt he wasn’t honouring the agreement we had. 
I felt like he was just marching off into our bed and leaving it up to me 
to make a decision about what to do, and to me that was breaking our 
agreement. When I got home that day I completely lost it. I was swearing 
and saying really horrible, nasty stuff about him f-ing other men, it was 
so bad I decided then and there I was going to move out. I moved out the 
next day. 

My anger was scary, it was scaring me and he was really scared too. I’d 
never been that angry before. We had talked a little bit about probably 
having to separate but I had to escalate it. It was easier for me to 
move out because I had more people I could stay with, so I stayed with 
someone and told them what was happening, because I realised it was 
starting to really affect my relationships by trying to hide it. People would 
ask how I was and I’d say I was fine, when I was actually falling apart. I 
used to Skype my family overseas but I stopped, because I knew they’d 
know there was something wrong. 

I freaked out one night when I counted up how many men he must’ve 
slept with. I woke up and said, you’ve slept with 84 men! I just flipped, 
and he admitted he’d paid for some of them. In one long session I told 
him I wanted to know everything and he said he’d gone to a bisexual club 
and had slept with a man and a woman. Sleeping with a woman really 
upset me. He used to go to bath houses and did the whole gay scene. I 
was jealous, and surprised, because I didn’t think he had it in him. 

I’ve now moved back home and he’s gone. It all changed because I’d 
been urging him to tell our daughter and his sister. I said I wanted to be 
there when he told our daughter but he did it without me and I was really 
angry, because I never found out what was really said. He said he told 
her we were a mismatch because he didn’t want to use the word gay or 
label himself. All through therapy he never wanted to say he was gay, he’d 
just say he was a bit different. I asked our daughter if she was ok and she 
said she was totally fine and her main concern was that I’d be alright. She 
didn’t want to go to a therapist or anything and said, I’ve known since 
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I was in Year 8. I asked how and she said she just always felt it. I think 
she’s quite proud of him for finally taking a stand and they have a great 
relationship. She’s also grown up in a part of Sydney that has a lot of 
dysfunctional families. I remember her asking me in primary school when 
were Stewart and I separating? That’s what all her friend’s parents were 
doing and she just thought that was what happened in all relationships, 
you’re together and then you separate. 

We went to tell his sister and she could tell immediately that something 
was wrong. Stewart said we were separating and for the very first time, 
he said it was because he was gay. His sister’s response was really 
unfortunate because she said, oh is that all it is! I was kind of upset but 
afterwards she realised what she’d said, and it was only because she 
thought one of us was dying. She made a decision that Stewart would 
move in with her and I would go back to the house, and that’s what 
happened. He’s still there now. 

That was only two months ago. I get really teary and just wonder how it 
all happened. Sometimes I project forward and think I’m going to be a 
lonely old woman. I feel despair sometimes, especially about the future. I 
know a lot of people go through separation and come out the other side, 
and for some people it’s even better, but that’s not how it feels to me. My 
daughter says she doesn’t want to know anything about what’s going on 
unless it affects her, which is good because she’s putting up boundaries. 
One day I told her I was going to work on my anger and her Dad was going 
to work on his stuff so we could stay together. She just looked at me 
and said, Mum, he’s gay! She gave me a few scenarios like him meeting 
someone else and asked me what I would do. Would I still try to stay with 
him? She said it wasn’t the 1950s and I had to get out and move on with 
my own life. She was very clear cut which was really good to hear, and I 
think it was her attitude that allowed Stewart to admit he was actually 
gay. It was like she was telling us both to stop pretending. She came into 
my room one day and I was crying because Stewart’s stuff wasn’t there 
and I said he wasn’t coming back, and she just said yep. She didn’t offer 
any platitudes or say, oh he might come back. That’s been quite helpful 
to me, she made me face the reality. 

I’m still so angry. I keep going back over the deception and the betrayal 
and trawling through memories of things. I can’t get it out of my head 
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that he betrayed me, because I thought we were in it together. I sent him 
an email saying, was I such a monster you couldn’t confide in me? He 
always said I was his soulmate, but that’s not what you should do to your 
soulmate. I truly believe he loves me and always has, but obviously it has 
changed. I don’t think he deliberately tried to deceive me from the start. 
He has said he felt attracted to men when he was a teenager, but then he 
fell in love with me and it didn’t come up until later. 

I saw him last night but I kept wanting to go over the deception and the 
betrayal and he said, I don’t know how many times I can say this but 
I just couldn’t tell you. He’s still working through why he’s been hiding 
himself for so long. His family asked me if I think he’s come out now 
because both his parents have died, and Stewart’s starting to think 
there might be something in that. His relationship with his father was 
very distant and his father used to scare him and had a bit of a temper, 
which is why my anger scares him too. I think we’ll end up selling the 
house even though it’s a bit shitty to have to start again and think about 
finances and all that painful stuff. Sometimes I think I should just leave 
completely. I have thought of suicide a few times, but I would never act 
on it. Sometimes I think, I wish I could die, just to end the pain. 

For anyone going through it, make sure you find people to talk to about it. 
Friends are great, but after a while it gets boring for them and you need 
professional help. All these things come into play like, how could I have 
been so stupid not to have noticed? Especially when no-one is shocked 
by it. I found the support group sessions really valuable because you’re 
safe, and you know the other people are interested because they’re going 
through similar things. It’s a good place to vent and hear other people’s 
solutions. It was also helpful to hear from the women running the service 
- when I said was interested in staying and making it work - that out of all 
the women they’d known in this situation over many years, virtually all of 
them had separated. I think there were a couple of women who managed 
to stay for ten years but they eventually parted, and that was the longest 
they’d heard of. If you don’t leave you’re just probably delaying the pain. 

It’s going to be hard being on my own, and people always say I’ll meet 
someone, but I don’t want to and can’t even think about that yet. I was in 
a relationship where I thought everything was true and honest, do I want 
to risk that again? Not everyone will be like that but I’m just not ready. 
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My family has all been fine. I’ve 
asked people not to judge him 
and everyone has been good. 
Stewart has found it hard to tell 
people, even his oldest friend. 
He’s also had trouble telling 
people why we separated. I think 
he’s afraid people will reject 
him but no-one has. I’m worried 
that people might think it’s all 
my fault if he doesn’t tell them 
the reason why, or that I chose 
the separation. We have lots 
of mutual friends and I said I 
couldn’t keep up with who knew 

and who didn’t, so I was going to tell whoever I wanted to from now on. 
He’s also talking to his therapist about how he can do it comfortably. 

I hope in the end we can be friends, and I think we will be, but it’s a bit 
hard right now because I’m still really angry. But I think we will be friends, 
I think we will. 
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SARAH’S STORY

It was actually while we were dating that he first 
told me he thought he might be gay, so my story 
isn’t like it was ever a bolt out of the blue a long 
time later, it was there from about six months 

into our relationship. 
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Sarah’s story

Jack and I started dating in 1984 after meeting through church youth 
groups. We had a lot in common, he was on his way into the ministry and 
my Dad was a minister so we both came from Christian backgrounds. 
Jack came from a small country town and we got on well, he was very 
caring and gentle. It was actually while we were dating that he first told 
me he thought he might be gay, so my story isn’t like it was ever a bolt out 
of the blue a long time later, it was there from about six months into our 
relationship. 

He had made a decision to give up his job and had started studying at 
theological college to be a minister. We had gone to spend the weekend 
with his parents in the small town he was from, and while we were there 
he asked me to go for a drive. We were sitting in his car, and with tears 
in his eyes he said he thought he might be gay, and didn’t want me to 
go on a wild goose chase. It was a different world back then in terms 
of homosexuality, and he grew up in a country town not having any 
safety around admitting to those kinds of feelings. It was a big sporting 
town and he didn’t fit the masculine mould, he often talked about how 
he struggled in that culture. I was from a very sheltered, conservative, 
Christian family, so I didn’t have any frame of reference when he told me. 
He said he’d been confiding in his church minister back in Sydney and the 
theological view was that it was something that could be fixed. The way 
he understood it was that it was something that needed to be fixed with 
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whatever it took, counselling, faith, psychiatrists. I was pretty ignorant, 
he was saying I think I’m gay, I’m struggling with this, but he also said he 
loved me and wanted to be with me. He was my first serious boyfriend so 
I wanted to believe it would be alright. I was crying and we went back to 
his house and he confided in his parents as well. They were lovely country 
people and didn’t really know what to do, but wanted to support us both. 
After our honeymoon his mother asked, did everything work? 

We got assurances from the people he had confided in that it would be 
ok, and he’d find a way through it, so we had a very naïve optimism. We 
were young and in love so we probably buried it a bit, and a few months 
later he proposed and we got married. I held onto the times he acted 
like he loved me and said he was attracted to me, I thought it was going 
to be ok. We wrote mushy love letters to each other and there was a 
real connection between us, our personalities, hopes and values had a 
really strong foundation and that continued throughout the marriage. 
Everything else was positive, it was just his sexuality which became a 
cycle of struggle. 

He became a full-time minister when he was quite young to be doing it 
and I was the minister’s wife. I think that environment was a big reason 
for our silence, because it wasn’t an option to be gay. It was his job, he 
was employed by the church, our house was owned by the church, and as 
we had children and life went on, there was an underlying fear for both of 
us that to admit to any struggles would have been a huge risk. 

We built a good relationship, had two children and we were busy with all 
of that, but there were always cycles and it was all very private, I never 
talked to family or friends about it, it was just between Jack and I. He 
trained to be a counsellor which helped him to work on his own stuff, 
so at different times behind the scenes we were either going together or 
separately to see counsellors to help us through whatever was going on. 
Often the cycle was that he would say, I’m in this space now and I’d be 
the one who reacted to it. It wasn’t me putting it on the table saying we 
needed to talk, it was usually him saying, I’m struggling. Sometimes he’d 
say he needed to be celibate and it would last for a couple of months, 
sometimes he would just need to talk about his internal struggle with his 
sexuality. I’d have some reaction, often in tears, but we’d talk about it and 
we ended up with a really deep level of emotional intimacy because of 
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the depth of the stuff we talked about. It must have been incredibly hard 
for him because he loved me and our children. He’d also been a minister 
until he left to become a counsellor, but was still often working in faith-
based organisations so he had all of that going on, but at his core he 
was struggling to work out who he was. My parallel journey was a silent 
one, because apart from the counsellors I didn’t talk to anyone. Over a 
long time we had to keep making a decision about how sustainable the 
marriage was and what we were getting out of it, and at times we weren’t 
so sure. But there were also lots of positives and he was really honest, 
so it was hard to be angry with him. After hearing all the stories at the 
Women Partners group I remember thinking I’d be really pissed off if that 
was my partner, but Jack really did try to act with integrity and honesty, 
so I always had respect for him. 

Did he act on it in our marriage? Not in terms of a long term relationship, 
but there were some infatuations with straight men. There would be a guy 
around and I wouldn’t really understand what was going on, like a couple 
we knew and he’d be quite absorbed in the man’s life for a time, then I 
would realise later that’s what had been going on. Towards the end of 
our marriage he got involved in a men’s retreat, which I was angry about 
because I felt like it was taking things to another level, but there were no 
ongoing physical relationships that I know of. 

On many levels our marriage was satisfying, we had a really close 
friendship and lots of honesty, even though it was hard at times. We had 
a lot of fun and parenting our kids was great. But what wasn’t satisfying 
was that very core issue of loving someone and desiring your husband, 
but knowing they can’t reciprocate in the same way. In the last couple of 
years of our marriage it got harder and harder and there was nothing I 
could do to change it. Sometimes I look back and think, how could I have 
put up with it? Because of who he was at his core it was a fundamental 
disconnect, and I was never going to be enough for him, so there was a 
huge sadness for me. I did love him but there was that part of him that he 
couldn’t truly give or express with me, and I was conscious that I pulled 
back and lost some sense of myself. I used to be quite creative and write 
a lot but over the years I pulled away from doing it. There was also quite 
a lot of distancing from Jack that became more pronounced over time, 
and that was really hard. He had high blood pressure and other physical 
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manifestations of what was going on for him. He got really angry with the 
conservative side of the church that didn’t respect gay people and we 
both took a step back from the church because of that. He had left the 
ministry when the kids were still young, which had taken us away from 
that role and that was a good thing. If he had still been in the church 
when he came out years later, people would have been in shock. 

The option of coming out any earlier was just hard in the 1980s and 90s, 
particularly in the circles we moved in. I think it was also the reaction of 
the minister he confided in at the time when he first raised his sexuality. 
Jack looked up to this minister and his wife, he was a real mentor to him 
and their response was, we’ll get you help, you’ll get through this, you’ll 
get over it. Jack’s telling them and me and his parents wasn’t like coming 
out and acting on it and moving to Kings Cross. It was only coming out 
in the sense of struggling with something that at the time didn’t fit with 
what he understood God said men should be and saying, I need help. He 
had struggled in his town and been bullied a bit for not being macho and 
sporty. Telling me was a risk because I could have just said, see you later, 
I’m out of here, but he was honest, he wasn’t trying to fake it and it took 
some guts to do that. 

We’d been married for 21 years and had been finding it really hard in the 
last few years. It wasn’t a sexual relationship anymore and I was sleeping 
in the spare room. Jack actually came out to our teenage children a 
few months before our marriage ended. They were great, our daughter 
had already come out the year before and it was interesting to see the 
difference in the generations and what was possible for her compared 
to her dad. We had known about her for some time, but she decided 
she wanted to tell her grandparents and everyone else. It was hard for 
my parents because they were still very traditional and really struggled 
with it. I remember Jack and I going to see them to help them process 
the news and my father saying with a serious face, I’ve never met a 
homosexual. I thought, you’re talking to one right now and you don’t 
even know it. It was surreal. But after Jack came out it was business 
as usual for the kids, they were totally accepting. I’m sure they had 
questions about what was going to happen to us, and a couple of months 
later so did I, because Jack wanted to end our marriage. 
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He’d gone on a retreat where they always talked very deeply about things. 
We sat down to talk when he got back and he said he’d made the decision 
to leave the marriage otherwise he would implode. There wasn’t anyone 
else, he just needed to say, this is who I am. It was very sad and we cried 
and told the kids we were separating. I had been working with separating 
families for years, and we wanted to keep conflict away from our children 
and ensure they could have an ongoing relationship with both of us and 
not feel disloyal to one or the other. We never disparaged each other, I 
remember making the decision that I didn’t want it to make me a bitter 
person because I’d seen that so many times, and I’d seen people defined by 
anger, and I didn’t want my husband’s sexuality to define me and become 
all I was about. I knew the writing was on the wall, sleeping in separate 
rooms and coming out to the kids. I had been thinking that maybe we could 
live together in the family home but it was a bit of a pressure cooker, so it 
wasn’t a shock, but it still takes you to another level of grief when the reality 
kicks in. Part of me thought it was inevitable, but I’d read things or talk to 
counsellors and think, maybe some people can stay together, and I had to 
think about what I could live with. I was scared about other people knowing 
and what it would be like if the secret was out, would people think about 
me in the same way? There’s also all those things you don’t want to lose, 
plans for the future, travelling the world. I wondered if we could still do 
those things as companions, was it going to be enough? But obviously his 
internal stuff was much more intense and difficult than what I ever had to 
cope with. We decided Jack would move out and he did a few months later, 
so I could stay in the family home with the kids. 

We gradually told people, it was really hard telling our parents. His mother 
rang me sobbing on the phone apologising. I told people at work but made 
a decision each time about how much I told each person, I didn’t need 
to tell everyone the full story but with other friends I did. When we were 
separating I started going by myself to a new church, a Uniting Church, and 
it was a much more progressive and inclusive church. It was really nice to 
be in a community and build friendships, and that’s been a big support to 
me over the last few years. The year after we separated I wrote a Christmas 
newsletter that we always used to write to our mutual friends. I told them 
what had happened and that’s when people who were a bit more at arm’s 
length found out. I said we still cared for each other and our children, but 
that Jack had made the decision to come out as gay. I had some lovely 
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responses and caught up with 
people face to face that I hadn’t seen 
for years. One girl I went to school 
with has become a really close friend 
again. I had held this secret for so 
long and been very reserved, and a 
lot of that reserve came from my own 
family background where you don’t 
talk about deep feelings. I’m now a 
lot more open and share a lot more 
with people. 

The Women Partners group was 
helpful, but the group I was in had 
many women who had good reason 
to be incredibly angry at their ex-

partners. I felt like the discussion was a bit hateful at times, and felt like 
I had to speak up and say I’d had a different experience, and that I still 
cared and respected my ex-partner. It was good to have conversations 
with people who got it, but there was palpable anger because of the 
awful things some of the other men were doing. 

I can’t say I regret getting married because it’s so inextricably linked with 
our children, but sometimes I’ve thought, what if I’d gone out with that 
other guy I met? But there could have been issues with anyone. It’s hard 
to attribute blame or anger. We were both very naïve, we were shaped by 
our upbringings and Christian faith, and the people that Jack originally 
confided in had a very black and white view which we were influenced 
by. But that was the time, homosexuality hadn’t been decriminalised for 
long, it was just the era. I felt angry about the situation but couldn’t be 
angry at Jack because it wasn’t a choice, he wasn’t deliberately trying 
to hurt me even though it did. I went through a whole world of pain and 
sadness and it certainly impacted me, but to the best of his capacity 
he tried to work through a very difficult situation over decades with 
genuineness, and that’s what enabled us to still have a friendship and a 
connection. That’s a strong reaction I’ve got from people over the years 
since we separated, I don’t know how you can stay such good friends, 
people are quite amazed by it. 
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I loved my husband and had to go through different levels of 
understanding. He loved me, but couldn’t entirely love me in the way 
that I wanted to be loved, and that was what undid what would have 
otherwise been a lifetime relationship. I think we were the kind of people 
who would have stayed together forever. It impacted how I felt as a 
woman because that identity stuff is so core, I had feelings of rejection 
and abandonment. A lot of the pain for me was that it was such a solitary 
journey because I didn’t talk about it, except with counsellors, so I 
internalised it and that was very isolating. Our relationship also became 
less good because of the impact on him and the stress it caused. It 
created distance, and the cycle we kept going around in was painful and 
hard work. There’s also just the pain of separation and what that means. 

We made a choice to work at maintaining a good relationship. We both 
love our children and didn’t want them to be adversely affected. A few 
years ago one of our children was in hospital for something serious 
and Jack and I were standing on either side of the bed and that’s when 
you think, that’s the payoff, that we’ve been able to keep it together for 
the kids. We see each at Christmas and can both celebrate our kids’ 
birthdays and graduations, though it hasn’t always been smooth sailing. 
Jack told me about having been in quite a dark place sometimes and 
suffering depression. But he got really involved in GAMMA and supported 
a lot of other men coming out so I think that helped. 

Jack had a short term relationship in the last few years but is not in 
one now. I haven’t been with anyone since we separated. It’s a choice 
in the sense that I haven’t gone out actively seeking anyone. I was very 
conscious for a few years of really needing to regroup, to try and recover 
my sense of self because I really lost that. I knew a few people who had 
quickly gotten together with someone else after a relationship ended, 
and I thought they just took the same problems with them so I didn’t want 
to do that. Plus there are nice things about being single to be honest! I’m 
trying to enjoy that. I’m largely happy on my own, I have my moments 
where I think being with someone could be nice, but if I’m honest I still 
feel reticent about it because of the experience I had, it would be hard to 
trust that everything would work out. I also haven’t met anyone who I’ve 
found remotely interesting, who would fit with where I’m at and share my 
values. I’m not saying not ever, but I’m not chasing that at the moment. 
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As your lives go on they diverge but we keep 
trying to make sure we’re ok. I’ve let go and 
that’s really important to do that. My advice 
would be to use support and get help from 
friends and professionals. And think about 
the impact on your children and keep the 
conflict away from them. They’re the good 
things that I hold onto, that we were able to 
achieve that. I’m happy now, I’m doing well. 
I look around and see our fabulous adult 
children and everything’s good. Jack was a 
significant part of my life for decades and 
that connection doesn’t go away, and I’m so 
glad I didn’t throw that away. 
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LINDA’S STORY
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Linda’s story

Graham was a friend of my parents, one night we went to our local club 
in Sydney’s south-west and he asked me to dance. I’d turned 17 the week 
before and he was five years older than me. We dated for a few years and 
got married in 1983.

It always felt like there was something not quite right sexually but I was 
really young and naïve and didn’t think too much about it. It wasn’t non-
existent but it wasn’t very often. I had never slept with anyone else so I 
couldn’t really say anything was missing, but it didn’t feel right. I didn’t 
really have any friends when I was young and used to just go out with my 
parents, so he was an escape for me. He had lots of friends who were 
couples and I fitted in with them, so one thing led to another and it just 
continued, I had somewhere to belong. When we were around other 
people he’d be all over me, but behind closed doors he wasn’t the same, 
and that went on our whole marriage. In hindsight, I think I was just  
a cover.

Getting married just kind of happened, it was the next logical step 
because all his friends were married by then and having kids. I wasn’t that 
happy at home, I didn’t really get along with my mother so Graham and I 
went and got the ring and it happened. 

We moved to the Central Coast in 1986 and had two girls. As well as 
working as a tradesman for a big company, he always coached football 
and refereed which he’d done his whole life, and described himself 
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as a man’s man. I worked part-time and one day he was looking after 
our girls and a few young boys from the football club while I was at 
work. He ended up in serious trouble because one of the boys made a 
complaint that he had put a porn movie on while they were there. He 
was immediately kicked out of the football team and was not allowed to 
coach anymore. He was very good at explaining things away, and told me 
that he was outside cooking a BBQ and one of the boys had put it on, so 
I believed him. Not long after, another football club welcomed him with 
open arms and that was uneventful. But I told him not to ever take any 
boys over to our house if I wasn’t there. 

We were members of the local surf club and he was the president. In 
around 2003 he didn’t come home from work until late one night, and 
when he did he was very distressed. Just before he arrived home, I 
had got a call from someone at the club to tell me he’d been asked to 
come into the surf club because complaints had been made about him 
speaking and behaving inappropriately with young boys. He had been 
asking them to shower naked, he encouraged them to run nude when 
they were training on beaches, and he discussed our sex life with them. 
It took 12 months to go through the club’s judiciary process and our legal 
costs were $35,000. In the end he was cleared because the boys were 
contradicting each other, so it never went to the police. At the time I 
was in shock. Recently I read over all the old notes about the case and 
realised there was a lot I had missed, because I was just in total shock 
at the time. He kept explaining it away and claimed he was just joining 
in their conversations and never asked them to run nude, he’d say, why 
would I put myself in that position when I’m the President? We had been 
in the club for ten years and both competed, it was our life, but we had 
to walk away from that life. I supported him and believed him because he 
was such a massively convincing liar. I didn’t realise it at the time, I had 
no idea how good he was. 

After that happened we were completely ostracised by the community. 
We stayed for a while and took up other interests. We had some very 
supportive neighbours on our street who believed every word he said 
because he had two lovely girls and a nice wife. He was very convincing, 
so they took us in and became our closest friends. We even went on 
holidays to Thailand with them, we were inseparable. They lived across 
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the road and had two boys and they were 
our best friends, the boys were like my 
sons. One day, the husband and wife 
came over and called Graham outside 
because one of their sons had made an 
allegation against him. The boy had been 
a straight A student but had recently 
been in some trouble. His Dad had been 
working away and he stole his mother’s 
car and had a major accident with five 
of his friends in the car. He made the 
allegation not long after that, so I just 
thought he was acting up. They said 
Graham had gone to the house when 
neither of the boy’s parents were there. 

I remembered being out the front gardening on the day it happened and 
knew he was gone for a while, but I didn’t know where he’d been, I just 
thought he was off chatting to everyone like he always was. A week later 
this allegation was made that he had asked the boy to touch him sexually. 
Even after everything that had happened I still didn’t think it was real, and 
I didn’t believe the boy. I would now. Graham denied everything but that 
was it for us. We never spoke to the family again and moved house after 
being there for 24 years. 

We moved to another part of the Central Coast. After the surf club 
everyone we knew had walked away, and after this other incident that 
was it, we had absolutely no-one, no friends. I had been running a 
successful childcare business from home so that was ruined as well. 
He stayed away a lot for work so it made it easy for him. He would buy 
me things all the time and we both earnt good money so we had nice 
things and we did actually do a lot together, we went to the pool, to the 
gym. We got on quite well until he had too many beers, and then he 
would often become abusive, mentally and physically. We had our two 
girls but I had always wanted a boy and wanted to try again, but he was 
never interested in the girls. He went and got a vasectomy without even 
telling me, I didn’t even know he’d organised it until the morning it was 
happening when he told me to take him to the appointment. I was really 
depressed because I felt like I had no choices, he’d taken them away.  
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I love my children, but now I’m glad it happened because his behaviour 
continued after we moved and he kept approaching young boys. 

I had been really suspicious for a long time because he’d already told me 
he didn’t want to have a physical relationship anymore so I thought he 
was having an affair. He said he still loved me but he just didn’t have those 
feelings anymore so I had to accept it. He’d been using Viagra nose spray so 
I thought we’d just make do and that side of things were over. I was upset, 
but by that stage it wasn’t very frequent anyway. I wanted to leave so many 
times but the kids were still young and I had the business at home, and 
once that ended I couldn’t afford to leave. One time I got really serious 
about it but he ended up with a brain aneurism and I got stuck again. 

A few years ago a letter came on Valentine’s Day addressed to him. I 
opened it and it was an I Love You card with two pages about how much 
this man loved him and lots of sexually explicit stuff. There were three 
photos, one of this young Asian man alone and a couple of him with 
Graham on a beach. That opened a can of worms. He had a whole pile 
of old work phones sitting in a drawer because he was given new ones 
all the time, so I started going through them. I found all these phone 
numbers without names and started ringing people. I nearly drove myself 
insane, but I wanted to check if they were men. I found messages and 
emails to and from men, organising to meet, some of it was explicit. He 
denied everything when I confronted him, and tried to say it was a work 
colleague playing a joke. He was going away for a work conference, 
so I rang the place he was staying. I made up a story and the manager 
confirmed he was there with a young fellow. Graham had tried to claim 
it was just a work colleague but I really woke up, even though he kept 
denying everything. He used to come home without his wedding ring 
on and changed the style of underwear he wore, he started to wear 
after-shave and his wardrobe was ridiculous, he was a shopaholic. His 
appearance was pristine. 

He came home from work one day saying, they’ve been tracking my 
phone and I’ve been caught where I shouldn’t be. There was a nudist 
beach near us and someone had seen him there when he was meant to 
be doing overtime, so he left his job after being with the same company 
for 32 years. It turned out he had been caught approaching young boys 
in the car park. I had started minding children again and it got back to 
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people because he was reported to the police. After losing his job he 
started delivery work, but he had a run-in with someone and lost that job 
because people had reported him again for being inappropriate. 

About a year ago, a neighbour approached me and said he’d heard 
stories about Graham. I asked what they were and he told me Graham 
had been to a neighbour’s house the previous Christmas wanting to talk 
to his grandson. Graham and the grandson started talking about paddle 
boarding and Graham tried to get him to go with him to the nudist beach. 
This neighbour hadn’t said anything to me when it happened. I wondered 
why people don’t tell me these things when they happen, but I didn’t 
deny it this time and apologised. I told him about some other incidents 
and the neighbour also told me Graham had approached the young boys 
across the road. I didn’t say anything to Graham about the neighbour 
because he’s an older man and I didn’t want Graham to approach him. 
But I asked Graham about the boys across the road because their Dad 
was an ex-policeman. Graham denied it all again, he convinced himself 
so much that he wasn’t doing anything wrong that he actually went and 
had a go at the boys’ father for spreading rumours about him. The boys 
told their parents Graham was a nice man but their mother said, but he 
wants to take you to a nude beach. The police also came to our house 
one day and took him outside. He pretended he’d had a car accident 
involving a woman at work and he had to go to the station to clear it up. 
I knew it was a lie. I rang the police and found out he’d been reported 

a couple of times and was on a watch 
list. They said he hadn’t done enough or 
said enough for them to act. He also got 
kicked out of our gym because young 
boys had complained about him being 
inappropriate and one of them went to 
the police as well. By this time, we had 
two grandchildren living with us and I 
wanted him out of the house. I said, if 
you’re gay just tell me and we’ll work 
something out. His only response was he 
was worried about his super. I thought, 
you dog, what about my life!
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He finally left a few months ago because he started seeing someone. 
He just left one day and didn’t come back. I had repeatedly been asking 
him to go, especially after the last incident with the neighbours. He’s 
been back a couple of times since but I don’t even know where he lives. 
I don’t even care, it was just a relief when he left. I think he’s mostly into 
men and the thing with boys is just some game he plays, he tries to get 
their attention and thinks one day maybe one of them will say yes. I don’t 
think he’s a paedophile but I’m not sure. I pressured him to tell me but he 
completely denies everything and says he’ll go to his grave knowing he’s 
not gay. That’s despite all the evidence and all those years of going and 
meeting men during his lunch break. I found out that some of the places 
he used to take me were actually gay beats. I didn’t know at the time, it 
was like a game to him. Graham’s Dad died when he was 15 and one of 
his brothers is very conservative and doesn’t want to know about anyone 
who’s gay, but his other brother is very accepting. Graham’s friends were 
all footballers and most of them are very homophobic, even now. If I told 
them anything about what’s happened they wouldn’t believe it, and if 
they did believe it they’d wipe Graham forever and never speak to him 
again. They’re very set in their ways and not open to anything like that,  
so there was no way Graham could have come out living there. 

If I get a divorce we’ll have to sell the house and I won’t have enough 
to start again, even though I want to. I can’t run my childcare business 
anymore because my daughter got arrested, the police came and 
ransacked the house and because she’s considered not legally of good 
character, I can’t have children around for work. I’m stuck at the moment 
because of the two grand-kids, I need to keep a roof over their heads and 
might end up having to look after them. 

I was a basket case when I first came to the Women Partners Group but it 
got better as I started to talk. You think you’re the only one but you’re not, 
and even though it’s awful hearing other people’s stories it makes you feel 
better because you’re not alone. I was the only one in my group whose 
partner had not come out, at least the others had admitted something. 
He’s still got his old football friends, none of them know and I’ve never 
said anything to anyone. When he left I just cut contact with all of them 
because I knew they’d stay friends with him. But everyone where I live 
knows, everyone has always talked about him. 
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Everything is still up in the air 
because I don’t have a job or money. 
If my daughter leaves she wants to 
take the kids. She married a man in 
jail so I don’t want that to happen. 
She tells me I’m not a good mother 
for not letting her take her kids but 
also blames her father because 
he never showed any interest in 
her or her sister. They don’t want 
anything to do with him and one 
of them won’t even speak to him. I 
told them recently about everything 
he’d done. I showed them the letter 
and the photos and everything I 

had kept. Earlier this year someone sent a Facebook message to one of 
my daughters with details about a conversation Graham had on a gay 
website. The message said, I’m sending you this not to hurt you, but 
so you will finally believe what your father is like, and how much he’s 
affected a lot of people. I don’t know for sure who did it, but I think it was 
one of the young boys who used to live near us. 

I’ve cried and cried and then I’ve learnt something more about it and it 
keeps going. I hope I’ll be ok but sometimes I don’t know. I have to look 
after my grand-kids and that’s all I’m thinking about now. I can’t really plan 
anything so I’m just stuck in limbo. I wish I’d left years earlier after the surf 
club incident because I would have owned my own house by now and 
would have been fine. I wish more people had said something earlier but I 
can’t blame other people because they probably thought I wouldn’t believe 
them. I’ve learnt a lot. I’ve still got a lot ahead but at least he’s gone. I’ve 
changed all the locks on the house. I never want to see him again. 
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PATRICIA’S STORY

A couple of years earlier I got crabs really badly,  
but we were on holidays and had hired a  

campervan so I convinced myself it was that.
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Patricia’s story

David and I met through mutual friends at a party in 1982. I went away for 
three months and when I came back there was a B&S Ball at the Opera 
House. I was encouraged by my sister to buy two tickets and asked her 
who I should take and she said, take David, he’s always asking after 
you. So I rang him and asked him to go, and he said he’d love to. He rang 
me back around ten minutes later asking if it was a Friday or Saturday 
because he’d been asked to another ball the following night. I thought 
he was going to ask me, but he’d been asked by another girl the night 
after ours! Anyway we went to the ball and had a wonderful night. A few 
weeks later he asked me out for dinner and we got on well, I always felt 
very comfortable with him. I suppose I was pretty keen, but he was hard 
work in the sense that he never seemed to ask me out without his friends 
around. His friends apparently asked after me, but he didn’t talk about 
me much so they made up nicknames for me like I was an invention. We 
started going out and I didn’t feel any alarm bells ringing except that he 
was a hopeless lover and never initiated anything, so he became a very 
good friend. I felt so comfortable and I wasn’t head over heels in love, 
but I thought maybe the friendship would make the relationship good, 
and my parents adored him, they thought he was fantastic. But the sexual 
stuff was pretty much non-existent. 

I ended up moving in with him in Sydney and we lived together for 18 
months. In 1985 we were on holidays and it was Valentine’s Day. We 
didn’t go out to dinner or do anything special and he just said, do you 
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feel like you’re getting so old you’ll never get married, do you want to? 
I said yes, but he wouldn’t let me ring anyone, he wouldn’t even let me 
ring my parents to say he’d just proposed. He was always squashing my 
excitement and enthusiasm and would always dampen it down. We only 
had a three month engagement and around this time I asked him if he 
thought there was something wrong because he was virtually impotent, 
and suggested he go to the doctor. He told me he went and saw his family 
GP about his impotence, but now I know the man he really is and the lies I 
lived with, I don’t believe he ever did, I think he lied. He told me it was  
my fault and I should instigate more. 

Our house was burgled and I had all my jewellery stolen. The insurance 
company paid me for it so I ended up buying my own engagement ring. 
He did things for me, he was very handy and helpful around the house, 
but he was terrible with gifts. I adored his friends, he had a lot of friends 
and they all loved and included me, and I always said when I married 
David I married his friends as well. I suppose that’s what kept me going 
because his friends would say, he adores you, you’re the best thing that’s 
happened to him, so I was fed the line that the David they knew needed 
somebody like me. They were all couples and most were married. 

On our wedding night the marriage wasn’t consummated and wasn’t for 
over a week. I kept saying to myself, sex isn’t everything, he’s my best 
friend, we’re so comfortable together, we’re making plans together. I 
had boyfriends before him where I’d been absolutely head over heels in 
love, weak at the knees, heart pounding, but I never had that with David. 
I thought maybe this was a different type of relationship, a grown-up 
relationship, and that when it was somebody you were going to spend 
the rest of your life with it wouldn’t be that heart pounding kind of thing, 
it would be more sensible and organised. I thought as long as I wasn’t 
irritated by him or feeling uncomfortable it was ok. Nothing rang any 
bells for me. None of his friends said anything. If I look back now I can see 
that he had a few gay mannerisms, in the way he walked sometimes, but 
he was a big, tall strong man and he let me choose all his clothes,  
so I dressed him in a masculine way. 

We went on our honeymoon to the Blue Mountains which I paid for as 
well. It was pouring with rain so we came back to Sydney and he wouldn’t 
let me tell anyone we were back, to keep pretending we were still on our 
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honeymoon. A few months later we talked about children. We’d been 
to a friend’s lunch with heaps of couples and kids everywhere and I got 
really clucky and he said he wanted six kids. I remember the weekend 
our daughter was conceived because apart from that it rarely happened. 
I wasn’t a sex maniac but I struggled many nights and couldn’t sleep. I 
would get up and smoke cigarettes and have a drink, because he’d just 
roll over and go to sleep and I found it really hurtful. And he wouldn’t talk 
to me or tell me why. 

We had our daughter and moved from Sydney to a small coastal town 
south of Sydney. I left my job but we moved our business with us. We 
got hit with the big recession in 1988 and went bankrupt, so I went back 
to work in a palliative care unit which was pretty stressful, and he went 
to work for someone in our business that someone else had taken over. 
I didn’t really get to know the man that bought our business but three 
years later, as we were coming out of bankruptcy, this man just sold the 
business back to David. By this time I was pregnant with a third child, it 
wasn’t a planned pregnancy but I was happy about it. David wasn’t and 
said we would need all the money we could get to get the business up 
and running again, so I had a termination. From that day on he never 
talked about it again. I remember coming out in floods of tears, I was 
sobbing my heart out and he didn’t console me in any way. I knew in my 
heart I would never ever have another child after terminating one.  

I wasn’t going to pick and choose, that 
was it. He never pressured me into it but 
I suppose I jumped to please him. I tried 
to anticipate if he would be displeased 
so that’s what I did, I was always trying 
to make the relationship work. My 
biological father left us when I was three 
and I distinctly remember the day he 
left, so I just tried to keep David happy 
and never wanted him to get angry. But 
after I had our first baby, even though 
he only worked five minutes away, he’d 
never even come home for lunch. You’d 
think he would do it sometimes, just pop 
home to see how the mother and new 
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baby were going, but he never did, he was very distant. Years later when 
everything came out I summed my feelings up by saying, you never came 
to me, I always went to you. He never reached out to me, ever. 

About every five years I would have a meltdown. I’d take him to task 
and say, we’re nothing more than flatmates. We’d gone on a second 
honeymoon when I was pregnant with our second daughter and he 
jumped off boats and did all this active stuff that I couldn’t do because 
I was pregnant. We always used to just go to his parents’ house for 
holidays, so I asked if we could go on a family holiday without them which 
we started doing. We actually had a wonderful time, but that was only 
once a year.

My father said he always thought David’s father was gay. When I first met 
his father he was an angry man. He used to stomp around the house and 
everyone walked on eggshells around him, he would just explode and 
shout. He used to work away all week and only come home on weekends. 
I just put it down to angry older man syndrome, although he did mellow 
after he turned 70. David’s mother used to stay in the kitchen and just 
cook all the time, she was an over-provider, there were always six cakes 
being baked and the fridge was always overflowing, but I think she was 
desperately unhappy and just trying to make her relationship work. It 
wasn’t until they were in their 70s and 80s that they were ok together. 
There was a lot of religion in his family as well. 

When David turned 50 he became a cranky man too and used to stomp 
around the house. He looked exactly like his father, he was a clone of his 
father. There were six kids in his family and he had younger twin siblings. 
The girl twin was really butch and the twin brother wrote a letter to all 
his siblings when he was 40 saying he was gay and in a relationship. We 
were very supportive, but I remember having a long conversation with 
his father who couldn’t understand and didn’t know what to do. And his 
sister couldn’t cope because she said it was against the Bible. 

When David’s father was dying, I sat down with his mother and asked her 
if there was anything that had happened in David’s childhood, because 
he wouldn’t let me touch him, he always pulled back. She didn’t know 
what I was talking about. Whenever I reached out to touch him, stroked 
his arm, or ran my fingers through his hair he’d say, don’t that hurts, or, 
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that’s annoying. If we ever did have sex he would jump straight out of 
bed and have a shower. I know people would wonder why I put up with 
it but I was a good wife, I was loyal and faithful, I was the mother of two 
beautiful girls and that was that. But we had no sex life except for the 
three pregnancies, that was virtually it. 

Around Christmas and my birthday, I used to ask him if he could wrap 
my present and put a card on it instead of just handing it to me. For one 
of our wedding anniversaries I went to his work and gave him a beautiful 
gift, he just picked up some scrap wool off the floor and said, here you 
are, happy anniversary. For our 20th anniversary he did absolutely 
nothing. I didn’t talk to him for a fortnight and he didn’t utter a sound, 
but I suspect the marriage was over by then. Another year he gave me 
a mushroom tip. A few of our friends said he should give me something 
more thoughtful, so the next year do you know what he gave me? He 
wrote on a card, everybody told me I should give something more 
personal. I opened it up and it was a tampon. 

He was a good father, he did everything for the kids, was on the P&C, 
he started up a music group for the kids with some of the mothers 
and he’d go at lunchtime to play music. I was always looking at small 
acreages, because we’d talked for years about getting some land. 
Around 2012 I got really determined about it, and we’d been looking at 
a few places and put in some offers, but then this one property came 
on the market which was on really beautiful land. We’d finished paying 
off our mortgage and we went and looked at this place three times. The 
third time we even had five friends come with us. I remember it was a 
beautiful sunny day, a Sunday, and he was saying, well we could knock 
that tree down and put the driveway here, making plans about what we 
could do. Afterwards we went home and he said, come out here I want 
to talk to you. We went out to the verandah, I was all excited thinking 
it was about the house and sat down with eager eyes right across the 
table from him. He said, I’m not prepared to make another move with 
you until I tell you I’m gay. I looked at him with shock and he said, and 
you’re right, I have had an affair, with Mick. This was the man who had 
started working in our business years before. 

I felt shock, nausea, I was stunned, absolutely stunned. There was no 
anger, I just immediately felt like I needed the whole story. I had actually 
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asked him at times throughout our 
marriage if he was gay. I used to wait 
until we were lying in bed in the dark 
and I used to lie in fear thinking, what if 
he says yes, what if he says yes? But he 
always used to deny it. When he finally 
told me I just said, you lied to me. I have 
never ever lied to you. And it’s true, I 
have never told him a lie. He was my best 
friend, and to realise he had lied so much 
was an absolute shock. But for him, he 
was coming out, he was almost feeling 
joy because he’d finally said it. It was 
almost as bad as his marriage proposal, 

except this was his awful way of saying the marriage was over. He knew 
this was the end of the marriage but he was cowardly, and I’m sure his 
boyfriend was pressuring him to do something. 

After he told me I rang my sister who I’m really close to. She was at 
the airport dropping her husband off but I couldn’t talk, no sound was 
coming out of my mouth, so I hung up. She rang back and I still couldn’t 
speak, I was in such deep shock. David took the phone and said, she’s 
ringing because I just told her I’m gay. My sister was really shocked and 
came to see us straight away, but it took her hours to get there because 
she was so distressed she kept missing the turns. When she finally 
walked in she gave us both a hug. I still didn’t feel anger, I just wanted all 
the information and wanted to know how much he had lied and I needed 
back up. I wanted to go and see some very good friends, I needed people 
around me and I wanted other people to hear it, I didn’t want any more 
hiding. If he was coming out he could come out, it wasn’t going to be my 
secret, I wasn’t going to keep anything a secret anymore, I just wanted 
open knowledge with everyone. I asked some friends if we could come 
over and when we got there, I went with my sister and female friend in 
one direction and David went off with the husband. We came back later 
and David said to everyone, the worst thing I ever did was get married. 
Right in front of me, it just felt vicious. There was no softness, no remorse, 
no empathy, there was nothing, just total selfishness. We came back 
home and I was still numb. We shared the bed and he was all over me 
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trying to hug me and smother me and I was just pushing him away and 
went and slept in the lounge room. I had a strange dream that we were 
90 years old in a nursing home and friends again. But he didn’t come and 
talk to me, he slept all night like a baby. 

David exploded like a volcano for the first two weeks and answered all 
the questions I had. In that first week I was see-sawing through emotions. 
I started asking, how long did he know, did he know when he went to 
the doctor before the wedding. I found out awful things that he’d been 
doing for years like visiting toilet blocks and parks. I nearly collapsed 
on the floor, there were waves of nausea running through me. I asked if 
he’d been tested and he said yes, and that he’d had a scare a few years 
ago. A couple of years earlier I got crabs really badly, but we were on 
holidays and had hired a campervan so I convinced myself it was that. 
But he had put me at risk, and as a nurse, I had given blood for years so 
his deception meant I’d unknowingly lied on the forms about my sexual 
contact, which was a big thing for me. He rang his sister and said, guess 
what? You’ve got two gay brothers! This is what he was saying right in 
front of me. 

He expected me to stay on in the house. But I kept finding out more dirty 
information and about more deceit and it kept getting worse and worse, 
it was a week by week blow that I received to my self-esteem. I couldn’t 
go to work. He went and stayed in one of the girls’ bedrooms. He was 
leaving for work one morning and I asked him to talk to the girls, who 
were now in their 20s, and explain the truth. I said he should at least 
write to them. He went to work and typed them an email and copied me 
in. Your mother very angrily told me to write to you. I’m not going to 
write to you, I will talk to you in person if you wish. Your father. That was 
it for me. I asked him to move out. He told me I was selfish so I ended 
up leaving. I packed two suitcases and spent four months house sitting, 
staying with friends, my parents, my sister, going to solicitors. I just kept 
moving around until the house was sold. He stayed in the house the 
whole time and when he packed everything up he put all my stuff out on 
the verandah, all in a heap. 

Before I left we had asked the girls to come over after work to talk to 
them. It’s a bit hazy because I was still in shock, but we sat them down 
and he got the pseudo tears in his eyes and said we had asked them to 
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come because he’d just told me he was gay. And that was it. They didn’t 
say much, I think they went into shock as well. They were supportive at 
first, but not after they found out about all the nasty things he’d done. 
One of my daughters was meant to meet up with him after coming back 
from holidays, but after she heard what had been going on she cancelled. 
They haven’t spoken to him since. They’re angry, one of them said he had 
slept in two beds, the other was really angry because he had lied to her 
face about his relationship with Mick. He lied about knowing him from 
playing rugby at university and the nature of their relationship. One night 
David and Mick had given our daughter a lift somewhere and said they 
were going to a rugby reunion, but it was actually a date, so she hasn’t 
forgiven him for the betrayal and the deceit. He blames me for them not 
talking to him. 

He lied to all of us. In the previous five years before he told me everything 
he had got his boyfriend into town, opened up a bank account in his 
own name and moved money around for his own benefit, he had it all 
planned. The mortgage was paid off, which I had helped pay off for 25 
years, but the whole thing was planned, and that’s where my real anger 
lies. It’s not so much that he’s gay, it was the deceit and the betrayal and 
the secret planning to end a 30 year relationship the way he ended it. 
We still could have been good friends if he’d been open and honest. I 
had given him ample opportunity to end our relationship. None of us are 
angry at him about being gay, it’s his cowardly deceit and the planning, 
and secretly cutting me off financially and cutting off our credit cards. 
He only gave me $200 for six weeks after it all happened. I was without 
work, it took months to get on the dole which I never thought I would 
have to do. I had stuck to him like glue, I had this mental picture of myself 
clinging to his leg where he could do no wrong. A few of our friends, 
especially the blokes who didn’t want to look homophobic, took him out 
for drinks. I remember feeling angry because of what he had done to me. 
I was still grieving, and it felt like they were taking him out for a beer and 
patting him on the back congratulating him for coming out. I felt like they 
weren’t acknowledging that he’d ended my life. If he’d shot me, pulled a 
gun on me, would they take him out for a beer? That’s what it felt like. 

He never really answered my questions about why he had to hide his 
sexuality but I think it was largely his parents. His friends all knew each 
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other since they were teenagers and I think he wanted to fit in and be part 
of a normal couple. It would have been one thing if he realised he was gay 
and wanted to start a gay life when he came out to me, but to find out 
he’d lived a gay life throughout our marriage totally repulsed me. I still 
don’t know everything. The day after we’d gone to our friends’ house on 
that first night, the wife turned up to our house the next morning in tears 
and told David not to dare tell me what he had told her husband the night 
before. He just turned around to me and said our friend just told him not 
say anything, but I’m going to tell you. This was all the stuff about parks 
and toilet blocks and that he used to have sex with Mick at work. He 
even said, don’t you remember coming over and finding a condom and 
asking me what it was? He was almost proud of it. He ended up moving 
in with Mick for a while. I had asked him to get rid of Mick when I first 
found out because I didn’t want to be paying his wage to be his boyfriend 
(because he was employed by the family business) but he refused. 

It took about 18 months to reach a property settlement. I wrote to his 
family and told them I’d accepted his lousy offer. I still can’t believe how 
he behaved. I thought he was an intelligent, kind person, but he was very 
callous and mean. When I was moving out of our house he left me a note 
on the dining room table saying, I hope you have some pride and leave 
the house tidy. My daughters saw that note. 

It’s three years since he told me, I’ve climbed out of the hole. I bought a 
house in a new area and I don’t have much money left over but I own it 
outright. I’ve got a two day a week job. I’ve met a new man who’s loving 
me like I’ve never been loved before in all my life so I’m in a very good 
place. We met on RSVP. He only lived a few kilometres away and I asked 
if he was interested in meeting, but he replied and said he was seeing 
someone at the time. I appreciated his honesty and asked for some 
advice about what to do on the dating site, and he offered to meet for 
coffee. That’s the end of the story apparently because I walked in and 
blew him away! We’ve been seeing each other for about eight months 
and we’re going away together to Thailand soon. We make each other 
laugh, I’m still shy about expressing love and devotion but he’s very 
understanding, especially after all the betrayal I went through. 

I feel like I wasted my life, it’s 30 years of my life gone. I remember trying 
to make myself look pretty, spending money on makeup and clothes and 
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trying to impress him, but he didn’t even 
care. He never once told me I looked 
beautiful, not even on our wedding day. 
He never told me he loved me. I would 
tug on his arm teasing saying, do you 
love me and he’d say, of course but he 
never said it first. I can’t believe I put 
up with such a loveless marriage and 
accepted it as normal. Sometimes I still 
have waves of anger, it still comes, at 
the loss of my life and the loss of other 
people I thought were my friends. I’ve 
been a palliative care nurse and no death 
is the same and no marriage is ever the 
same either, there are lots of hidden 
things. But I do question why I didn’t 
walk earlier. 

The support group was amazing, but 
I’ve moved and it’s a bit difficult to get to 

Sydney for it now. I have amazing support from my daughters and I don’t 
have any contact with David anymore. I’ve got wonderful friends and a 
new partner who loves and supports me. Facebook has been amazing for 
me, it’s reconnected me with a lot of my premarital friends from school 
and old bridesmaid friends from years ago. I saw a post on Facebook that 
said, forgiveness will set you free and I wrote on it, not quite there yet. 
I’m still struggling over my injuries, I’m still recuperating, and I had a few 
nights climbing into bed alone that made me feel really angry. I thought, 
you left me at this age after two kids, how am I ever going to find 
somebody? But I have, and things are really good now. 
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LYNDAL’S STORY

I told him he was willing to risk my health having 
relationships with god knows who, and I wouldn’t 
even know if he’d used protection. He denied ever 
being with anyone else or having a relationship.  

I didn’t believe it…
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Lyndal’s story

We met in a small country town in NSW when I was 19 and Roger was 28. 
He’d already had a failed engagement and moved away from his home 
town for a few years before he came back. We worked at the same place 
and began dating in 1990. We got engaged and moved in together the 
next year. It was my first serious relationship and even though he was 
older it was all good, it was all that I expected, it had all the romance 
and we had a normal sexual relationship. We were both happy so we got 
married. He wanted to wait until I was older to have kids, so we waited 
a couple of years before our first child was born. He was a doting father, 
and did everything you’d expect a first time father to do. We had our 
second child 16 months later and we were still happy, but we had two 
kids really closely together, and around the time I was pregnant with our 
third child three years later, he developed really severe depression. 

He put his depression down to never dealing with the death of his mother 
because she’d died just before we got married. He also revealed that he’d 
been sexually abused as a child by a man, but had never told anyone 
about it. At one stage he was really suicidal and he went to a counsellor. 
The only person I told was my mother, so she took over looking after the 
kids while I worked so he could have a break.

He was born in the 1960s and came from a large family. His Dad went 
out to work and his Mum stayed at home, it was a strict, traditional 
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family. I don’t believe he would ever have come out to his family. It was 
expected of him to do the normal thing. There was always pressure from 
his parents about when we were getting married and when we were 
having kids. There was also a bit of a joking around about his broken 
engagement because his girlfriend had come out afterwards and said she 
was a lesbian. I’ve wondered since if she knew he was gay. His parents 
were pretty homophobic, they were old-school, even among his friends, 
coming out wouldn’t have been something he could do because they 
often made gay jokes. 

One of my closest childhood friends was gay, I knew he was gay before 
he came out, but I never had any inkling that Roger could be. He played 
sport and was a man’s man, but he would never have come out in that 
environment. I was young, and impressionable, and in love, but I had no 
idea. When I look back now I think, we had two kids bang bang, and he 
probably thought, what have I got myself into? He blamed everything on 
the depression and the abuse as a child. I had also suffered some sexual 
abuse as a child but never told my parents because I didn’t understand 
it at the time. I felt like I’d dealt with it, and Roger was the first person 
I told, so we shared it because he was my best friend. I didn’t know 
what it was like to lose a parent, and his Mum had died really suddenly 
a few weeks before we got married, so I just thought it was a lot to deal 
with and put the depression down to all those reasons. He also had a 
back problem so, in my eyes, there were enough things to blame the 
depression on. But when I asked him about counselling, and if he’d talked 
about the child abuse, he always said no, he didn’t want to talk about 
it. So he went through the motions but was never truly honest with the 
counsellor. It was probably a waste of time because it never helped him, 
his medication just got upped more and more and he’s been on it ever 
since. I think he had a lot of feelings that were suppressed. 

While this was going on we had a fourth child so we had four kids in six 
years. He wanted to stop after three but things just happened. A lot was 
going on in our lives, I lost both my parents, we lost a niece, friends died 
as well, so we were going through the motions and just getting up every 
day. There were times I asked him if he was happy and told him I didn’t 
want a brother-sister relationship, I was still young and wanted a strong 
sexual relationship, but he blamed his lack of interest on his medication. 
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He said it made him feel dead, so things weren’t as good as they could 
have been, and he stopped being affectionate. He only did it when we 
were in public and then he over-demonstrated. 

He lost interest and withdrew. Even the kids noticed. He went to 
work but he lost interest in everything, I had to remind him to take his 
medication when I could see him slipping, it was like having another 
child. He said the medication made him feel brain dead and he really 
withdrew. He’d go to the kids’ school functions but only enough to get 
by, he’d pick and choose what he did. He used work as an excuse not to 
go to family functions. 

I caught him out in lots of lies over the years. He was a smoker, he 
quit and started again, but instead of just being honest and saying he 
was smoking again he’d lie about it, even about the smallest things. I 
had a sibling who’d been in a bit of trouble and he knew lying was not 
something I accepted. When you look back, you see things you think you 
should have picked up, but you’re doing other things and surviving, and 
it still seemed to be worth the effort. If I didn’t find out when I did I would 
probably still be sitting there banging my head against the wall, because I 
made a commitment and I’d probably still be trying to make things better. 
I look back now and can see that I was always trying to make up for his 
distance with the kids and his inability to do things. 

I used to beat myself up thinking, I’ve put on weight, but even when I 
lost it nothing changed, he wasn’t happy. He would come home and not 
want to communicate. He’d say that he talked all the time at work and 
was too tired when he got home. I accepted that our sex life had really 
dropped off and was just trying to focus on getting his depression under 
control, but he just shut down. I kept telling myself, it’s the depression. 
But it wasn’t. 

About five years ago he started a job where he worked out of town for a 
transport company. If you weren’t needed you still got paid, so when he 
was in a different town I never knew if he was working or not. It could look 
like he was going to work normally but if he wasn’t required I wouldn’t 
know. Sometimes he’d work away for 30 hours, sometimes it could be 
days or up to a week. He loved his job, it was his dream job, and it was a 
lot more money, so financially we were in a better position. 
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About a year before I found out everything I found him online looking at 
porn, mostly women but a bit of male porn too. He said he was confused 
and blamed the child abuse. I wasn’t happy and felt disgusted, because 
he said he’d done a bit of online chatting with other women which I saw 
as cheating. We always used to promise if one of us wasn’t happy we’d 
tell the other person and have respect and honesty. I always had the view 
that if you’re not happy, you’re better off not being together. After finding 
the porn and talking about it, I worked really hard to convince myself 
that things were getting better, and they did. But I had this nagging thing 
in my mind because sometimes, when I would walk into the room, he’d 
change the screen on the computer really quickly. He also deleted his 
online history all the time. But he beat me down so much when I asked 
about it he made me think I was just being paranoid. I tried to brush it off, 
I knew child abuse often comes back years later when you’re older and 
can haunt you a bit. We communicated a bit better, but I kept noticing 
things. He stopped checking our joint emails which he used to check all 
the time and I asked if he had another account. He denied it and said he 
just had his work one. A few times we were out with friends and I thought, 
we are happy, we are turning a corner, things are getting better, but 
sexually things were no better. I suggested he go to the doctor about his 
impotence but he refused. 

We went away in early 2015 on a holiday with a couple of the kids and 
we did end up having a good time. Later, one of my aunts said it was 
the happiest she’d ever seen him. But he wasn’t happy with me. He 
panicked every time he put his phone down, he wouldn’t let anyone 

touch it. His phone kept going off with 
text messages which he pretended were 
from work. When we got back he was 
meant to be going away for work for 
a week without a work partner, which 
meant he could do whatever he liked. 
Just before he left I innocently opened 
an email at work and found he’d sent a 
message to someone saying, coming to 
Sydney, looking for a good time. There 
was a reply from a 19 year old guy with a 
photo of a penis. I was totally floored.  
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I had to try and work through the rest of the day. I only found it because 
our home emails came to my phone. I figured out later he had another 
email with a very similar email address to ours and he’d accidentally 
used ours, which is how it all unfolded. 

I somehow got through work and went home pretty numb and feeling 
sick. I kept checking it to make sure it was really him. There had been 
times before when we’d get porn messages which he’d just put down to 
spam. I had given him so many opportunities to be honest about what 
was really going on but he never was. He was still at home, and was 
meant to be going at the end of the week. Three of our kids were at home, 
so I asked the oldest to take the other kids to Woolworths and pretended 
I wasn’t feeling well. I confronted him and he denied it at first. I said, 
you can’t deny it, there’s your name, our email address and your work 
phone you dickhead! He tried to walk away and I said I would bring it up 
in front of the kids if he refused to talk. I remember saying, you will stand 
here and you will be honest. I had to really push him and he admitted it, 
but said it was the first time he’d ever done it. 

I didn’t get out of the foetal position in bed for two days. I was at home by 
myself because he’d left that night for work. I just couldn’t cope, I didn’t 
know what to do and I felt so gutted. I knew he was gay and realised his 
lack of sex drive wasn’t his depression. I had been getting up really early 
to spend time with him before he left for work over the past year. I was 
really trying to make our relationship work after finding the porn the first 
time. I loved him, but the moment I found the email I knew I didn’t want 
to go on with our marriage. I felt isolated because it wasn’t something I 
wanted share with my friends. I fell to pieces. 

The second day he called, I didn’t want to talk to him but our daughter 
was home sick, and he said he’d bring lunch home so I couldn’t say no. 
He came home and walked in like everything was ok. I remember eating 
lunch and it tasted like cardboard, I wanted to vomit. He wanted to 
go on like nothing had changed. He tried to cuddle and kiss me which 
wasn’t what he normally did, it felt so forced and so fake. I waited until 
the kids went to bed and said, we need to talk. He said, it’s alright we 
don’t need to talk, I’ve had my wake-up call. I said it wasn’t a wake-up 
call, he’d been found out and he had no intention of ever telling me. I 
told him he was willing to risk my health having relationships with God 
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knows who, and I wouldn’t even know if he’d used protection. He denied 
ever being with anyone else or having a relationship. I didn’t believe it, 
especially after all the lies he’d told over the years, but he still denied it. 
He kept trying to say we could work through it and he’d had his wake-up 
call, it was never going to happen again. But after 25 years you know 
when someone’s lying, and after something like that you really open your 
eyes. I knew he couldn’t stop what he was doing anyway, gay people are 
born gay. I remember him saying once that he’d never cheat on me with 
another woman, now I think it was the only true thing he ever told me. 

A couple of close friends from work knew it was really unusual for me 
to be off for two days, and when they asked if everything was ok I said, 
my whole life has fallen apart. I went to one of their houses to talk, but 
I didn’t want to say it was about a male. I didn’t want it out there. I’m 
not homophobic but I felt ashamed, I felt so gutted that I hadn’t seen 
things, like I had totally wasted my whole life, even though I had four 
kids. I also knew he would deny it. After my two days of being away from 
work sick, he was going to be back at home and I didn’t want to be there. 
I went back to work pretending I was still sick to explain why I was so 
withdrawn. At the end of the week, I went for a drive with a friend and 
just cried and cried. I told her Roger was gay and I’d found an email from 
another man, but I felt really scared voicing it. She said she had a feeling 
that’s what I was going to say. We went to her house and she had a few 
books about relationships from a research project and one of them was, 
His Secret Her Story, so I spent the afternoon reading it and drinking 
wine. I didn’t want to go home, I wanted to think, and work out how to 
go forward, because I didn’t want to be in my marriage anymore. It was 
not what I wanted and not what I signed on for. I knew I would never be 
happy and nothing I could ever do would ever make him happy because 
I wasn’t a man. I could never meet his needs, it was impossible. I knew 
if I stayed with him I was only enabling him to hide for the rest of his life. 
That day with my friend was the first time I talked honestly, and it was 
good to get it off my chest. I don’t think I would have coped if there wasn’t 
at least one person I was honest with. I ended up camped in her lounge 
room all night reading the book. 

Over the next few weeks, it was like dealing with a child. I had to get 
him to understand that staying together wouldn’t work. We were never 
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going to be happy because I would always have it in the back of my 
mind. If we’d had a healthy, loving relationship, maybe you could put 
it down to being confused or bisexual, but we never had that, we were 
more like brother and sister. He just went to work, ate, slept and got 
on the computer. It wasn’t a partnership. He even pulled himself away 
from all his male friends, even his best friend. But they were all really 
homophobic, even Roger made jokes about gay people to fit in. 

I found out in early 2015 and he moved 
out a few months later. We decided we’d 
do the property settlement before we 
told the kids. I said I didn’t want it to be 
messy and wanted to be adults about 
it. I also wanted to wait until one of our 
children came back from overseas so 
he wasn’t alone when he found out, 
but either way he was coming back to 
a totally different household. Another 
of our children was doing the HSC, so 
we spent weeks talking in riddles and 
making sure we weren’t overheard. I had 

to keep pushing him and saying, I don’t want this, I deserve happiness 
and so do you, but he wouldn’t accept it wasn’t going to work. He kept 
saying he’d never do it again. He wanted to stay in the house and in the 
marriage, and for everything to go on how it was. I kept saying we could 
never be happy, and I finally got him to admit that he cared about me but 
didn’t love me. I didn’t want to be someone’s second best, I’d been that 
for 25 years. I started to feel like maybe it was my time to find myself. I 
refused to sleep in the bedroom but the kids thought it was an old back 
problem that I was icing, so I covered things up and they went along with 
it. But there was no plan to tell them he was gay, he would never admit to 
that and still hasn’t. He told me he never wanted anyone to know, ever. 
When I asked if he’d ever be honest with himself or tell the kids the truth, 
he was horrified. The most he ever admitted is that he’s bisexual. At least 
I knew the real reason nothing had ever been right, and that no matter 
what I did I could never have that happiness I always craved. 

He wanted to keep our investment property which had always been 
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my dream to retire to, but it wasn’t our dream anymore if we weren’t 
together. I didn’t want it. We eventually agreed he would keep it and I 
would have our house. I went to a solicitor in another town because I 
didn’t want anyone in town to know. We live in a country town where 
everyone knows your business and I didn’t want the kids to find out. In 
the end, I was slightly up financially and he was ok with that, I think it was 
the guilt. He was initially going to move to Sydney but ended up moving 
just around the corner. 

Not long after he moved out, our oldest son was at Roger’s new flat while 
he was having a shower, and picked up his Dad’s phone up because they 
were playing tennis and he thought a call might be coming through about 
the game. He missed the call and when he went to see who it was, he 
found all these apps and a profile of his Dad on a gay website. I was at 
work and he tried to call me but couldn’t get through, so he went home 
and told his brother. I came home and the younger kids told me the boys 
were really upset about something. The eldest kept saying, I can’t talk to 
you. I don’t want to talk about it. I convinced him to tell me but I couldn’t 
get onto our other son who had found the messages. I rang Roger and 
he repeatedly denied having anything on his phone. Later the son who 
found the messages came home and I could hear him arguing really 
loudly with Roger on the phone, but he just kept denying it. Our son was 
really distraught, he was pacing around the house and had his head in 
his hands. He said, I don’t care if he’s gay, I just want him to stop lying 
to me! He wanted to go and see his father so I said I’d drive him because 
he was so agitated. Roger just sat there and denied it and denied it and 
denied it, until he finally said he was bisexual and felt confused. Our son 
told him he never wanted to see him again. As we were going home, he 
told me he rang his uncle, Roger’s brother, and told him what happened. 
His uncle told him he was barking up the wrong tree. I was worried 
because Roger had already said if anyone found out he’d just leave, and 
cut himself off from the kids. 

Our son went to bed crying. It was so upsetting seeing a 22 year old like 
that and he kept saying he couldn’t stand how much his Dad was lying. 
When he looked at the phone he’d dug around a bit, and said his Dad was 
pretending to be 37 on his profile and was talking to guys not much older 
than his own sons. He said, I didn’t get right into it but I saw enough. I 
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rang Roger and he didn’t care about our son’s feelings he was just worried 
about his brother knowing and he threatened to leave. I told him he 
created this mess and couldn’t leave, and his brother had told our son it 
wasn’t true and his brother would never mention it to anyone, because 
he would not want to open a can of worms. Our son sees this uncle 
occasionally and he’s never mentioned it again. I can guarantee he would 
never have asked Roger either, it just wouldn’t sit well with him. 

I kept going to work after finding out everything and no-one knew I was 
going through a hard time except two friends that I’d told. I put on a fake 
persona, I somehow got through every day and work was one way to get 
through it. I felt so much better when he was at work because I couldn’t 
stand it when he was home. I’d reached a point where I didn’t give a crap 
about what he was doing because I’d had enough. I’d sit at home sorting 
out paperwork for the solicitor, crying and drinking too much wine. I 
started counselling once a week because my friends said I needed it. I 
went to another town to do it and didn’t even tell Roger, because when 
everything first came out and I said I might need counselling he said, no 
you don’t, he didn’t want me to have anything to do with anyone who 
might hear his story, it was forbidden. I used to disappear at night and go 
for walks. I’d put music on and a hat on and walk around crying so no-one 
could see my tears. Every night it was my release, so I could go home and 
keep going the next day. I felt like I was locked in the closet with his secret 
that he never wanted anyone to know. It got to the point where I didn’t 
have a space in my home anymore because he wouldn’t move out of 
the bedroom and I felt like a prisoner in my own home. If I needed a few 

minutes I’d have to go and hide 
in the bathroom. I ended up just 
going for drives late at night and 
parking somewhere to listen to 
music, to cry and be alone. All my 
stuff was in the boot, it was like 
my private bedroom, I withdrew 
into my own little shell. 

At first, only the eldest two 
children knew he was gay. They 
didn’t speak to him for a while 
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but they’re slowly starting to again. Initially, the younger two who are 
late teens were told as much as they asked, they thought he cheated 
with a woman. My daughter asked if he’d cheated on me and I said yes 
but didn’t say it was with men. She hasn’t had much contact with him, 
he didn’t even turn up to her high school graduation, there have been 
too many things he’s missed and he’s in his own world. Roger didn’t 
even tell his family we were separating, I had to do it, and the story 
was that he didn’t love me anymore. They’ve always supported me but 
it’s not the same anymore. I eventually told the younger kids the truth 
and they were fine, we’re working much better as a family unit now 
everyone knows the truth. 

Roger has always denied ever having a physical relationship with anyone, 
he says it’s only been online, even though he admitted it went on for 
about five years. I don’t believe it, I think he’s slept with men. A few years 
ago he started to shave his chest and wanted his back shaved because it 
was bugging him, now I know why. I haven’t done it yet, but I know I need 
to have a full health check because I don’t believe a word he says. 

Now I have good days and bad days. I’ve had counselling once a week 
through the Women Partners of Bisexual Men Service which has really 
helped. I have an inner smile because I’m not with him, and I finally found 
out the truth. I could have still been there trying to make our marriage 
work and not understanding why it was never going to work, so I’m in a 
better place because I’m not with him. It hurts me to see my kids hurt, 
but I can’t make that any better, that’s his choice. 

I just want to be happy and I get stronger every day. You still have those 
things that set you off but I cry and keep going forward. I feel relief that 
I know everything. I was his protection, his way of hiding from his true 
feelings and I don’t feel like I ever need to have those conversations 
again, because I look back now and know that’s what it was. Even the 
pressure to get married and the pressure to have kids was part of it. He 
always had this paranoia about people talking about him which I always 
put down to the depression. but now I know it was because he never 
wanted anyone to out him. 

None of his family know what’s really happened. Sometimes I wish I could 
be honest with people, but in a way it’s not my story to tell. He’d just deny 
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it anyway and it would make my life harder and the kids’ lives harder. He’s 
ripped our family apart and I’m putting it back together. Sometimes he 
only invites one or two kids out and not the others and it creates friction, 
he also puts pressure on them when they don’t want to talk. He still lies 
to them and says we’re not together because he wasn’t happy with me, 
and pretends there was no-one else. 

The kids have distanced themselves from him a bit. My daughter said 
recently that even with the turmoil everyone’s going through, we’re much 
happier without him and I said, yeah, we are. Another said, I have a 
father but I don’t have a Dad. He’s emotionally shut off. If he can’t be 
honest with himself how can he have an honest relationship with his kids?

I can’t see another relationship for me at the moment, it’s too soon. I 
went from living at home at 19 to a 25 year relationship, I need time for 
myself. There’s certain things I stagnate on, then I make myself tick them 
off so I can move forward. I write notes, I have a big overall list and every 
day I write small notes about what I can achieve that day, that’s what 
kept me going and moving forward minute by minute. At this point, if he’s 
going to keep denying it there’s no point trying anymore. He’ll never come 
out in this town. If he did move to Sydney it might have suited him, but 
even then he would just have made it another secret life. I could go to my 
grave and I don’t think he’ll ever come out. I can see that all his crutches 
- gambling, smoking etc - have all intensified, but I’m in a happier place. 
My inner smile dips some days but I can’t change anything. I can’t go 

back, I can only move forward and hope 
that I have a better future. Maybe I’ll 
learn to trust someone again but I need 
to find myself first. I’ve been part of 
another whole for so long, it’s time for 
me to discover myself. I’ve always put 
myself second and this year I’ve been out 
a lot, I’ve been going out with friends and 
haven’t said no when I might have before, 
I call them sanity breaks. But all I want to 
do is just move forward. 
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Beth’s story

Drew and I met in around 1992 while we were skiing and staying in the 
same lodge. It’s actually quite funny because the first time I met him I 
thought he was an idiot! He came across as very arrogant, which was 
what a lot of people said when they first met him. He was very self-
confident and showy, very materialistic, but we started circulating in the 
same group of friends through skiing. We all used to stay at this really 
nice lodge in Thredbo, there was a core group that would come in and 
out. It was more of a strong friendship that developed between us rather 
than a passionate, grand love affair. It was never a hot and heavy kind of 
relationship or an overwhelming kind of love, it was just very comfortable 
and safe. It’s hard to say if it was normal sexually because he was my first, 
so I had nothing to compare it to, but it wasn’t fantastic or that regular, 
and he always used to wash himself afterwards. My upbringing was very 
strict and I had quite an emotionally abusive mother, so a lot of what I 
was doing around that time was about trying to break free of that, and he 
was an escape. 

There were definitely no signs of anything untoward or of him being gay, 
he was just a normal bloke. By that time, people were openly coming out 
and we both lived in Sydney so there was no reason to hide anything. His 
mother was incredibly domineering, amazingly so. He lived at home until 
we were married when he was 27. His father was the nicest man in the 
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world, very down to earth and a hard 
worker, just lovely, you couldn’t say a 
bad thing about him and he was very 
accepting of me. But for him, being 
gay was a big no-no and he was very 
homophobic. His sister was part of an 
arty scene and had lots of gay friends 
that would always come over to their 
house. They were very flamboyant, 
out-there gay men, and his Dad didn’t 
like them at all, but his mother thought 
they were fun. It was almost like it was 
ok to have the token gay come to the 
party for a bit of entertainment and a 

laugh at their expense, as long as they were at arm’s distance. His mother 
very much controlled his life. In her eyes, he could do no wrong, she had 
even chosen a wife for him, a friend’s daughter who Drew was supposed 
to marry. They were very middle class, but his mother pretended to be 
upper class and better off than they actually were. I came from the North 
Shore and went to a private school so I fitted the bill. 

After going out for three years we decided to get married. He worked 
in finance and was away a lot. It was a job where he had to meet lots 
of targets and there were holidays and benefits for meeting them. The 
better you were, the more you raked in. There were lots of client dinners 
and the higher up you went, the higher the prestige. It was important to 
have an image of being married and having kids. He had a Porsche and 
went to the best restaurants, and I was a great handbag for him. I could 
hold a conversation and be trotted out so we went to big dinners which 
were all about status and competing with each other, look at me, I’ve got 
the Porsche, here’s my wife, aren’t I fantastic. In reality, we were renting 
and he didn’t even own the car, he was mortgaged to the hilt, it was all 
show, but a lot of that came out later, I didn’t know it at the time. He was 
borrowing money from his mother and was always in debt. It was my 
salary that basically kept us. 

We didn’t see each other that much because he would be on the road 
a lot or having client meetings. Now I know what some of those client 
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meetings really were! It got to the point where I thought he was having 
an affair with a woman. I used to tease him about having his girlfriend on 
the side because the amount of time he was away meant we were pretty 
much living separate lives. Not all of it could be explained by work and 
he would never get home before 9 or 10pm. There were always unusual 
phone calls at strange hours that he would just say was a client. Early on 
I never checked his phone, but there were a few times he asked me to 
pick it up and it would go dead when I answered. I did suspect there was 
someone else involved because it happened regularly, but I put it to the 
back of my mind. We were great friends and got on well, but it was like 
having a flatmate and there was no amazing connection. 

He always told me he wasn’t able to have children because he had 
meningitis in his early 20s and was supposed to be sterile. I wasn’t that 
keen on having kids so it was a shock when I actually fell pregnant, it was 
almost like the immaculate conception. After our son was born nothing 
really changed, I spent a lot of time by myself, but Drew played the role 
of the proud father very well. I think it fitted the picture for him, the 
businessman with the nice family, and our son was very cute so it was all 
perfect for him. He seemed happy, and nothing really stood out between 
that time and when I fell pregnant again a few years later, but I started 
to pick up certain things towards the end of that pregnancy. After our 
second son was born, Drew left me in hospital by myself for the whole 
time. I had a caesarean and was there for a week but he barely came in.  
I found out later he was palming off our other son so he could go out. 

I was basically on my own with the two boys, he’d go away on boys’ 
weekends all the time and some unusual patterns started to emerge. 
One day I was at home with him and he had a missed call, so I checked to 
see who it was in case it was a work call. I found an explicit text message 
from a man but it was to a different name, someone called Craig. My first 
reaction was, who’s Craig? I asked Drew about it and said I’d found some 
really odd texts from someone on his phone. I asked who Craig was and 
he stopped dead for a moment, but said someone he worked with was 
using his phone at the pub the other night. It seemed feasible, but I told 
him he should have deleted it. He brushed it off like he had just forgotten. 
It sounded reasonable so I thought it must be nothing. A few weeks later 
I was cleaning up our home office and found a print out from Vodaphone 
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where Drew had registered a SIM card using his email address, but the 
letter from Vodaphone was addressed to a Craig. I thought it was really 
odd but didn’t put the two things together straight away. Then I was out 
shopping one day and thought, hang on, there’s something weird going 
on. I realised he had another phone somewhere that he was obviously 
using for something else. I think after I found the message that day it was 
enough to prompt him to get another phone that he could secretly use. I 
found out later he’d set up a whole different personality for himself.

He got sloppy, or was just so caught up in having two lives that I started 
finding other things. I found an address book that had all these men’s 
names and then VMB 12345 or some kind of number. I didn’t know what it 
meant, but thought they must have been client policies or something to 
do with work. But I was sitting reading the local paper one day and was 
reading the personal ads up the back as you sometimes do for a laugh, 
and I saw something in the classifieds. It said Man Seeking Woman then 
it had VMB after it. I suddenly realised it meant voice mail box and that 
they were numbers to ring to get in touch with the person leaving the ad.  
I had kept the address book I found and flicked through it again.  
I realised it was full of these numbers, not just one or two, it was full.  
I felt absolutely sick.

I didn’t know how to approach him but I started putting on my detective 
hat. I told my sister and she said surely he can’t be seeing other women. 
I said, it’s not women it’s men. I had a very close relationship with my 

Dad and wanted to talk to him, but 
I didn’t know how to. I was in shock. 
I’m the kind of person who needs to 
work everything out first and I needed 
to be sure. For days I kept looking at 
the booklet and wanted to ring the 
numbers, but in the end it was by his 
own doing that I definitively found 
out. I couldn’t really believe he was 
gay because outwardly, there were 
no signs. I’m not proud of it but I did 
start to snoop through his phone. I 
also went into self-preservation mode 
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because I didn’t know the extent of these relationships, and it seemed 
like what he was doing was pretty dirty stuff. I didn’t want him exposing 
me or our children to anything so I went into full investigation mode. 
Before I confronted him, I went and got tested for everything. He had 
been traveling to Thailand a lot so I got tested for all these STIs, most I 
had never even heard of. I was so angry and tense when they were taking 
blood the needle broke in my arm. Fortunately everything was clear 
but I wanted to wait for that before I confronted him. If he admitted he 
was gay, I wanted to know I was clear first. I became very methodical. 
I started photocopying things and giving them to my father in case I 
needed them later. I wanted all the ducks in a row. 

In the end I confronted him and said, you’re gay, and showed him some of 
what I’d found. He was very shocked by the level of detail I had to prove it. 

I had also found videos and photos of him on what I called his fun 
phone. He tried to explain it as being for his own gratification. He tried 
to blame me because I wasn’t interested in him sexually and didn’t 
have time for him. We were only sleeping together very rarely and our 
marriage had got very stale, but I didn’t accept it. He tried to wriggle 
out of everything I confronted him with. I realised he wasn’t going to 
be truthful about anything so I held back some of what I knew. I was 
waiting for something to come out of the sky and be that big thing he 
couldn’t deny. That happened in a series of text messages I intercepted, 
and when someone rang him on our home phone. It all happened quite 
quickly, over a period of a few months. I’m not sure if he was just stupid 
or wanted to be found out. 

I started sleeping in my son’s room on the floor. I couldn’t be near this 
person and started getting really angry that I didn’t have my own spot in 
the house anymore. He was acting as if nothing was wrong. Nothing had 
changed in his world, he still had the family that he needed to complete 
the picture, and his Craig life on the other side. 

In 2010 he went to a work party and I was checking his phone regularly 
until I found something I could hang him with, so he was forced to say 
yes, he was gay. I found a series of messages that were pretty damning. I 
went to a public phone and rang the number and pretended I was looking 
for someone. A man answered the phone, I recognised the name and 
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voice as someone that Drew went to high school with so I hung up. Later I 
found out Drew had sexual encounters with boys way back in high school, 
so he always knew. I waited until he got home from work and that’s when 
I really confronted him with everything, the other phone in the name of 
Craig, all those men’s numbers and everyone he’d been in contact with. It 
was like a grand jury. I felt incredibly sick about him using the name Craig 
because his best friend who had passed away was also called Craig. It 
was repulsive to me, on top of everything else, it was a new kind of low. I 
asked him again, are you gay? He tried to deny it and said, I don’t know, 
I’m really confused. He still wasn’t being honest and got really angry 
and started blaming me for everything. He wouldn’t admit to acting on 
anything. It was a boiling pot for me, after being so calm and methodical 
my anger overtook everything. 

He remained in the house and wouldn’t leave even though I asked him 
to. He thought it was better for the kids if we stayed together in the 
same house. I thought we could see how it went, but I was still sleeping 
on the floor in our son’s room. Again, nothing changed for him even 
though my whole life had fallen apart. We’d been married for 17 years 
by then. I began to question absolutely everything. What was real, what 
wasn’t real? What was true and not true? Everything crumbled for me 
but nothing changed for him, he didn’t come out, I was the only one who 
knew. I told my sister first. She knew something was wrong because I 
was incredibly tense and had developed an eating disorder and lost a lot 
of weight. I told my parents which was awful. My Mum was really angry 
at him and my Dad, who was very non-confrontational, wanted to kill 
him. Everyone was totally shocked and just couldn’t understand it. After 
I calmed down a bit he was still saying he was confused and I told him 
it wasn’t my job to out him, he had to accept his own sexuality and tell 
people himself, I wasn’t going to do that. 

We knew we couldn’t go on as we were and I didn’t want to live his lie for 
him, but I was willing to give him time to own it so we could move on from 
there. But he took advantage of it and didn’t say anything to anyone for 
another six months. I was also financially relying on him because I wasn’t 
working while I was looking after the kids. He started to cut things off 
financially even though he was still there. There were a few months that 
were abysmal. I was still sleeping on the floor, he wouldn’t even give me 
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the bed. I used to go into our bedroom every day to get my clothes, and it 
made me so angry because I was walking into my room to get my clothes 
but it wasn’t even my room anymore. 

I found it hard to get back into my profession because of the kids, but I 
finally found a part time job which gave me some financial freedom. By 
then, I was planning to move out. I started seeing a counsellor and went 
to the Women Partners group and they were absolutely brilliant. I told 
my counsellor he wouldn’t budge. I convinced him to see the counsellor 
under the guise of my eating disorder and she convinced him we needed 
to separate because I couldn’t get through to him. He came home and 
said she told him we needed to separate, and he finally moved into a 
small room we had off the garage. He still wouldn’t admit to being gay 
but moving was a breakthrough. He was still clinging onto the family so 
he could be seen as the family man, and was using the boys as an excuse 
to stay. 

I don’t really know why he couldn’t admit to being gay. In later 
conversations he said it was the expectation of his family. He tried to say 
society expects you to have a family and a good job, but it was a very 
old-fashioned way of looking at it. I would say, you’re gay, you’re having 
sex with men in public toilets. He started to open up but it took a while, 
and he did eventually come out to his family. I had started running and 
doing sports and got into triathlons, my escape was training, I became 
obsessed with it. I actually got selected to go to an event overseas and 
while I was overseas he rang and said he’d told his parents. I couldn’t 

believe he had chosen that time when I 
was away having an amazing experience 
to dump it on me, because I knew 
once he told his parents it would come 
crashing back on me. I got blamed big 
time. His mother actually said it was 
because I didn’t dust the skirting boards! 
Apparently I wasn’t a proper housewife 
and turned him gay. It was crazy. It took 
his parents a while to accept it. There 
were a lot of awkward conversations with 
his mother and his Dad really withdrew. 
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His mother wanted answers and confronted me with her questions 
instead of her son. She wanted to know how I had found out but I refused 
to tell her, I didn’t want to talk about it with her, she could talk to him. I 
had spent six months going to family events pretending everything was 
normal, when all I wanted to do was put a baseball bat through the back 
of his head. 

He still didn’t want to move out. We spent a year with him living in the 
garage. At least I had the house back but it was incredibly awkward. 
He had so much anger at me for finding out he was gay, we had some 
ridiculous conversations. I had all this anger too. He really struggled 
with being gay, even though now he’s as gay as you can be. He still didn’t 
tell any of his friends. We got divorced because I pushed it through, but 
he still stayed in the garage. My friends all knew because the physical 
change was so evident. I went on anti-depressants for a while but I 
couldn’t handle it, they just spun me out. I was very honest and told 
everyone, they were all very surprised. Most people said they couldn’t 
see it, a few people said there were a few things in hindsight they might 
have noticed, but it was never an obvious thing. 

He finally admitted he was gay and ended up moving out and we now 
share custody of our boys. He eventually told his friends and they were all 
gobsmacked, but no-one cut him off. The thing that angers me the most is 
that if I had found out before we married I would have cut the relationship 
off completely. I get angry that the kids don’t have a choice in it. My eldest, 
who’s 13, is getting flak from other kids at school because his Dad’s gay. 
I think that’s an incredibly unfair burden for a kid to take on, and I would 
never have had children with him if I had known who he truly was. That’s 
what I find incredibly selfish. Not that I’d give back the kids, it’s just that act 
of selfishness I find so incredible. He knew since high school, he claims he 
was confused but I don’t accept it, he always knew he was gay. 

I also get angry because he’s come out and everyone just said, how 
fantastic, aren’t you courageous, what a hero. I used to want someone 
to beat the living shit out of him for what he did to our family. There have 
been no repercussions for him, absolutely none, he just got away with it 
scot-free. I was so angry I wrote a list with 297 ways to kill him, just to get 
some anger out! Some were pretty funny and it was a great release. That 
was the really mind blowing thing for me, my anger. 
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I’m married to someone else now and I’m in a much better place than I 
was but I still see him quite regularly because of the kids, and often find 
myself questioning everything all over again. It just hits you sometimes. 
People ask the story because they’re intrigued and it all comes out 
again. If we didn’t have kids I would have cut him off completely, but 
unfortunately he’s a constant part of my life. The worst thing is handing 
the kids over because I don’t trust him. I know it sounds judgemental, but 
he’s into things like GRINDR and I don’t want the kids around it and I don’t 
trust the people he’s associating with. He’s not in a circle of committed 
gay couples, and I don’t know who these random people are. We’re quite 
amicable for the sake of the kids, but they’re a bit wary of him because 
they know something isn’t right and know I don’t trust him, even though 
I’ve never badmouthed him. They still have a right to have a father, but 
they’re piecing it together themselves. I think it helps the kids that I’ve 
moved on. I actually married my best friend of 28 years who helped me 
through all of this. We got together a couple of years after everything 
happened and eloped this year. 

Looking back, I just wish I had never 
met Drew. If I could talk to myself 
five years ago I’d say, you should 
have seen this. The thing I just can’t 
reconcile is that he obviously knew 
from day one. It’s not something 
that suddenly happens, it’s always 
there, and I don’t understand how 
you can toy with another person’s 
emotions or their life and become 
a puppeteer of their life. I look 
at it as 17 years stolen from me. I 
don’t know what was real and what 
wasn’t, but if you dwell on that too 

much you start questioning everything and that’s a horrible state to 
be in, you just have to let it go. I look at him now and he has the same 
face but it’s someone I don’t even know. I didn’t think I’d ever get totally 
through it, I didn’t think the anger would ever subside because it was so 
overwhelming, it was indescribable, but I did, and I’m happily married 
now and made it through. 
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Joanna’s story

Jonathon and I met on a blind date in the late 90s so I didn’t know 
anything about him. I didn’t know his friends or his family and everything 
was a mystery. The romance and the marriage happened really quickly 
and it was like a fairy book romance. In retrospect, it was a rebound 
romance for me, and I got a bit caught up in the Cinderella aspect of it all. 
He courted me in a surreal way, he sent flowers and it was this really old-
school kind of courting, but it was very superficial and almost over the 
top. When I reflect back it definitely was. He really chased me hard, it was 
like he was trying to prove something, but at the time it really swept me 
off my feet and I suppose I lapped up the attention. It was actually quite 
controlling but it was disguised in this caring, doting way. I didn’t pick up 
anything, I just got caught up in it all because the gifts were so lavish. I 
had a good job and had my own apartment so it wasn’t as if I hadn’t done 
well for myself, but he had a good job and drove a nice car and was very 
keen to move in together very quickly. He really wanted to encroach into 
my life and share money, but then he also had all of these huge secrets 
that he didn’t disclose like being in a lot of debt, which I didn’t find out 
until later. 

Within a year of meeting we were married but we were older, and I didn’t 
marry until well into my thirties so it wasn’t like I was naïve. Sexually, I 
didn’t notice anything before we got married but everything in retrospect 
is different to when you’re actually living through it, and now I think 
everything was a bit of a show. I think I gave him validation for hiding 
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whatever he wanted to hide, but before we were married, no alarm bells 
were ringing. My mother was concerned that he was very controlling and 
tried to warn me, but I thought he was just very protective. 

Within the first year of the marriage I knew something was wrong. I 
remember on my birthday thinking to myself, I should be really happy 
but there’s something terribly wrong. I had a good job and a nice house, 
but I felt like I was playing this game and I wasn’t really there. It was like 
it was all a show and there was no real connection between us. You know 
when you’re in something but you’re not really there? I couldn’t put my 
finger on it but there was something terribly wrong. 

As soon as we were married there was no sex life. I would speak to him 
about it and about our connection and try to get him to go and see 
someone, but he’d just say it was work or make up some other excuse, 
then he’d up the game and change his strategy. He’d vamp it up and 
surprise me and do just enough to keep me there. He also manipulated 
it to make me think it was my fault. I think men like this are masters of 
manipulation. He had a corporate job and I was a great handbag for that, 
plus he travelled a lot so he had a great alibi. I’m a very trusting person 
and I used to travel too, but he always needed to know where I was, 
where I was staying, even though I never did that to him. If you tell me 
something I expect it to be true, but he had to know every second what I 
was doing. I found it very difficult, and in my work role I was always away 
with people so it was very strange. He was always very suspicious and 
he’d say, if I ever find out anything this will be the consequence, he was 
always giving me consequences. But the whole time it was him who was 
having this secret life. 

He was very eager to start a family. I kept putting things on hold because I 
couldn’t put my finger on what was wrong and wasn’t comfortable about 
having kids. It was a very uncomfortable feeling because I felt like an 
imposter in the marriage. I couldn’t figure anything out because there 
was no honesty from him. It wasn’t like I could bring our problems to the 
table and get an honest answer, because he’d just make up excuses about 
being really busy or having all these pressures. So my concerns were 
acknowledged but with lies, and more lies, and then more lies. It was this 
snowball effect. 
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About three years into the marriage we had our son after he kept pushing 
for a child, but I think it was just for the image. As the marriage went on 
he tried to alienate me from people I was close to, and made sure I was 
alone with the baby. It was done bit by bit. A frog put in boiling water will 
jump straight out but if you warm it up bit by bit it won’t notice until it 
explodes. It’s very hard for me to say how it all changed because it was 
just this bit by bit thing until I didn’t notice anymore. Every question was 
answered with a lie, and then another one. We’d sit down to talk about 
finances and everything he said was a lie, there was never one straight 
answer about anything. Our whole lives were a lie. I felt like I was going 
mad. When I had the baby the flowers he sent me were completely over 
the top, it was ridiculous, all for show. 

He never really had friends and the ones he did have had no longevity, 
there was no best friend from high school or anyone he met years back. 
His family were complicated too. When I came on the scene his mother 
was very difficult. I didn’t find out until afterwards but it was really 
dysfunctional, even though they always denied it. His father was an 
alcoholic, there was violence in the family but they never talked about it, 
they were very secretive and everything was brushed under the carpet. 
On the surface they always spoke about their family like they had the best 
parents and they all loved each other, but it was just this superficial crap. 
They were actually real plebs and that’s about the nicest thing I can say, 
because they never faced anything and blamed everyone else for their 
problems. If something went wrong it was the Government’s fault, they 
never admitted anything. His father was dismissed from a position of 
trust, where the only reason for dismissal is serious misconduct. When 
Jonathon tried to follow in his father’s footsteps he couldn’t get in, but if I 
asked questions they just covered it up. 

I don’t know if he could have ever have come out in a family like that, it’s 
hard to say. His mother was very overpowering and behaved like she was 
in love with her son. But I don’t know why he hid his sexuality, especially 
after coming to Sydney from regional Tasmania. I think I was just used 
as an incubator and he wanted children to justify his career and to have 
a certain image. He just wants them to show off, which is why he’s been 
fighting for full custody. I was deceived about his sexuality from day one 
because he was actively gay before we met. It wasn’t like he struggled 
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with it, and I’ve heard stories where the man will tell his wife he’s 
struggling with his sexuality, but there was never any discussion about 
it. He even tried to hide it by being homophobic. I worked in the beauty 
industry so there were gay men everywhere but he would freak out 
around gay men. Once I had some gay friends over for dinner and they 
kissed him goodbye and he just freaked out, he lost all the colour in his 
face. I laughed and said, oh my god you freaked out. One of those friends 
said later he thought at that moment that Jonathon was gay because 
of his reaction. He must have felt exposed, almost like they could have 
blown his cover. He’d make homophobic comments and wouldn’t go to 
parties where he knew gay men would be. 

Even early on in the marriage people would ring about unpaid bills 
and I would get strange phone calls. He always looked after the bills 
and I admit I don’t really like financial stuff so he was happy to look 
after all of it. Periodically, I had asked to go over everything, but we 
had lots of different accounts and he would move money around all 
the time and, it turned out, it was just a web of deceit. I had an old 
phone lying around at home which I never used, but I found an account 
which showed that this phone had racked up a lot of bills. I rang Telstra 
to find out what was going on because all the charges were for porn. 
They asked if my husband was using it and I said we had only just got 
married and he wouldn’t be doing that. They asked if we had builders 
in the house and we did at the time, so I just put it down to one of the 
workmen taking the SIM card and using it. I told Jonathon what had 
happened and told him I’d cancelled the phone, and he agreed it must 
have been a workman, but obviously it was him. He hid things all the 
time. If I tried to query credit cards I’d get told by the bank they couldn’t 
tell me because of privacy issues, even though I was his wife. 

Things really changed when I was pregnant with our daughter. Our 
daughter was born around four years after our son and he’d been pushing 
me again to have another child. Things were bad. He would always say 
if I ever left or took his daughter away he’d hunt me down. I was living 
on eggshells, it was really unpleasant. He tried to take every bit of self-
confidence I had. He had his own life but mine was very controlled. When 
you’re living it you just survive, and I had a newborn so I was busy and 
consumed by that for the first few years. I was just living day to day. He 
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was away a lot and I enjoyed that. 
He was never empathetic, if I told 
him something about someone 
he’d bring it up in front of people 
or at a dinner party and embarrass 
everyone. People would ask him not 
to talk about things and he’d just 
keep going, he had no sensitivity, he 
almost got pleasure out of it and was 
very arrogant. But if anyone did that 
to him he’d go out of his way to make 
you pay. He would be sickly nice 
then explode. 

Things got really volatile. In 
desperation, I had a Feng Shui expert come over to the house to see if I 
could change the energy of the house. He said the energy was awful and 
our bed was like ice. He said something about money draining out, and 
told me my husband was not true and was seeing someone else. When 
Jonathon found out I had the expert in the house he went ballistic. I tried 
to leave after that day because he was so vile and demeaning but he 
said, you’re not taking my daughter, I’ll hunt you down and find you. 
I was frightened of him, even though he never physically touched me, 
emotionally he was very abusive. I wanted to get out but he had all the 
money, he was in control of everything. 

He was away interstate for long periods and spent weekends working, 
and to be honest it was a relief. One weekend I tried to get in touch with 
him but couldn’t locate him, and I just had this uneasy feeling. The hotel 
told me he’d checked out for the weekend like every other weekend 
he’d stayed there. So I found out he’d been flying back to Sydney but not 
coming home. Then I found all these bags and bags of mail hidden in a 
cupboard, it was really odd. He eventually called back and I just let go 
and said what the f--- is going on? I caught him off guard and he just 
blurted it all out. He said he was gay and was having an affair, then he 
panicked and said he’d call me back. I was in shock and threw up. He 
rang back and told me he’d come back a few days later. He just left me 
to face this trauma, five months pregnant, with another young child at 
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home, he wouldn’t even come and talk to me. I couldn’t stop throwing 
up and ended up in hospital because I needed to go onto a drip. My 
mother came but I couldn’t tell anyone because I didn’t know what was 
happening or what to do. I pretended I had really bad morning sickness. 
I laid in hospital overnight and the next day and was just in shock. I didn’t 
tell anyone what had happened until about a month later. 

He came home and kept saying he wanted to see his son. I said he could 
see him if he was honest with me. I said there were two ways of doing it, 
the nice way or the difficult way. I was actually being sympathetic and 
said it must have been difficult for him. I asked if he always knew but he 
lied, because I found out later he had always been gay. He pretended to 
be confused but he used male prostitutes well before I was even on the 
scene. It was vile. Not that he’s gay but the deception. I don’t have an 
issue with anything as long as people are honest. I was in shock, but I 
went into overdrive because I had to deliver a baby. I had to get the house 
ready for sale and he didn’t even help, he did nothing. He said he wasn’t 
seeing anyone but my son came home from a visit one day and said, 
Mummy you’d really like Nigel. He told me about the relationship he was 
having, I had to hear it from a four year old. When I confronted him he got 
really vicious, and I’d get calls after he’d been drinking, it was really vile. 
He couldn’t tell the truth or admit he’d been lying the whole marriage. It 
was like he was the victim. 

I had to tell his family, he wouldn’t even man up and do that. They all 
turned on me like it was my fault, because clearly I gave him a tablet 
and made him gay. I got lawyers involved to find out the truth about 
our finances, and his family accused me of trying to take his money and 
leaving him destitute, even though he came into the marriage with all 
this debt. He moved out and I didn’t know what was going on. I tried to 
be decent for the children’s sake, because I had a counsellor who was 
saying, you need to keep him in the children’s lives. It was the hardest 
thing I ever had to do. He invited his new boyfriend into the hospital 
when our daughter was born and they took photos and cut me out of 
the pictures, like it was their own child! It was so awful. I was pleasant to 
his partner for the sake of our children but he’s never paid me that same 
respect. I had a caesarean and he brought our son in and left him with me 
to babysit so he could go and have a facial. 

JOANNA’S STORY
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I’ve had highs and lows but I had to keep it together because I had two 
children, I had to keep going. I had all my accounts frozen and had no 
money, my parents had to step in and help. I couldn’t even get Centrelink 
because I was classified as asset rich, but he wouldn’t give me anything, 
not even to feed the kids. He loved every minute of it because he had 
total control. Then once he had me with no money or power he went 

for full custody. Ten years later it’s still 
going on. He never paid child support, 
it took me five years to get his wages 
garnished, he just played the system and 
used every trick in the book not to pay. 
He’s accused me of having mental health 
issues, Munchausen’s Syndrome, you 
name it, I’ve had it thrown at me. I had 
police visits after he claimed the children 
were in danger. Once the Sergeant came 
to protect me because they knew he was 
a lunatic after his constant complaints. 
It’s been a nightmare and a challenge all 
the way through. It’s really hard because 
in court he has a good job, and I was out 
of the workforce with no money. He has 
enough money to keep using barristers 

and drag it on. I couldn’t get a rental property because no-one wanted 
to rent to someone with two little kids. My parents had to do it in their 
name. He took my car, everything, it was one nightmare after another. 

I tried to use whatever help I could get, I got it through the Women 
Partners group and other places. Sometimes you think the hole is so 
black it can’t get any worse, but the Women Partners of Bisexual Men 
Service helped me look at the silver lining no matter how small, and 
helped me build a new life. I had some really bad times when I wanted 
to give up and never get up again. I was suicidal, but I had two kids and 
couldn’t give up. But did I want to? Many times. I hated handing the 
kids over to him but that was how it had to be, so I used that time to 
invest in me. I couldn’t pamper myself because I had no money, but I’d 
try and work on myself. Women Partners was amazing and I could use 
their facilities to do things like acupuncture, even when I had no money. 
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It was a great catalyst and kept leading me to other things. Once you 
find a support network like that you seem to find other things that come 
from it, and you keep changing your mindset. I was determined that 
somewhere and somehow, there had to be a silver lining. I tried to have 
a relationship, but my ex would just try and sabotage it, and even wrote 
to the custody lawyers about my new partner, telling lies about him. He 
would call constantly if I was out with someone. 

Some people were shocked when I told them he was gay, but my mother 
thought it all made sense. Other people said they never liked him and 
they never quite knew what it was. It was never that he was gay, just that 
he was odd, or hiding something. He certainly acts gay now, he’s out and 
loud but he wasn’t then. I have no idea why he had to hide it. I honestly 
don’t know, I think he’s just crazy. After all these years I still don’t know, 
and there’s no point asking because he’s a pathological liar. I would never 
get the truth. I don’t even wonder anymore, I’ve gone beyond it. It’s such 
a horrible part of my life. I’m now married to the most wonderful man and 
I have a really good life, but this part is horrible because it’s still going on. 
What he’s doing to the children is really awful and he badmouths me to 
them. Despite all of this, I’ve never said anything to put him down or put 
his partner down, and I have left his relationship intact with the children, 
but he’s never shown me the same courtesy and I think that’s incredibly 
disrespectful. It’s incredibly unfair. It’s the least he could have done. The 
only contact I have with him now is about the children, and only through 
email so I have a written record of the conversation. 

I got remarried four years ago. People said to me you’ll never trust 
another man after this or you must hate men, but I always said it wasn’t 
about men it was about one particular person. It was just bad luck. I met 
a bad guy and I was totally deceived and I paid a massive price, and I’m 
still paying. But I’m extraordinarily lucky because my life has gone on 
and I’ve been able to have a new life. My husband is amazing because 
there’s not a lot of men who would have been able to cop all of this, with 
the ongoing court cases and sledging he has to take. Not only has he 
gone after me he’s gone after my husband. He’ll say anything to get what 
he wants and there are no boundaries. Everyone thinks he’s a complete 
lunatic. It’s very difficult to leave your children with someone like that. I’m 
not a perfect mother but I’m a good mother, and to try and alienate your 
children from their mother is just terrible. 
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I still see a trauma psychologist to deal with what he’s still doing to me, 
and that’s been really helpful. I don’t even know if he’ll ever give up. 
It’s been over ten years, you’d think the momentum would have waned 
but it hasn’t. I don’t know if he’s taking revenge, I can’t answer those 
questions because I don’t know, and I don’t know if he even knows. But 
you can’t blame everybody else and I’ve taken responsibility for marrying 
him and I’ve got to sort it all out. That’s why I’m using all the help I can 
to get through this, to protect my family and my new marriage. That’s all 
fantastic, and he’s supported me and supported my children, he’s a gem. 
But it still has a very significant impact on our lives. We do everything to 
put it in its place but we’d be lying if we said it didn’t impact greatly on us. 
But we choose to work through it and it just makes us stronger together. 
How lucky am I? Yes I’ve had the depths of despair but I’ve also found the 
most amazing new life so I’m extraordinarily lucky too. 

I think I’m pretty much through it even though I still get angry. Because I had 
to cope for so long on my own I think I buried it for a long time to deal with 
it later, when I was safe, because I’m safe with my new husband. I had to 
survive and now it’s ok to let it out and deal with it, which I’m doing with the 
trauma counsellor. Sometimes I get angry with myself thinking, you should 
be over this by now. But now I’m safe I can fall apart a little bit and be ok. 
Last year was really bad because my son went to live with him. He gives 
him everything he wants and manipulates him, but hopefully he’ll come out 
of it eventually, this is his journey. Everything for me has been a stepping 
stone, and you’ll be surprised what comes to you in these times. I had an 
operation once when things were really bad and I must have been talking 
under anaesthetic, because afterwards the anaesthetist said he told the 
surgeon everything and they wanted to know if I was ok. Both him and the 
surgeon both completely waived my bills. 

Now I just want this to be over and not have the kids caught up in it 
because it’s not their mess. It’s not their choice or mine. Unfortunately, 
the law is a bit too soft and it’s a bit too easy for people to get away with 
breaches. But my kids will be alright because I’m alright. Their father 
might not be, but I’ll make sure they’re alright. This has nothing to do with 
him being gay, people should be who they truly are, but you still need 
to be a decent human being. Jonathon had every opportunity to have it 
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good and have an honest relationship 
with his children, but he’s chosen this 
path of deception in every part of his 
life. But everything will be ok. There’ll be 
more hurdles and bumps but it’s going to 
be ok.
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Helen’s story

I went to school with Tony’s sister and met him when I was in the last 
year of primary school in 1971. He was like a big brother to me, I only 
have sisters so boys were a big thing, and we all became family. Tony’s 
father died really young, he was only in his 40s, and I remember going to 
his funeral and seeing everyone crying because his mother had been left 
to raise three young children. We went through all of our teenage years 
together and we still have all of our friends from that time, even now I’m 
in my 50s. Tony was my best friend, and one big thing we always prided 
ourselves on – which is why what I’m going through now has cut me to the 
quick – is our open communication and total honesty. We did everything 
in our power to avoid a relationship because our friendship was too 
deep, but neither of us liked the other one going out with other people. 
I recently found out he’s known he was gay since he was a teenager, but 
back then he pursued me hard, and we got married in our mid-twenties. 

Our friends and family were ecstatic. My mother-in-law is a difficult 
woman, she’s a very strict Catholic who believes you do things because 
the church says you should. You don’t question anything and you don’t 
discuss anything about family matters, so everyone’s perceived as normal 
with no issues. She’s like that to this day. Tony could never have come out 
to his mother when he was younger, in fact, he only just came out to her 
yesterday. I don’t know why he hid it all these years, I think he just didn’t 
want to be gay. And we grew up in a time and a place where no-one was 
gay. He’s always wanted the wife and family, it’s really important to him, 
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but he’s a bit of a glass half empty person and has a genetic disposition 
towards depression that comes from his family. He’s had major bouts 
of depression over the years. He didn’t ask to be gay, but the way he’s 
handled it has been appalling. 

The early years of our marriage were fantastic, we were best friends who 
were now married. Everything was normal and we ended up having four 
kids in six years, so there really were no alarm bells at all until about 
the year 2000. My mother died around that time, and he bought a new 
business and we were fighting a bit. I wasn’t dealing with my mother’s 
death, he was going through financial stress and the children were still 
very young. 

One night, he went into the city and got very drunk and had sex with 
a man in a laneway. He was really worried and went to one of the 
hospital clinics for tests, because he’d had sex with a man, and he said a 
counsellor told him not to tell me about it because it would be the end 
of our marriage. Tony said he had to tell me because we told each other 
everything, so he came home and said, there’s something I have to tell 
you. He told me he was picked up by a man and was really drunk and it 
was seedy and horrible. I was absolutely stunned and angry, so angry. He 
kept trying to hug me and I was pushing him away. I told one friend who’s 
known him a really long time and we cried about it together. She said he 
didn’t mean it, it was just one of those things, a mistake. I told myself it 
was just a brain snap and pushed it out of my mind, and things eventually 
resolved and settled down again. He’s a gentle man and he doesn’t seem 
gay, so I thought it was just a moment of craziness. Around the same time 
he had started going to nude beaches by himself, but he told me about it, 
so it wasn’t hidden. We went back to our normal life, I raised the children 
and he looked after the business. 

In October last year things really started to go wrong. We were driving 
down to Canberra for a weekend, and he’d recently started seeing one 
of his closest friends who’d been his best man at our wedding. Tony said 
he had something to tell me and I asked what it was and he said, John’s 
gay and he’s got a new partner. I’ve known this guy since we were really 
young and he was married with a couple of kids, but he’d been divorced 
for about eight years, so I just listened. Then out of the blue Tony put 
his hand on my leg and said, and I’m questioning my own sexuality. 
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I got angry and pushed his hand off. I asked a few questions, but we 
pussyfooted around it. He was pretending he wasn’t sure if he was gay, 
even though I found out later he’d already told John he knew he was gay. 
I think I just went into denial and it was a busy trip, so we put it aside. I 
think he wanted to put it out there and I didn’t want to think about it. 

We started arguing a lot towards the end of last year. We were under a 
lot of financial stress with the business and I’ve had a few major illnesses 
over the last few years, so it all added to the stress. He felt suicidal, and 
started going out on our boat all the time, trying to hide away. But he 
also started to become really selfish. Maybe I’m just seeing sides of him 
that have always existed, whatever he wanted we did, and that’s how our 
marriage has always been. We had the worst Christmas we’ve ever had, 
the whole family and all of our relatives had a terrible time, it was really 
tense. There was so much going on but no-one discusses anything, so it 
was all this hidden pressure. Tony and I hadn’t discussed anything since 
the Canberra trip, and I couldn’t function at work and felt overwhelmed. 
The intimacy had gone from our relationship so we weren’t sleeping 
together anymore. But he’s never had a big sex drive so I thought he was 
just depressed, and we never talked about it. 

I spent New Year’s Eve with Tony and his best man John and John’s 
boyfriend. Normally, Tony and I would wrap our arms around each other, 
but he went and wrapped his arms around the two guys, not me. I’ve 
thought about that many times, it was like a real signal, here we are the 
three gay men, they were like comrades. 

We went to see a psychologist and Tony came away from his appointment 
with this huge weight lifted off his shoulders, I could actually see a huge 
difference in him, like he was a different person. I went to see her again 
and she told me he was probably gay. She told me later the terror on my 
face was palpable. This all happened within a couple of days. We still 
weren’t really talking about anything, I didn’t want to hear the truth and 
he didn’t want to tell it. He told me he’d found this group called GAMMA 
and started going. He asked my permission to go and have a drink with 
one of the men from the group which I agreed to. He brought me back 
a flyer for the Women Partners service and said it was for the female 
partners, but I just put it away because I couldn’t deal with it. My children 
had bought me a massage for Christmas and a few days later I went 
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for the massage, and I remember trying to hold the flyer at the beach 
because it was really windy outside. I didn’t want anyone to hear me call 
because I felt this immense shame. I made an appointment for the next 
week and Tony actually drove me there. 

We were trying to move forward together and I didn’t think GAMMA was a 
positive influence because I thought it would make him gay. I went to our 
GP again because I was in a really bad way. He thought it was business 
stress and asked what was wrong and I said, Tony’s gay and I don’t know 
what to do. He was the first person I said it out loud to. My GP was really 
surprised because Tony’s such a family man. Through this whole time I 
was just going through a period of total disbelief. When your husband of 
30 years comes out and says he’s gay you think, why did he marry me? 
My life’s a sham, my marriage has been a sham, I want to die. I talked 
to the Women Partners Service a few times on the phone and realised 
my feelings were normal. It was really good to have someone to talk to. 
I was feeling uneasy about Tony going to GAMMA and asked him to stop 
going which he agreed to, but what I didn’t know at the time was that he’d 
already started seeing someone from GAMMA. 

I came home one night and asked Tony when he wanted to tell the 
children, who are all in their 20s and 30s, and he said he already had. 
He had already told our children and didn’t even have the decency to 
do it together. That’s the most upsetting thing that’s happened. He 
told all the kids separately and said he’d been suppressing it since he 
was a teenager, and had finally come out and felt this great relief. Can 
you even begin to imagine how I felt? I thought how dare he do that, 
I always had to talk to the kids about everything else over the years, 
I was absolutely livid. I insisted we have a family Skype session that 
weekend and we did. Initially the kids were shocked, not that he was 
gay but they felt like everything was really uncertain, they were worried 
about what it meant for the family. 

He’s been seeing someone since January but I only found out recently, 
on Mother’s Day. He was still living here and we’d been spending time 
together and having dinner. I asked him to stay until one of the kids 
finished their exams and he agreed. A couple of months ago he said he 
would never be able to sleep with me again and that hit me really hard. 
He said, you have no idea how hard I tried to get an erection. He said 
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he loved me but always had to try so hard sexually. It was shocking when 
he said that. I’ve had days of heart wrenching sobbing, I’ve had bouts of 
sickness about it. 

I was drinking too much to get through 
everything and we’d been having some 
arguments, and one night it all blew 
up. He’s become incredibly selfish. All 
he seemed to care about is poor me for 
having to suppress it all those years. 
He’d been making a lot of snide, nasty 
comments to me which he never used to 
do. He said, a lot of women go through 
divorce and survive, like I just needed to 
get over it. I think putting me down made 
it easier for him. On this particular night, 
he went and picked up some dinner 
and we started talking and I was really 
pushing him to find out if he was seeing 
anyone, and he finally said yes. He told 
me he met him through GAMMA and 
he was also a married man. I picked up a wine glass and threw it across 
the room. Tony said it was untenable for him to stay, and he was going 
to have to move out. I said it was fine. So that was Mother’s Day, and our 
30th wedding anniversary was two days later. We were supposed to be 
on the trip of a lifetime to celebrate. 

I had really wanted to stay together but I wanted him to suppress his 
sexuality and try and do things together sexually that would satisfy each 
other, and we had discussed it. But after this happened we told the 
children he was moving out. The kids were crying, but they got me out of 
the house so we weren’t there when he actually walked out on Mother’s 
Day. Friends were telling me I needed to kick him out and start moving 
on, they were really urging me to get out. I also found out he was telling 
quite a few of our friends that he was already seeing someone, but his 
psychologist had told him not to tell me because I wasn’t ready for it. 

I can’t even eat at the moment, but I saw a solicitor the other day to start 
looking after myself which people have been urging me to do. I don’t 
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want to admit it’s over, but I don’t think we can work it out. After he left 
I got a phone call from Tony. He was at his boyfriend’s house but he was 
saying, I miss you, I’m so miserable, I think I’ll come home. He’d rung all 
the kids as well. I spoke to my daughter and she said the separation had 
to happen if we were going to work it out, together or apart. She said a 
week was nothing and he had to stay out, so I told him he couldn’t come 
home. That was huge for me, very big. But the next day I got another call 
saying he was in hospital. My head exploded, I thought he’d attempted 
suicide but he said he’d woken up the night before in excruciating chest 
pain. As I was driving to the hospital I was wondering if I’d walk in and see 
his boyfriend there holding his hand. His mother was on the way there 
too, and she had only just found out he’d moved out. Luckily there was 
no-one there except his mother. I just walked in and said, Tony, I can’t 
stand this anymore and burst into tears. 

I don’t know where to go from here. People are being supportive and 
the kids have been talking all day every day. They’re a bit angry and 
confused, it’s a real family crisis at the moment. I can’t even talk to him 
right now about what we’re going to do next, it’s too raw, but both him 
and his mother have said they love me and they’ll always look after me 
financially, which has been a huge concern. 

I’ve been wanting to believe what I’ve wanted to believe but it’s all 
really hitting hard now. I wish no ill for him and want him to recover 
health-wise, but I can’t have him here at the moment. I still can’t 
say our relationship’s over but I know it’s changed forever. It’s only in 
the last day he’s realised some of the pain he’s put on all of us. I’m 
just dealing with minute to minute life. I can’t even call it denial, I’m 
just surviving right now as it unfolds. I’m having trouble structuring 
sentences so I can’t make big life decisions right now. I’ve told the kids 
how worried I am about the future, and every one of them has said that 
I’ve looked after them their whole life and they’ll look after me. But I’m 
accepting the end of a marriage, and I accept that he’s gay. I don’t want 
to go backwards and go through all this pain again. I’m angry and hurt 
but I already feel more independent. There’s a lady in the support group 
in her 70s, I don’t want that. 

The interview continued a few months later. 
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A few months have gone by now. He only 
moved out for three weeks before moving 
back in again, but he never severed 
contact with his boyfriend, so I ended up 
going overseas to see my daughter and 
her husband for nearly a month. After 
having a break and a long talk with my 
daughter, by the time I got home I was 
ready to move on. I came back thinking, 
I could move forward on my own and I 
felt a lot stronger than before. I got really 
worried about where I’d end up living 
because of finances, but my kids assured 
me I’d be ok and they’d look after me. 

All of a sudden Tony broke things off with his boyfriend and wanted to 
come back home again. I was confused, but told my counsellor I felt like 
I had to do everything I could to honour my marriage vows, which we had 
renewed several times in our church group, in front of our children. We’ve 
been trying again and going to couples counselling and he’s still living at 
home. He got down on bended knee in front of the counsellor and said 
he wanted to be with me and couldn’t imagine life without me. But when 
the counsellor asked if he could stop seeing men he said, I can’t promise 
that. The counsellor said Tony wants his foot in both camps and is waiting 
for me to kick him out so he can use that as an excuse. I think he wants to 
be able to say that as well, she kicked me out, like he didn’t have a choice. 
Everything’s up in the air. I’ve known him since I was ten years old, it’s a 
long, long relationship, but I want him to take the initiative and move out. I 
don’t want to ask him to leave because he keeps trying to blame me and I 
don’t want him to. 

My counsellor suggested I try and have a big fun Christmas this year and 
forget about everything for a while, so that’s what I’m going to do. Our 
daughter is coming back from overseas and we’ve got a big group coming 
over. We’ve also been doing up the house, it needed it anyway and I don’t 
care if he thinks we’re selling it, I’ll make those decisions when I’m ready. 
Tony will be away in January, he’s told me he’ll be on his own and wants 
to sort out some of his issues and I believe him. I’ll just be with one of my 
children so I’ll see how I go being on my own. 
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I’m so angry, I came back all ready to 
move forward and he threw me off the 
deep end. His love is not in doubt, we’re 
actually closer than we’ve ever been, 
and he’s still saying he wants to be with 
me, but his selfishness is paramount. 
I’m not letting him do whatever he wants 
and have put some boundaries in place. 
I have to do it at my pace and with my 
rules. At the moment I’m not ready, the 
timing’s not right for me yet. 

If we decide to separate, I want to be 
happy with the resolution. But there’s 
no going back, if he moves out again 
it will be permanent. I feel like now is 
the time to be wise and plan. I’m still 
not sure what I want. Honesty is the 
ultimate thing for me. I’m physically and 

emotionally exhausted and want to get through this holiday period, have 
time with kids and have a few weeks off work. Most people know what’s 
going on and I’m just hanging in there. My story is not over. 
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PAM’S STORY

We were lying in bed and he went to the bathroom 
and came back and he was bawling his eyes out and 
he said, I have to tell you something. He was really 

distraught and then he just said, I’m gay, Pam.  
My whole world just ended in an instant.
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PAM’S STORY

Pam’s story

We met 28 years ago at a nightclub and it was good from the beginning. 
He was finishing his training in the armed forces, I was just coming to 
the end of my training as a nurse. We dated for about three years, then 
he went to Australia for his job so I followed and we got married. I never 
lived with him before marriage because I didn’t believe in that stuff, and 
we got married when I was 24 and he was 23. I know it’s very different 
now, but for me it was right. We dated for three years so it wasn’t like a 
whirlwind romance. It was my decision to wait until marriage to sleep 
together because I don’t believe the pill is ever 100 percent certain and I 
would never have been prepared to take that risk. That’s the way I wanted 
to do it and I’d probably do the same thing again. I thought if my partner 
respected me he would respect what I believed in, and if he wasn’t 
prepared to wait for that it would’ve been cheerio, because I believe very 
strongly in that. 

Up until 2003, other than the bedroom where it wasn’t happening often, 
things were great, it was brilliant. But I always instigated things in the 
bedroom. Other than that, it sounds like a real cliché but I really had that 
perfect marriage. We couldn’t wait to get home from work to see each 
other. Even now, me and my husband don’t argue, it was never that. It 
was just when we went to the bedroom we would just, sleep. 

One night about six years ago we’d been out for dinner and the children 
weren’t at home. We were lying in bed and he went to the bathroom and 
came back and he was bawling his eyes out and he said, I have to tell you 
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something. He was really distraught and then he just said, I’m gay Pam. 
My whole world just ended in an instant. I was in total shock. You’re 
with the man that’s your whole life and then it ends. For me though, 
everything came down to my children. That was more my concern 
straight away. But I couldn’t imagine my life without him. We’d done 
absolutely everything together. 

I felt for me but I felt for him as well. I knew his whole world was 
changing forever too. Before he told me there had been no unusual 
behaviour. Other than the bedroom, there was really nothing. Except 
once when he went away on a course, years before he came out, 
there was a text message on my phone because he used my phone 
sometimes. This was years before we came to Australia, but there was 
a message on there and it bugged me and bugged me and bugged me, 
and then I decided to ring the number. I rang and a fellow picked up. It 
was so long ago I can’t quite remember exactly what I said, but I asked 
him something and he replied, he pursued me. It really played on my 
mind and one day I asked my husband, are you gay? And he said no I’m 
not. That was about ten years ago. 

The only other thing he told me about was years ago he went to a gay 
cinema and a man came up to him and touched him on the shoulder 
and he just left. But I didn’t know that until he came out to me. He says 
he was never attracted to men when he was younger. It’s funny though, 
because he had a friend, a very good friend, who was his best man at our 
wedding. His friend was married and he came out too but the way he 
behaved was absolutely… I mean he never spoke to his friend for a long 
time after that. But he’s never told this friend about himself, he’s never 
told anyone except me. 

After he came out I was willing to do anything to make it work, which 
was ultimately for me and the children. I didn’t want them to go through 
anything bad after he decided to come out, whether it was telling them 
or anything that might happen at school. I really wanted to get my oldest 
daughter through Year 12 because it all happened when she was just 
starting high school. For me, it was more about protecting him and what 
all our friends were going to think, and whether he’d lose a lot of friends. I 
was more worried about him than I was about myself. I said to him, we’ve 
been together all these years, we had a good marriage up until you came 

PAM’S STORY
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out. I wanted to try and do anything to make it work. But, other than the 
Women Partners support group, I’ve never told anyone, no friends or 
family know. 

I don’t think he’s going out every weekend sleeping with men. He doesn’t 
go out every weekend or anything like that. There was one time he went 
on a course and met up with someone. He must have knocked his phone 
because he called mine accidentally. I heard a conversation for a bit and 
thought, what if our children had picked up? But we never discussed 
what he would do or laid down any rules. At first, we were just trying to 
keep everything together because it was like we had this world that was 
perfect and then it was gone. I’ve never verbally given him permission to 
do anything, but he’s away with his work and we decided to stay where 
we are, we don’t live together all the time so I don’t know what he’s up 

to when he’s away. To be honest, I don’t 
worry about that anymore. We’re just in 
two different spaces now. I don’t really 
think about what he does. I know if my 
husband is gay, he can’t he stop himself 
from being with men, it’s impossible. I’m 
realistic. We talk a lot, but he wouldn’t 
ever tell me because knows it would hurt 
me, he’s respectful. 

We don’t have a sexual relationship anymore. Once he came out it all 
ended straight away. We’ve never had the sort of relationship where we 
argued so it’s always been ok. I went through a period where I was angry 
and disgusted and thought, how can you do all that, and wondered how 
he could possibly be attracted to men, especially after being married for 
so many years. Then I wondered if my marriage was real, all those things. 
But I believe mine was real because I never saw anything from him to 
demonstrate that it wasn’t. We talked about all that in the early days, and 
I’m thankful for what I had all those years. He’s been a fantastic husband 
and a fantastic Dad, and I would never take that away from him. 

I wanted to get the kids through school but he didn’t know if he could 
make that commitment. I told him if he couldn’t make that commitment 
he should go. In the end he said, let’s just see how it goes. Our daughter 
has started uni now and he’s gone away for his job. I don’t know what will 
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He’s been a 
fantastic husband 
and a fantastic Dad, 
and I would never 
take that away  
from him.
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happen, but we’ll probably stay together. Life is about sacrificing things 
to get something else, rarely do you not have to do that. I sacrificed 
myself for my children. Going to the 
centre (Women Partners of Bisexual Men) 
I’ve heard a lot of different stories, but at 
least my husband and I have always had 
a lot of respect for each other. At the end 
of the day, I made my choice and no-one 
has made me make these decisions, I 
chose them. For me, the godsend was 
having the group. From that group I’ve 
become friends with another woman and 
we meet up. But the biggest thing for me 
is when he eventually comes out and we 
tell our children, will my children see that 
I did it for them? That’s my biggest worry, 
that’s the overall thing for me. Will they 
be able to see why I did it, because obviously right now I’m telling a lie. If 
they can accept that I did it for them and that was my reason, then I’ll be 
happy. But I’ll tell you, it’s a big sacrifice. 

I’m really old fashioned and for me, as long as I’m still married I would 
never ever dream of being with another man. Sometimes I look at couples 
and think, that used to be me. Honestly that is the hardest thing for me, 
and sometimes I wonder if I’m going to have that again. I do want to give 
back to someone again. 

I don’t know what the future holds. We still have a daughter to get 
through school but in terms of where I’ll be in five years, I don’t know, 
we’ll have to decide. When my husband first went away with his job I felt 
really guilty that we weren’t going, and he wanted us to, but the children 
wanted to stay with their friends. I’ve got a really good community around 
me and I love my job and he’s a ten hour drive away. We try and see each 
other three out of four weekends. I wouldn’t say I’m unhappy, the biggest 
thing for me is when he’s away, I go to bed and I don’t have any tension. 
It’s been there since he came out, when he’s home. I don’t think I’ve 
fully let go of my marriage because we’re still together, but I’m definitely 
different to where I was seven years ago. I still think, how could a man 
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You’re leading two 
lives. We hide it 
from all our friends. 
Sometimes I’ve 
been tempted to 
tell someone, but 
the only way you 
know it will never 
go anywhere is if I 
don’t.
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who loved you so much do this? We’re together but it’s a bit tortuous. But 
I think because we stopped our sexual relationship as soon as he came 
out, it kept it respectful. 

Now our daughter is 16 she’s got a boyfriend so she’s out more, both our 
daughters are having a different life on their own, so they’re starting to 
move away too. It goes in different stages. If anyone had ever asked me, 
would you bet your life your husband would never have an affair or do 
anything, I would’ve bet my life, he was such a devoted husband. If he 
had been a shit it would’ve been easier! My daughters just adore him, I 
can’t imagine ever telling them. It will just shatter their world. We still go 
on holidays and go out together, everything’s the same. But my god it’s 
hard. You’re leading two lives. We hide it from all our friends. Sometimes 
I’ve been tempted to tell someone, but the only way you know it will 
never go anywhere is if you don’t. But I don’t like lying because I’m not 
that type of person. Am I glad that he told me? Yes, because at least you 
know where you’re at. You know the choices you make are your choices. 
He’s also said to me, I don’t know if I can give up what I’ve got. There are 
also financial considerations, I don’t want to struggle like that. We only 
have a few years on our house to pay off. But ultimately for us it was for 
the children. Sometimes I say to him, we probably wouldn’t be together 
if it wasn’t for the children. But your children giving you hugs is not the 
same as a man giving you hugs, and you know it’s always there, him being 
gay never goes away. You can never turn the clock back. 

There’s no right way and no wrong way, it’s just what you can deal with 
and what you’re comfortable with, as long as there’s respect. Who knows, 
I could be the one who ups and leaves tomorrow, who can tell? I might 
wake up when my children are finished school and think, what am I 
doing? Sometimes I think it’s better to do it while you’re still younger. It 
works for different people in different ways. I’m not 100 percent happy, 
but I’m not crying every day. You just find your own way of coping with 
things. You hope that the sacrifices you’ve made are appreciated by your 
children, that they don’t think you were just lying the whole time. But it’s 
so hard to go from thinking you knew everything about your husband to 
knowing there’s stuff you don’t know about them. I don’t hate him, I still 
love him, but I’m not in love with him anymore. That all changed when he 
came out. It just gradually fades. 

PAM’S STORY
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If I told anyone in my family they would 
say, why have you been so silly and 
stayed? I ask myself that too but I chose 
this. He’s never forced me to do anything, 
he always says, whatever you want to do, 
I’ll go along with it. 

PAM’S STORY

There’s no right 
way and no wrong 
way, it’s just what 
you can deal with 
and what you’re 
comfortable with, 
as long as there’s 
respect.
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TERESA’S STORY

I was absolutely devastated and in shock. I couldn’t 
believe what I was reading. I was crying my heart out 

and was paralysed with grief and total disbelief.  
It was the darkest day of my life.
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Teresa’s story

We met in a youth group that supported aid in the South Pacific region 
and both belonged to the same church. In the beginning we were 
just going out with groups of friends. It was during our first date at a 
wonderful French café that I discovered he shared my love of classical 
music, and we later went to many concerts together. I also discovered 
he was a foodie before the term was even invented. Not long after our 
first date, James invited me to his place and put on a wonderful meal. 
I couldn’t believe the attention to detail, everything was so perfect, 
delicious food, romantic music and an impeccable table setting. He 
was very polite, a gentleman to the nth degree. I thought I had found a 
beautiful refined man, and my friends thought the same. 

He was a charmer, a real charmer, lots of fun, with a good sense of 
humour. He could flatter my mother and say cheeky things to her. He 
once whipped up a Black Forest Cake in her kitchen to her great surprise. 

After a few months and a shy proposal from him over the phone, we 
were married at the end of 1980. I thought I had a gem of a husband, he 
was very good to me. He treated me like a princess and was always very 
caring. Even when I was sick in bed with recurrent respiratory infections, 
he’d wait on me hand and foot. We never had a lot throughout the 
marriage in terms of financial wealth, but he was always very kind, very 
helpful in the house, and every day he would tell me he loved me.

Two years after we were married our first daughter was born. We both 
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adored being parents and James was excellent at sharing duties. Then 
we had two more children in three years so life got very busy. We lived in 
a brand new estate in the outer western suburbs. It was a lovely house, 
but it was a long way for James to travel to work to and from the city each 
day, so I was very isolated, far from family and friends, and I suffered from 
post-natal depression and exhaustion for much of the time. It was a tough 
time, and I realise that I was probably giving more time to the children 
than to James’ needs. But we were still a very happy family and loved our 
outings and holidays with the children. 

As the children grew, we moved to a suburb in north-western Sydney 
and a fourth child was born. Problems arose when we discovered 
the house we bought had dangerously inadequate foundations and 
required significant peering. We were advised to pull it down and 
rebuild from scratch. Although we were quite distressed, James and 
I accepted the news and were determined to pull through it the best 
way we could. A few years later James lost his job. Again we felt sorely 
tested, but we weathered this storm as we did most other crises in life. 
People used to say to us, you’re so positive, and I honestly used to think 
we had the best marriage.

We went overseas in 2008 and it was our first big trip away together. 
Friends had said to me, it will be just like a second honeymoon. But even 
though we had a wonderful time, I was aware that we weren’t as close 
as before, and the intimacy in our relationship was lacking. We weren’t 
as close as I’d hoped, both physically and emotionally. A couple of years 
before the trip James had moved out of our bedroom into our older son’s 
former room. Initially it was to give me some relief from his heavy snoring, 
but even though he lost weight and the snoring diminished, he remained 
disinclined to return to our bed.

During this time, our 15 year old daughter came into me one day and said, 
Daddy’s on the internet looking at pictures of nude men. I should’ve 
acted on it but all I could think was, I must be the cause of this, I’m not 
satisfying his needs. The amazing thing is that other small signs of odd 
behaviour were present, but I always excused them and blamed myself. 
It was an odd way for me to react, but I thought I was not meeting his 
needs as a good wife should. But I did think it was a little bit odd. 

TERESA’S STORY
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When the film Brokeback Mountain came out James suddenly started 
showing a lot of sympathy towards gay people, out of the blue. He would 
bring up gay rights frequently during dinner-time conversations. I was in 
no way homophobic but thought it was unusual that the film had such an 
effect on him. At the same time, communication technology was rapidly 
developing and James was obsessed with it. He had to have the latest all 
the time, a new phone would come out and he had to upgrade straight 
away. He started to withdraw more and more into the technology, on the 
internet and texting, and had less communication with me. This caused 
a bit of conflict and I used to get narky about it. I used to say, I just want 
a bit more of your time, he’d reply that because he was in the room with 
me I had his time. 

James was always a very private person. His salary was paid into a 
separate bank account and he was reluctant to share things that were 
on his mind. He’d been adopted and hadn’t found out until he was 16. He 
told me the story once, but was never willing to share it with my parents, 
and the children didn’t know for a long time. They found out by accident 
but he would never tell them his biological name, so I think there might 
have been identity issues there as well. He often lied throughout our 
marriage, particularly over money. I had more than one experience of a 
sheriff appearing at the front door to demand payment of an account that 
he swore he had paid.

By 2012 I was turning 60 and we planned the trip of a lifetime to 
celebrate. I took 12 weeks long service and he was reasonably 
enthusiastic to begin with. At the time, he was working at a major charity, 
and they were planning a new building project at the centre he was 
managing. He started to go to architect’s meetings. But the meetings 
became increasingly longer and more frequent, and soon he was going 
all the time, on weekends, and till very late at night. One night he didn’t 
get home till about 3.30 am. The next day I asked why he was so late and 
he said he had to drive another man home a long way from the city. He 
named him and told me the man’s wife had left him for another woman. 
I empathised and said how awful that must have been for him. Looking 
back, I think he was testing me, because the story wasn’t true. He was 
evaluating my reaction because he wanted to say something about 
himself. I wasn’t quick in picking up the cues, I was very slow. My kids 
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still say, you’re so trusting Mum, you believe everything you hear. I was a 
bit worried he was out all the time with these meetings and I was getting 
suspicious that something was going on. I wasn’t sure what it was, but I 
knew something wasn’t right. I was getting very anxious, but the more I 
probed him the more he withdrew from telling me anything. 

The trip was getting closer and closer and I’d try to talk to him about it, 
but he seemed to gradually, and then totally, lose interest in it altogether. 
About seven weeks before we were due to go, he announced he didn’t 
want to go. I was absolutely devastated. I knew something was going on 
but I never suspected infidelity. Of all the things in my life, the one thing 
I thought was rock-solid was my marriage. James was also becoming 
extremely interested in his appearance. He suddenly lost heaps of 
weight, used copious amounts of skin lotions and body sprays and began 
to buy up-market clothing brands. He liked to choose the smallest size 
he could fit into, even though it hugged his skin too tightly. His music 
preference also changed to heavier styles of rock.

A day or so after saying he wasn’t going on the trip he said he felt he 
needed to get away on his own for a while. He said he’d never had time on 
his own and needed it. I asked if he wanted to go to marriage counselling 
together. He said no, but promised he would go himself. I agreed to it 
but the following few days were awful. It was as if I was acting in a play, 
going through the motions of normal life, but feeling like my life was 
disintegrating. While sitting at the dinner table with our youngest son 
he suddenly announced, I think I’d like to live in Kirribilli, I like Kirribilli. 
It was almost as if my son and I weren’t there. Within days he’d found a 
place to rent and was telling us each night about all the stuff he’d bought 
for it, how accessible it was. He was really excited about moving out. It 
was this total dissociation from us and our feelings. 

Our older kids were visiting one day when he was out and I was telling 
them I was concerned about his obsessive texting and dissociated 
behaviour. By this time, I was highly anxious about everything that was 
happening, and feeling extremely powerless in knowing what to do. 
They were very savvy with computers and were able to gain access 
to his message bank. I suppose it was the wrong thing to do, but I 
needed answers and that’s where I found them. We found a chat room 
conversation with gay men that revealed James had met someone and 
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had started a relationship. My daughter was saying, Mum, you don’t 
want to see this. But I needed to know. I was absolutely devastated and 
in shock. I couldn’t believe what I was reading. I was crying my heart 
out and was paralysed with grief and total disbelief. It was the darkest 
day of my life.

I decided the next day I would confront 
James with it. He was quiet and said 
nothing for a while then told me 
something he’d never shared before. I’ve 
never told you this but when I was in 
the church when I was younger I had a 
sexual relationship with an older man. 
It had continued for some time with his 
consent. I asked him if he was gay and 
he said, I don’t know, I think I might be. 
He never actually said he was gay, and 
to this day he still hasn’t come out to our 
family. I asked him if he’d lost feelings for 
our marriage and he said yes. I asked if it 
had been on our 2008 overseas trip and 
he said it had happened before that. That caused me deep pain. 

I took the 2012 dream overseas holiday alone, on the advice of family and 
friends. It was very difficult, but it gave me an opportunity to face my 
loss, grief and bewilderment over all that happened, in a space that was 
away from my family home. Strangers were often kind, and a close friend 
from school days sent messages of encouragement as I arrived at each 
new town.

We had had a few family events before I’d left for overseas, but James 
was not willing to attend. By this stage he’d already moved out. He 
offered to drive me to the children’s homes for these celebrations, but 
wouldn’t come in to see all the family together. Because they’re adult 
children, it’s been really hard for our four kids to come to terms with the 
way James left the family. He has never given them an explanation. Only 
the youngest keeps in touch with him, but the others have no wish to 
have anything to do with him.
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Our marriage settlement was difficult and I’m still repaying a large debt 
from the preparation of our home for sale. It needed painting, guttering, 
landscaping and re-carpeting. This involved moving a lot of furniture from 
place to place. This was the only time I felt anger and hatred towards 
James. I was at a very low point, unwell with a chronic chest infection, 
and I rang to ask for his help but he said he was too busy. I thought it was 
cruel that he would not physically or financially help me in any way. He 
had never been cruel before. He promised he would fix me up later with 
some financial assistance but it never came.

I lost my job after a big organisational restructure and had no choice but 
to take a new job for the same organisation. This new job caused me so 
much stress I resigned in mid-2013 with chronic depression and anxiety. 
I couldn’t pay rent anymore, so my daughter and her husband kindly let 
me move in with them. I stayed there for six months, desperately trying to 
get a new job, but age was against me and it was a struggle. 

I’ve met James a few times in the last 18 months. It’s been civil and 
friendly but the next day I feel hollow and ill. The old wounds are 
reopened. He happily tells me about the new life he has with his partner, 
about their travel adventures and dining out. They’re experiencing all the 
things that I’d looked forward to in retirement together. If I go to a beach 
or see couples holding hands I still get a pang of pain. I’ve got the support 
of wonderful friends and I love my children, but there are still those 
reminders, and night times are really hard. He texted recently to catch up 
and I just couldn’t reply. I’ve forgiven him, I’m not bitter, but I don’t want 
to meet up anymore. It just upsets me later. People keep saying you’ve 
got to get a divorce but I haven’t been able to take that step yet. It’s 
almost as if I’m still hanging onto the last vestiges of the life I once had. 
I thought he was my soulmate, he was my husband, my lover, my best 
friend and I still look at the times when our kids were young, our outings 
and wonderful family holidays and our laughter together. I still hold onto 
that. It was magical.

I am quite happy to talk to men, but I don’t want another relationship, 
at least not at this stage. I feel as though my life is not yet settled 
even though I’m more positive and have a lot more hope. I’m ready to 
challenge myself a lot more but I’m still in a bit of a limbo. The Women 
Partners counselling and group has been an absolute lifeline to me. It 
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has opened the door to new friends and a new belief in myself. It has 
given me hope and introduced me to mindfulness meditation practices. 
Without the help of this group and their expertise, I think I may have 
sunk into a trough of self-pity. I will always be exceedingly grateful to our 
group’s psychologist and counsellor for all they have done for me.

Two and a half years on, I’m a happy 
person, enjoying most of my life. I love 
being with my children and I have a 
beautiful group of supportive friends. The 
kids tell me I’ve grown so much and that, 
during my marriage, I was being held 
back. I was his wife and his children’s 
mother, I didn’t have an identity myself 
and now I’m creating one. I have moved 
on a lot but there’s still a part of me that 
won’t let the longing for my old life go. I 
don’t know if I ever will.
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MEGAN’S STORY

I remember standing there at my birthday saying, 
he’s my best friend, but by a few months later I was 
getting really suspicious. He wouldn’t come to bed 
until after I was in bed, he’d come home later from 

work, he had really distanced himself.
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Megan’s story

We met at uni and went out for a couple of years then I went away and 
travelled for a few months, with no commitment either way. When I got 
back I was only 24, we decided we could either live together or just get 
married, so we decided to get married. This was in the late 80s. 

Once we decided to get married there was no point to me in having a long 
engagement so we were married in ten weeks. Everything was great. We 
had nice friends, both our careers were tracking along nicely, we bought 
a house, went on nice holidays, nothing extravagant, but it was good. We 
got to our late 20s, we’d never really talked about kids and we were the 
first of our friends to get married. Both of us always had a lot of friends, it 
was very inclusive and everyone always came over. 

After being married for five years our first child Damien was born and 
things continued to be good. I made a decision after taking six months off 
that I was happier working part time.

I never noticed anything wrong in those early years, but I didn’t date a lot 
before Ryan so I only had two or three boyfriends before going out with 
him. I was from a good Catholic family and I had a blessed childhood. I 
didn’t even really know about homosexuality until I left school, but he 
had always had girlfriends. Even when we were going out there were girls 
chasing him. I don’t know whether during the time I was away overseas, 
right at the start of our relationship, whether he dabbled in something. 
That would be my suspicion now because when I came home he was just 
so ready to commit. But I’ve never got any answers, so I don’t know. 
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We talked about having a second child and our daughter was born. 
Around the time I was pregnant, the relationship started to change. We 
had to move out of our cool semi near the city and get rid of our cool 
cars. Damien was always an easy baby so we used to just take him to 
parties, but after our second child we became a kind of regular family 
and I feel Ryan started distancing himself. I ended up with really severe 
post-natal depression and a lot of it’s a blur, but I remember talking to 
doctors and other people and I was saying he’s changed, but everyone 
kept reassuring me, no he’s there, it’s fine. So I’m not sure if for him, all 
of that was a trigger, that we had this life and then the two kids came 
along with the pressure that comes with it and then you realise inside, 
it’s not you. 

We moved to a very suburban area and anyone who was looking at us 
thought everything was fine but it had started to slowly change. I was 
depressed for a couple of years but after I came out of it, anytime I’d 
bring anything up he wouldn’t want to talk about it. It definitely wasn’t as 
physically intimate but it wasn’t zero either. 

His career really took off around this time, and he was doing a lot of 
travel, but because I only worked a few days a week, it all worked well. I 
really prodded him up, I went to all the work functions, and sometimes 
I’d say to friends things aren’t right but they’d just always say, no, you’re 
fine. But the relationship had definitely changed, he was pulling away. 

I did notice sometimes there’d be cash withdrawals from our account, but 
I’d just think, we both live so modestly and he never queries anything I 
spend. If I went for lunch with a friend it was fine for him, so I never asked 
what he was doing with the money. Now I wonder if he was having sexual 
encounters somewhere at lunchtime. 

We had our 15th wedding anniversary and I wanted to have a party 
because we hadn’t had one in ages, but he just shied away from it and 
again I thought, something’s not right. It was also my 40th and I really 
wanted to have something but he just wouldn’t engage. Every time in 
the last few years we’d been on holiday he always got sunburnt or sick, 
he was always trying to avoid intimacy. He started to never want to go 
to anything. A friend of mine pushed him into doing something and I 
remember standing there at my birthday saying, he’s my best friend, but 
by a few months later I was getting really suspicious. He wouldn’t come 
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to bed until after I was in bed, he’d come home later from work, he had 
really distanced himself. Whenever I’d ask questions he’d blame me, the 
kitchen bench is messy, you never know what to wear. I was obviously 
hitting something because he did that emotional abuse thing, why would 
I want to come home, look at the kitchen. There was a lot of passive 
aggressive behaviour which undermined my confidence. 

One night I couldn’t sleep and after he went to bed I opened his laptop 
and there were all these Asian men on the screen. I had no idea what 
it meant. They weren’t sexually explicit they were just pictures of men. 
I couldn’t explain it, I just felt ill. I didn’t know who to talk to or who to 
ask. I wasn’t even thinking then that he was gay, it was just confusion. I 
knew gay people but not very well. I thought if you were gay you were gay, 
I had no idea that you could be married to a woman and gay. I’d never 
even seen an article, nothing. I started seeing a psychologist because 
all this time my self-esteem had been falling apart because I couldn’t 
understand what was going wrong. 

The marriage was really unravelling at this point, he said he was very 
unhappy but didn’t know why, he said maybe it was the pressure of 
family life. After a few more months of this, one night his phone was just 
sitting there and I checked it. I found a disgusting text about hooking 
up with someone. That night I confronted him when the kids went to 
bed. We’d had some school function that afternoon and he had tried to 
say he had to go back to work and I just said, no you don’t. We’d always 
had this trust, even when he was travelling, I was never worried about 
another woman, so this was different. I told him I’d found the message 
and he didn’t deny anything but he didn’t really answer any questions. 
He said he didn’t know what he was. He didn’t think he was gay but he 
needed this other kind of sex, with men. I asked who he was doing it 
with and he wouldn’t answer. But after that I went back again looking  
at bank statements and saw withdrawals of $200 at a time going out 
quite regularly. 

Neither of us knew what to do. I couldn’t believe it and the kids were a 
big concern for both of us because they were still in primary school. He 
didn’t know if he wanted out, family was a big issue for both of us. It was 
like a nightmare and I just felt so alone. He wasn’t saying he was gay. He 
was looking all hurt and confused and he was really sorry too. He knew 
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he was shattering both our lives. I asked him to come to the psychologist 
so we’d have a mediator. I think I thought we could work through it and 
it would go away, I think he thought the same thing. I didn’t know if 
he experimented years ago and it had just gone away and now it had 
come back and he thought it would go away again too. Or maybe he just 
thought, we can keep this going. He was really worried about work and 
how people would react because he was the boss, married with two kids, 
he had to have that image. You don’t want people to gossip when you’re 
the boss. 

I found The Other Side of the Closet book at the library and just kept 
renewing the loan. I subscribed to an American website and the 
psychologist assured me it was common. I think for the married men it’s 

all about them and it ends up making 
them very selfish. We thought we’d try 
and work through it which really was 
just the most stupid thing, so I didn’t 
tell anyone. I didn’t feel like I could say 
he was gay, then find out he’s not or 
he’s bisexual, I don’t even know what I 
thought. 

Then we just hit the wall, we couldn’t 
even live together anymore so we 
decided to have a three month break. 
He found a serviced apartment, he said 
he couldn’t sort himself out if he had to 
play this happily married guy. But I still 

didn’t tell anyone the reason we were apart. He took his wedding ring 
off straight away even though we were just meant to be having a break. 
We told the kids we were just having a break because we needed to 
sort some things out, which is what I told everyone. His family blamed 
me, they said I wasn’t coping with him travelling for work and stupid 
things like that. I didn’t even know anyone else who was separated. My 
psychologist found Leichhardt Women’s Community Health Centre and 
the support group (Women Partners of Bisexual Men) and it was such a 
relief to talk to people, that was fantastic. 
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The thing that’s 
really got me 
through is the group 
(Women Partners 
of Bisexual Men). 
There’s about five 
of us now and we’re 
like best friends and 
they’re the ones I 
can tell anything to.
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He plummeted into a really deep depression. I sort of had to keep 
functioning because of the kids and work. Then he began trying the gay 
lifestyle and going out late, and the freedom and excitement kicked in for 
him. The gay community was really welcoming, there was no judgement 
for him. I got to a point where I didn’t want to keep hiding it, I told him he 
had to tell his parents. I was locked in the other side of the closet, which 
is how I felt when I couldn’t tell anyone. He wasn’t giving me any closure. 

After that three months apart that was it. My mother was the first to 
guess what was going on. There had been a family function and my sister 
brought this new boyfriend she had. She was pointing out people to him 
in the room and my mother overheard him say, who’s the gay guy over 
there?’ He was asking about Ryan. I think it planted a seed for my mother. 

At the group we talked a lot about what to do with the kids. One day they 
brought in one of the kids who had been through the same thing and 
was now a 20 year old. If you live in these suburbs and your kids go to 
Catholic schools people just don’t really talk about things like that. I think 
the kids thought we’d get back together again when we were having the 
break, they even used to ask me what I’d done wrong. They kept asking 
why we couldn’t get back together. So we agreed it was best to tell them. 
He wouldn’t let me be involved, he did it. Damien who was around 11 at 
the time was amazing. His school taught him to really accept everyone 
and it was just never a problem for him. My daughter was a bit younger, 
and I remember Ryan saying she just didn’t understand what it meant. So 
he explained it to her, don’t worry there’s gay teachers and gay policemen 
and gay train drivers. Dad’s no different he’s just a gay Dad. He really put 
her at ease so they’ve actually been ok, but they didn’t want their friends 
to know and they don’t really want to talk about it. I’m like that too, if 
people ask about it I just say, that’s him. And no, we didn’t know. And no 
his family didn’t know, his best friends didn’t know, no-one knew. 

No-one close ever said didn’t you know which was the only consolation 
in all of it for me because it meant I hadn’t been completely blind. 
When you read about it sometimes people did know but I really didn’t. 
There was just nothing that rang any bells. He’s not blokey but he did 
surf lifesaving, kayaking, lots of sport, was a referee. He had more 
female friends than male friends which could be a bit of a sign but 
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not necessarily. Once everyone knew they were definitely shocked. I 
still believe to this day his family think I made him gay. His Dad was 
completely homophobic, Ryan went to tell them a couple of times and 
his Dad would just come out with gay jokes so he never really did. I told 
his Mum and she’s never forgiven me. When he was really depressed for 
a while I thought he might kill himself and I thought, I could never live 
with myself if I was the only one who knew, I thought at least his mother 
should know. I asked her not to tell his father but she went straight home 
and said, you won’t believe what she told me about Ryan, as if it was a lie. 

The settlement was really hard but we got it done and he did provide for 
the kids but he only wanted them every second weekend. At the time he 
did have a partner, and his partner at the time was a lovely man. He always 
had meals for the kids and did nice things with them. I think he was in 
Ryan’s ear a bit saying, she hasn’t done anything wrong, do the right thing, 
so he was supportive of me as well as supporting Ryan. He loved the kids, 
he’s still in touch with them even though they’re no longer together. The 
kids asked their Dad not to bring him to anything at school but he came 
to all the family stuff. I never had anything bad to say about him, he never 
crossed any boundaries with the kids and kept a nice clean, loving home 
for our children, they loved going there. At school events Ryan and I always 
stood together so the kids never had to pick who to see. 

Then Ryan lost his job, he lost his partner, and we’re hardly in touch at 
all now. We’re trying to organise my son’s 21st but that’s about it. He said 
some horrible things about me being a bad mother. About three years 
ago he told me I was the worst mother in the world several times, so that 
was it for me. He also stopped child support. Instead of coming to me 
and saying things were a bit hard for him, he just twisted it into me being 
such a bad person he wasn’t giving me any more money for the kids. If I 
had known I was going to be a single mother I wouldn’t have had kids. I 
was happy to get married but didn’t feel a need to have kids. It’s all been 
great, but I never would have if I knew I’d be on my own. 

Now the kids have left school, there’s probably going to be a big hole for 
me because life’s pretty busy when you have kids, but now they’re quite 
independent. They live with me but they have jobs and friends and drive 
themselves around. I’ve always been an independent person so that’s 
probably helped me through it a lot, and I always managed the money.  
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But I still get stressed about being a single parent, which some people don’t 
understand because they’re older now, but I think if you have that other 
person, that support, it’s much easier. And now I can’t even talk to Ryan. 
We never even talk about the kids, I just emailed him about our son’s 21st. 

The thing that’s really got me through is the group (Women Partners of 
Bisexual Men). There’s about five of us now and we’re like best friends, 
and they’re the ones I can tell anything to. We see each other socially and 
we always made sure we organised the kids to go to their dads’ on the 
same weekend so we always had someone to go out with. Something else 
that helped at the time was Ryan had a friend who lived overseas and I 
rang him and said, he still won’t tell me if he’s gay or bisexual or anything. 
He got straight onto Ryan who finally sent me an email which just said, 
I’m gay. So I finally had some kind of closure. 

I’m through everything now but I still can’t let go completely. It’s just the 
hurt. My daughter asked if he could come over and I said no. He’s never 
invited me to his house. I really don’t want him in my life anymore. I don’t 
care how bad a place you’re in, I never deserved the things he said. The 
kids are well balanced. I’ve read about a lot of women who turn their kids 
away from their Dad, I’ve never done that, I don’t speak badly of him. And 
even though the kids are older, I just find it amazing he still doesn’t still 
help financially because those commitments are ongoing. 

It was a nightmare for around five years. And everyone knows now, 
he looks more gay as well, but every year that goes on it’s just not an 
issue being gay. But people do judge you, how did you not know in the 
bedroom? It was heartbreaking, a lot of people go through stuff but it was 
one of the tougher ones. 

I think I’d like to have a relationship but 
I just don’t know if I could ever trust 
someone again. I have trouble with trust 
now with everything in life, so I probably 
need to deal with that first. But I’m pretty 
much happy now, it’s all over. 
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I’m through 
everything now but 
I still can’t let go 
completely. It’s just 
the hurt.
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I believe he was just discovering himself because  
of the way he talked, he was so confused and it was 

a traumatic process for him.
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Elizabeth’s story

In terms of the group I attend, the women I know, mine was a bit different 
because I truly believe Danny came out to himself at the same time he 
came out to me. But he was definitely bullied at school because people 
thought he was gay. He was born in China and came to Australia in 
1981, and within a year of him getting here we were high school friends. 
I was the one who was asked to show him around and we became very 
good friends, in fact the best of friends, but there was nothing romantic 
for quite a while. We used to talk about what it would be like to have 
girlfriends and boyfriends. You see all these stereotypes and that was a 
stereotype, where you see a lot of gay men with a lot of female friends, 
but I just thought that was a nice thing. 

I travelled with him to China to visit his family and after knowing each 
other for about three years, one friend said, you two are such good 
friends why don’t you get married, and that’s when the sparks began. 
But he wasn’t a resident so there was an element of us having to make a 
decision about that. If we didn’t marry he’d have to go back to China and 
do all the paperwork, so it pushed us a bit. It wasn’t as if that was the 
only reason, it was an easy decision. I hadn’t had a romantic experience 
prior to Danny so I was a bit naïve I suppose. I had a very strict upbringing 
and didn’t socialise much, although now I wish I had. We believed the 
decision we were making was honest and right. 
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Over the next five years his family started to migrate here. I was a big part 
of that and everything was good. I became sick and at the time the odds 
for survival were good, but not so much for fertility. We were told if we 
wanted to have children we should do it sooner rather than later, so we 
had our one and only son. 

Danny was naturally quite slight and he didn’t have any macho qualities 
so I just assumed being more feminine was part of his culture, plus 
there were no verbal cues. My Dad, who was a typical Australian of his 
generation, thought Danny was gay because he wore a pink shirt, and I 
was like, god Dad don’t be silly. 

We had a holiday property on the north coast where there were several 
beautiful beaches. I liked a lot of surfing activity and he liked to sunbake, 
so we often did things separately and went to different beaches. We’d 
meet for lunch and talk and we did this for years. Then one day about six 
years ago our world changed forever. There was a guy, a local, who used 
to go to the beach Danny went to, and occasionally over the years Danny 
spoke of him as being well built. I always thought this was just based 
on Danny being conscious of his own build. But this time, Danny said he 
had a feeling he was being aroused by this guy, and was a bit worried by 
it. Somehow, at that moment in time, we both seemed to know what he 
might be saying. 

We sat down at dinner and talked through the night but he never came 
out and said he was gay. I think he literally came out to himself that night. 
He was confused, he cried. He said many people accused him of being 
gay, but again, in China and in his family, it wasn’t the thing to do. He 
loved the theatre, he hung out with a lot of gay students and he was told 
not to do it because, they’ll think you’re gay, so a lot of it was suppressed. 
I believe he was just discovering himself because of the way he talked, he 
was so confused and it was a traumatic process for him. He also hadn’t 
been seeing anybody. We used to call each other soulmates and had to 
quickly try and work out what it would all mean. We even bought another 
property after he came out, so there was an assumption that we would 
somehow be together and work it out.  

From other people I’ve spoken to, the response after disclosure can 
range from them disappearing, to hatred of the straight partner, and 
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feelings of repulsion, but I never had that 
experience, and Danny said my openness 
was part of the reason he knew he’d 
be accepted and it made it easier. He 
would have to be a very good actor to be 
pretending, because I saw the trauma 
of it for him and that’s been part of the 
issue for me. There’s a stereotype that 
closeted men seek out a certain type of 
woman because we have qualities like 
acceptance, tolerance, understanding 
and empathy, but even if it’s true you 
don’t want to feel like you’re gullible or 
a doormat. I remember thinking I didn’t 
want anyone to hurt him in his process 
of coming out, he was my partner and 
husband, and that’s my philosophy for everyone - that they should be 
who they are, no matter how hard it may be. 

We talked often after the disclosure. I’ve got a few friends who are 
bisexual and with their help I supported him. I told him about GAMMA, 
about a counsellor to see, I even picked him up from his first date. It 
was a weird situation and some people might not understand. What 
happened next, I liken to a caged bird, you let them go and they never 
look back. I realise there was a part of me that did this so I could still 
be close to him. But once he took off his training wheels that’s where 
the not so nice stuff started to happen, because he started to truly be 
independent, he truly started to leave. 

We were very rational in the decisions we made. At one point, I asked 
him if he was bisexual or gay, and he said that he now knew he was gay. 
We even made a date marking the last time we’d have sex, which was 
incredibly difficult knowing it was the last time. We had a lot of markers 
and milestones around what we did, and then I moved to the other room 
about 18 months after all this. Danny initially didn’t want to leave home 
either, possibly based on fear, plus I was a huge support to him. He was 
becoming the person he was always meant to be. It was hard not to 
accept it because being true to yourself was part of my philosophy, but it 

I remember thinking 
I didn’t want 
anyone to hurt 
him in his process 
of coming out, he 
was my partner, my 
husband, and that’s 
my philosophy for 
everyone – that they 
should be who they 
are, no matter how 
hard it may be.
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was easier said than done when you’re seeing your whole life change in 
front of you. 

I’m glad to have done that but I got upset when he didn’t want to talk 
about the past and our life anymore. I got it, I got it all, but I wanted 
to reminisce. It was all about him for the first 18 months to two years 
after he came out. It was shocking in terms of someone switching so 
dramatically, but I was angrier at first with his family and his culture for 
not letting him be who he should have been in the first place. Hopefully 
we’ve come out of that now, where people don’t need to hide. It was like 
he didn’t know how to be gay. 

Eventually I left the home. For those first few years when I was in the 
process with him I didn’t hit any walls, but once I left the repulsion I 
feared came up. I really needed to talk about it but suddenly he didn’t 
anymore, and then the fear of loss became evident to me. The hardest 
thing in all of this was that he closed down. Over dinner one time it was 
a bit tense and I’d been crying, which I had been doing a lot of the time. 
In the middle of dinner he just had this look on his face like, when’s this 
wrapping up I’ve got to go, and I had this really distinct feeling of, oh,  
I’m bothering him now. He said he needed to have his own life because 
he didn’t know who he had been. 

We told our son and he was generally ok with it, despite being sad his 
parents were separating. He said once that he thinks I got the raw end 
of the deal because Danny was so far ahead and I was sort of stuck, but 
I think it’s because I started my journey a few years after I helped him. 
People were saying, what about you, but I was fearful because I didn’t 
want him to get hurt and I didn’t want to lose him. 

My solution was that I’d find a way for this to work. I got the fact we were 
no longer together sexually or physically and that I didn’t see him as 
often, but to get him to talk was like pulling teeth. He was trying to have 
his own life and I was trying to see where I fitted into it. Then I realised he 
was never really that expressive in our relationship and started to think, 
was I just filling all the gaps? We were having fun, and it was good and 
it was nice, but I was trying to get him to say positive things about me 
and he couldn’t. He did all the right things on the right days, birthdays 
etc, but I realised it could have been a lot better. It never started out as 
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a heated sexual attraction, it was always best friends, I married my best 
friend. The letters and the cards he used to write to me were amazing 
and I believed all of that to be true, so it was really hard once we weren’t 
together any more to get anything back. Plus he was on his own journey 
and he was preoccupied. I didn’t want to look desperate, so all those 
questions around my self-confidence and self-esteem started to surface. 

He used to come over once a fortnight for dinner, but his tolerance level 
got really low, like he was thinking, I’ve heard this a dozen times. He 
asked if I was seeing a counsellor and I thought he was indicating I was 
losing the plot and I definitely knew I wasn’t. I asked him if he thought 
I was going mad and he didn’t answer. That was my line in the sand 
because I didn’t want to be around someone who felt that way about me.

My upbringing was often quite pessimistic, it was a glass half empty kind 
of thing, so I was determined to be the opposite. I liken it to opening 
doors, so I tried this approach with Danny, but I think I was up to the 
57th door by then thinking, the next one’s going to provide the answer. At 
the same time I was coming to the group (Women Partners of Bisexual 
Men) and was hearing horror stories from other women about mental 
health, name calling, distress, horrible stuff, and I didn’t want to do that. 
But, through attending the group and receiving the support, I started to 
wonder what I was doing to myself and I was at the point where I was 
thinking, I’ve got to walk away from him. I knew I wasn’t the one who 
was disconnecting, but I needed closure before I did that. One of my 
big moments was when I accepted we’d gone from soulmates, to never 
separating, to we’ll hang in there… and then finally I asked if he wanted a 
divorce and he said yes. He didn’t qualify it, or soften it, he just said yes. 
I organised it all, and the day of the divorce was one of the worst days of 
my life, he didn’t go to court but I felt like I owed it to the relationship to 
honour its end, as I had its beginning. 

We still now see each other and talk, but I think I’ve reached the point 
where fundamentally it’s good, we can go to a movie and have a nice 
meal and we can talk, but I think we’ve pretty much reached the point 
where it’s as good as it can be. He’s said a few times, how much more 
guilty do you want me to feel? I had to make the move out of the house, I 
had to ask about the divorce, I’ve made all the major decisions because 
he couldn’t do it. I asked him to help me make some decisions because it 
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took up so much energy and was tearing me apart.

I’ve met some of his boyfriends and for me that’s been the right way to 
go, to keep it as normal as it could be, healthier, but it’s, enough now. The 
final door where I got the final answer, is the realisation that it’s as good 
as it’s going to get. But the real realisation I’ve come to is I do want him 
in my life at some level, and he’s said the same thing. Our relationship 
wasn’t horrendous and he’s not an horrendous person, he’s selfish at 
times but not bad, and he’s the father of my child. I’m probably about 
85 percent there now, in terms of letting go, but I’m ready to go all the 
way now. I’m really ready to move on now, but it’s sad because it’s really 
letting go. 

I’m planning to take a year off work, I might buy a campervan and go 
around Australia, Europe or the US, live a bit on the edge and see where 
it takes me. I want to see if there are possibilities out there, my ultimate 
dream would be to have somebody think, I want to be with you. I want to 
test my boundaries. In essence, I think we’ve come full circle and I’m at 
peace with it. The loss I have is that it wasn’t meant to be, and as much 
as I hate this term, it is what it is. I never understood that before but 
I do now. People always ask if looking back I’d do anything differently, 
obviously I wouldn’t take having our son back, but even knowing Danny, 
I wouldn’t take that back either. If I had to live the same life I’d probably 
say yes, not for any reason other than I’m glad I met them. But I’m ready 
to create my own life. 

None of our stories are better or worse than anyone else’s, they’re just 
different, and they represent the lives we once had, which are no less 
important than the ones we are now embarking on. I’m fortunate to have 
a beautiful son to prove it, someone who can travel with me into my 
future while being a huge part of both my past and present.

I owe a lot to my support group, many of 
my friends and family members. Thank 
you for being there! Because I wasn’t sure 
at times that I’d be here if it weren’t  
for you.

Life doesn’t always give you what you 
want, but that’s ok!

In essence, I think 
we’ve come full 
circle and I’m at 
peace with it.
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He sat down and told me he’d been leading a double 
life, for about eight years. I was in total shock.
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Belinda’s story

My 50th and his 50th were two years apart. His theme was Out of Africa 
and mine was a fairy party! It was probably around that time that he 
started to explore his sexuality, around ten years ago. 

From the very first time we met, which was overseas in the 70s, there 
was something wrong. But what attracted me to Michael was that he 
was absolutely mad and crazy about getting married to someone from a 
stable background, because his was very unstable. He’d been to boarding 
school in his high school years and I remember asking if he was abused 
at boarding school, and he thought it was a very strange thing to ask. 
He was very shy physically, very reserved, and he didn’t want to have a 
sexual relationship initially. He said he just wanted to get to know me, 
and in the 70s, believe me that was really unique! 

I was away from home, and I’d come from a very conservative home 
where to have a sex life I had to actually leave the country. He was so 
reserved. Initially in our relationship, because of the sexual side, I thought 
there was no chemistry and I tried to back out of it. He said he was very 
shy and that he hadn’t had any experience. He was a very good looking 
fellow at the time but he’d never had a serious relationship, and asked 
why women always assumed that men knew what to do. He suggested we 
could learn together, which is what we did. He wanted to get married and 
have children straight away, so we got married within a year of knowing 
one another. But probably by the time my daughter was three months 
old I knew there was something wrong. Throughout the marriage he had 
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a low libido, at least that was the excuse. Once you’ve got a couple of 
kids and you’re working and you’re running around it’s not so much of an 
issue anyway. But every now and then we’d have a very serious discussion 
about it. I always thought it was because I’d put on weight or I was 
unattractive, and he would always say, it’s not you it’s me. 

He was a florist for 15 years, he used to get up really early in the morning 
and go to the markets, so he used to always say he was tired. In our 
crowd, the joke was that he was the only straight florist in Sydney, 
which he always thought was very funny. He actually used to say a lot 
of homophobic things. He had a talent for being really funny but he was 
always saying what other people had enough sense not to say. In our 
crowd, people were a bit wary of him in the beginning because of his 
abrupt manner, but he became part of a very close circle of friends who 
have stayed with us today and who are not taking sides. He was just part 
of the group, he really was part of the big extended family. 

I suppose from the outside we had a really funny, happy family. There 
were four or five families we used to go away with, but he always had 
insecurities about where he was financially. A lot of my friends were very 
successful but they were still happy to go on camping holidays, they were 
a very down to earth group of friends but he had issues about it. 

I had encouraged him to go back to South Africa where he’d lost contact 
with his two half-sisters. Through a random connection with someone 
he discovered his sisters again. Both his parents had been married 
multiple times and he never wanted to go back to South Africa, but 
he reunited with his sisters, went and saw some friends, and when he 
came back to Australia, this is about ten years ago, something had 
changed dramatically. He decided to give up the florist shop, go into 
another business and take a lot of risks. We argued a lot about financial 
things and he told me I was holding him back. My parents had helped 
us significantly, but when he started with all this my father had passed 
away and my mother had a stroke, within three months of each other, 
so there was a huge upheaval in my life with both parents essentially 
disappearing. My parents had been so supportive, he loved my parents 
and they loved him. My Mum was a bit of a mentor to him, she was a 
very clever lady, and he wouldn’t have done anything risky if she was still 
around. But with them disappearing he just ran amok.
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My brothers and I decided Michael and I would move into the family 
home and we’d rent out our house. There were so many big changes 
at that time. Later, when it all came out, I found out he had started 
exploring his sexuality around this time too. People used to ask what was 
going on and I’d just say, I don’t know, he’s just not the man I married. He 
changed dramatically, crazily. He was pushing me to take on debts, we’d 
always been very conservative with that type of thing. 

When he came back from overseas and was acting really weird I asked 
him to go to counselling. I had asked him to do it every few years when 
it all got too much, but he never wanted to, he said he didn’t believe in 
it. But this time we went, and I didn’t know until later, but the counsellor 
told him he might be gay. I had seen the same counsellor separately but 
he never said anything to me about it. He actually told us we needed to 
spend more quality time together, that was his solution. Michael was a 
bit overweight so what he did for about six to eight years was go and walk 
around Centennial Park after work. Later I found out he was going to gay 
beats, picking up men. He said he didn’t want to have relationships with 
them and didn’t want to give up the marriage - he wanted to have both. 
But I knew none of this at the time. 

My son was a bit troublesome when he was younger. He left school and 
Michael got him to come and work with him in the printing business he had 
set up. My son was really impressed with his Dad and thought it was really 
great. One day, our son came to me in a total state because one of the 
young guys working in the business, who had moved from the country, and 
who’d actually stayed in our home for a few weeks, came to him and said, 
your father’s gay. He wanted more pay and had started to be a bit difficult, 
so he was trying to bribe Michael by threatening to tell everyone he was 
gay. Our son went into a total collapse over it but eventually told me. I just 
turned to Michael and said, can you believe what this idiot’s saying? He 
was really angry too, so we got the young fellow to come to the house. I just 
thought the claims were ridiculous. He sat there and retracted everything 
he said. Our son was questioning him about what he’d told him, about 
seeing Michael going upstairs after hours with a gay client, who everyone 
knew screwed around. This young kid was gay too so that’s how he knew. 
He retracted what he said, but I have a recollection that will never leave my 
mind. I could see out of the corner of my eye Michael sitting there glaring 
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at him really hard. I think he kind of terrorised him into withdrawing it. After 
the kid left I just said, that was all stupid, you’ve got to get rid of him. 
Later he went to Fair Work and got a payout for unfair dismissal, which I 
never knew about. Our son never believed his father. He was in a dilemma 
because he didn’t want to go to work. His father suggested he go to a 
counsellor and he did. So he put his son into counselling! 

Around this time there were instances 
of odd, unexplained phone calls in the 
middle of the night, wrong numbers. 
Along the way I used to think things but 
then I’d just blame myself thinking I must 
be the worst wife in the world. By this 
stage we were having severe financial 
difficulties. After my mother died and I 
got my inheritance it basically paid off all 
these debts that I had no idea about. 

We went overseas for our 30th wedding 
anniversary. I asked him to try and find 
something to do together, a hobby or 
something, but things were falling apart. 
He was depressed, I thought it was about 
the money, but I also thought maybe he was gay. I started fluctuating. 
Worse was to come. 

When he had the printing business he worked unusual hours and my son 
never believed him about the previous incident, so one night my son and 
I checked his work computer. We found an enormous amount of explicit 
videos exchanged with other men and gay chat rooms he was part of. It 
had been going on for years. At home over the years things would pop 
up on the computer but he’d always say it was our son, or his friends, or 
visitors. But for some reason that event was the trigger. Once our son left 
that night Michael basically broke down. 

He sat down and told me he’d been leading a double life, for about eight 
years. I was in total shock. He said when he was a young boy in boarding 
school he was abused from the ages of 10-14. He didn’t know if he was 
gay or not, but he saw being gay as a very negative thing. In his crowd 

.. there were 
instances of odd, 
unexplained phone 
calls in the middle 
of the night, wrong 
numbers. Along the 
way I used to think 
things but then I’d 
just blame myself 
thinking I must be 
the worst wife in the 
world.
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it had been so socially unacceptable and he wanted a family, so he just 
decided he wasn’t going to be gay. That explained when I met him why 
he was so determined to marry someone with a family from a stable 
background. He’s always looked after himself. Anything he ever did was 
always about him. If he was generous to someone he’d promote it. So 
that’s what he’s always done, at the expense of his son, at the expense of 
his family and our finances, he’s always looked after himself. 

He was a bit vague about whether he was gay or not. Looking back, and 
given his inability to tell the truth, I think he exaggerated being abused to 
explain why he hadn’t told anyone for all those years. What he was saying 
was that it was a negative experience of being gay. He also told me that 
about ten years into our marriage he confessed to a friend of ours who’d 
just come out that he was questioning his own sexuality. I wondered why 
my friend had never told me, but his parents had disowned him so he had 
enough going on at the time. I felt responsible for believing all the lies 
he’d told me over the years, where someone had seen him somewhere 
or out with someone, or he’d taken a sudden call and had to run off 
somewhere. In the last year I’d been going through his emails and mobile 
phone when he was asleep. I had lots of suspicions but I couldn’t find 
proof. I’d feel unbelievably guilty, that whole year leading up to this night 
was a nightmare and he knew it was coming. He was letting his guard 
down because it just had to come out. 

The thing that hit me the most that night was at the end of the 
conversation he said, I can speak freely for the first time in my life. I’ll 
never get over that. I just thought, you could’ve told me this ten years 
ago or every time I went on a diet or wondered what was wrong with 
me. I was furious. That night I was in shock, it was a Friday night and I 
remember getting up in the morning and I went to hang some washing 
out on the verandah. I’m not someone who cries a lot, although I have 
since this happened. But I just broke down totally. I collapsed physically. 
It was like being hit by a bus. I thought that somebody had just ripped my 
guts out. He was beside himself because he’d never seen me like that. It 
was terrible. My closest girlfriend came over, it was just overwhelming. 

A few months after that night and lots of conversations later, I went 
overseas with my son and daughter who are in their thirties, and came 
back to an empty house, he was gone. That was the arrangement. The 
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plan was that we would stay close, stay friends and see one another at 
family occasions. We had two children and one grandchild, and whatever 
I felt about it I tried to hold it back and not destroy him. But he took 
advantage of that. 

My son wouldn’t talk to him for about a year. My whole focus was to 
not make the kids feel negative about him, not really for his sake but 
for theirs, so they wouldn’t carry hate. My daughter’s reaction was, did 
he ever really want me? I said she was the reason we married, that he 
wanted a family, he wanted children. She thought for some reason she 
wasn’t wanted and they had often clashed. My son was just relieved he 
wasn’t crazy. His father had sent him to a psychologist years before so 
now he was saying, I’m not the crazy one. Our son didn’t believe him 
about the work incident but he didn’t really want to talk about it. He’s 
very happy now though and he’s got his sister. They both used to nearly 
kill each other, but now they’ve become close. 

It took my son a long time to tell any of his friends. He eventually told 
one of his friends who said, don’t worry my father’s a cross dresser! My 
daughter was less closed about it. For me, the sexuality issue made me 
realise I wasn’t an unattractive person. Now I have a partner I realise what 
I’ve been missing. It kind of made me angry about what I’d missed out on 
all those years. 

The first two years after we split up it were awful, but a couple of years 
ago some friends set me up with a man down in Melbourne. Miraculously 
it’s turned out to be really nice. I go down once a month, so I get to see 
my grandchildren who live there as well. He comes up about once a 
month too and it’s really great. I’m treated like an absolute queen. There’s 
talk about maybe me going to Melbourne to live, so it could happen. 
People have been saying to me, just go. 

One of the things that really helped was the Women Partners service. There 
were times when I talked about hiring a hit man! I live near where Michael 
lives and once saw him walking across the road and thought about running 
him over! Do you think it would look suspicious? But seriously this group 
gave me a place to explode because I really tried not to outside. I went to 
a psychologist the first few weeks after it happened but got no empathy at 
all. She told me I’d never understand it so I didn’t see the point in going. It 
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was actually Michael who heard about Women Partners through GAMMA 
and suggested I go. At first I thought, why would I want to be with other 
stupid women? And I was worried I might see someone I know. But about 
a year after he left I’d been racing around getting my life together, and 
the minute I slowed down it started to hit me. So I went in. The first time I 
talked to the counsellor about how I felt I had empathy and understanding. 
Then in the group I had a whole group of women just nodding. They knew 
exactly how I felt. Because I didn’t want to rubbish Michael among our 
family and friends and we promised not to make people take sides, I had 
never said much. People outside just didn’t really understand. 

The kids are a bit embarrassed because now their Dad has GRINDR on his 
phone and he’s really going for it with different partners. But they’re good 
with it. I don’t really have contact with Michael anymore. He told me at 
one point he had too much on his plate and couldn’t help with anything, 
so I knew there was nothing left anymore. I’ve made very little effort, and 
he’s made none, so we have very little contact. Some of my friends think 
he’s being left out of things because he’s gay, but it’s not because of that, I 

think it’s about his dishonesty. 

It’s sort of like a death of someone you 
really care about. You move on and life 
goes on. I’ve tried really hard to be happy. 
I have other friends who are divorced and 
they’re really unhappy, and I don’t want 
to be around them. I gave up 33 years of 
my life and that’s where I feel like I’ll never 
forgive him. Because we both could have 
been so much happier if he was honest. I 
could have had another life. I feel like he 
stole everything. 

I had a big birthday party on the weekend 
and for some reason it was everything I wanted. I had more than 100 
people there and I had an absolute ball. It was a real turning point. I know 
I’m through this now. It’s like there’s a line there now. I just felt fantastic 
at my party. Absolutely fantastic. Any time I ever went through our photo 
albums I used to get upset, but I put pictures all over the walls for my party. 
It was total closure. 

The first two years 
after we split up it 
were awful, but a 
couple of years ago 
some friends set 
me up with a man 
down in Melbourne. 
Miraculously, it’s 
turned out to be 
really nice.
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I think he had an image in his head about what gay 
people were like, they were flamboyant and wore 

make-up, so he had this stereotype which wasn’t him 
and thought he couldn’t be gay.
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Annabel’s story

Simon and I met a party and got married about a year later in 1985. We 
had our first child a year afterwards, and another child a couple of years 
after that, and things seemed ok at first. But around six months after 
our second child was born things started to go wrong, because he lost 
interest in sex. We didn’t talk that much about it, even though it stopped 
altogether, we just went along as a family doing things together. I didn’t 
think he was gay, I was consumed with looking after the kids and thought 
it was something to do with me. I was happy in every other aspect of our 
lives, and he was really involved with the kids. 

I never noticed anything when we first met, but I didn’t really know 
anyone who was overtly gay, and in the late 70s, early 80s, people 
weren’t as openly gay as they are now. It wasn’t something I consciously 
thought of, but looking back he did like really overtly gay comedy like 
Julian Clary and Little Britain, so maybe underneath I did kind of suspect 
something. Both of us also had a high avoidance of discussing what was 
wrong. We had long periods where we lived in different cities because 
of his job, and rather than uprooting the kids we lived separately and he 
commuted. Over time, he’d come back less frequently so we were apart 
but still together. But it was pretty obvious things weren’t right. 

Years later, he told me that around the time we stopped sleeping together 
it was partly because we had gone to see the gay English comedian Julian 
Clary, and it was the first time he’d ever seen that gay people could be 
normal. Obviously Julian is really camp, but part of his routine was to get 
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someone up on stage, and the audience member he chose was gay, but 
really ordinary/normal. Simon said it was a big realisation for him. That’s 
when he really started thinking seriously about being gay himself. 

Around five years ago he had a big operation and I stayed to look after 
him. It was during this recuperation period that he told me he was gay. 
Our sexual relationship had not resumed since the early part of our 
marriage and he was obviously deeply unhappy and had been living a 
double life. He was really nervous about telling me, but we went for a 
walk and he just said, I’ve got something important to tell you. I’m gay. He 
started crying and I told him it was ok. I actually felt relieved. Now I had 
a reason for the way he was towards me that wasn’t about me. My self-
esteem was pretty bad because I always thought there was something 
wrong with me, but the only thing wrong was that I was female, not male. 
I think part of the reason he told me was because he had someone in 
his life and there was a fair bit of pressure to tell me, but it had also got 
to the point where he just had to come clean and not lead a double life 
anymore. Our relationship had really deteriorated and was pretty much 
kept to communication about the kids and school and logistics, so I felt 
relief, but also a lot of anger about the deception. 

I don’t know if he knew he was gay when we got married and we’ve never 
really talked about it. Maybe on some level he did, but he always said 
going to see Julian Clary was a real eye-opener. I think he had an image 
in his head about what gay people were like, they were flamboyant and 
wore make-up, so he had this stereotype which wasn’t him and thought 
he couldn’t be gay. But when he saw the person brought up on stage who 
was an ordinary looking but gay man, it switched something on. He came 
from a family where it wasn’t ok to be gay, he’s also from Tasmania which 
was one of the last states to decriminalise homosexuality. But family 
issues were the biggest thing for him. He had a very domineering father 
and in the counselling he’s had, family issues ended up being a much 
bigger problem for him than his sexuality, being gay was a secondary 
thing. But there was definitely something about the culture of the 
community he grew up in, as well as the family issues. I know Melbourne 
in the 70s it was more acceptable, there were places gay people could 
go, but not in Tasmania, he just didn’t have that exposure. 
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I saw a psychologist who told me, if 
you ask the question you’ve got to want 
to hear the answer, and there may be 
many questions you want to ask but you 
have to ask yourself, do I want to move 
backwards or forwards? There was some 
stuff that I wanted to ask at the time, but 
I had to make a decision about whether 
it was important to go back and analyse 
everything. Would I end up bitter about 

it and would it benefit me? Or should I look to the future and get on with 
my life and be positive for the kids? I decided that what happened in 
the past wasn’t going to change, and asking specific things like, did you 
know when we got married felt like I was going down an accusatory road. 
I already knew the cultural issues about where he came from so there 
didn’t seem much point. 

We were already living apart, so after he told me he just didn’t come back 
anymore. The kids were in their early 20s and we told our daughter first. 
She was in shock because she didn’t have any idea, and had some anxiety 
issues she needed to go and see someone about. She also got in touch 
with PFLAG who were really supportive. We told our son when he came 
back from overseas. He had a friend in Year 12 from a very conservative 
family who was thrown out when he came out, and another gay friend 
also had some issues with his family when he came out, so our son was 
very aware. But on an emotional level, your Dad being gay is a whole 
different thing to a friend being gay. For Simon, it was really important to 
him that he was able to continue having a relationship with the kids, and 
that was important for me too. I think that was his big fear, that if he told 
us we wouldn’t want anything to do with him. I think for the kids a lot of 
things made sense once he’d come out, and it was a relief for them too. 

By this time I had moved from Sydney to Melbourne and was travelling back 
up to Sydney to go to the Women Partners group, and it was really good 
to have that support. I went through a grieving period after he came out, 
and like any grief it comes and goes. I also had a lot of anger. There were 
a few times I was in the foetal position bawling and drank too much wine, 
so I was extremely grateful for the group. In the week after it happened my 
doctor had referred me to a psychologist who was really unhelpful.  

…. there may be 
many questions 
you want to ask 
but you have to ask 
yourself, do I want 
to move backwards 
or forwards?
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She said something like, at least you 
can find another partner. I remember 
thinking, you wouldn’t say that to 
someone whose partner had just died so 
why say it to me? She just had no concept 
of the situation. There was a service in 
Melbourne but it’s nowhere near as good 
as the Women Partners Service. Simon 
had been to GAMMA and found out about 
Women Partners from them so he told me 
about it. It was invaluable, particularly 
sharing experiences in a group. There are 
places that do it online but it’s just not the 
same. I found a few forums online but they were extremely negative and 
bitter, and I didn’t want to live my life being like that. It was a bit of a light 
bulb moment reading through those forums and blogs because they were 
people who had got really stuck by being negative. I knew it was a choice, 
and that if I chose to live my life being negative it would only impact on me 
and the people around me, so I had a choice about how I wanted to do this. 
I found a book called The Reality Slap which was also very helpful. 

Eventually it got to the point where he felt comfortable about coming 
back home, and the kids have said it’s really great that we can all go 
out for dinner. It’s still a bit fraught because he does have a partner, and 
sometimes my daughter feels like he spends time with him over her and her 
brother. She’s also said it’s not right or wrong, it’s just adjusting to this new 
normal. One of her friends had to seat her parents at opposite sides of the 
church when she got married, my daughter said compared to that, we’re 
not in such a bad place. I haven’t met his partner but the kids have briefly. 
They were quite keen to meet him but I’m a bit ambivalent. For him, it’s still 
compartmentalised. It’s still a bit separate, so it’s a slow process and he 
does what he feels comfortable with. 

I’m content now. I’m not seeing anyone and don’t really have a great 
desire to. Friends keep trying to set me up but I’m content. If it happens 
it happens, but I don’t really need a relationship to be happy and my life 
is full and busy. I think I’m pretty much through it now. I found a way to 
accept it, it may never be the way you want it to be and you can’t repair 
it, so it’s about accepting it. I think I’m fairly at ease with it now. 

I knew it was a 
choice, and that if I 
chose to live my life 
being negative it 
would only impact 
on me and the 
people around me, 
so I had a choice 
about how I wanted 
to do this.
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Where to go for  
more information

NSW Women Partners of Bisexual Men Service

Counselling, groups and information for women partners of same sex 
attracted men, and training and professional support for services  
around NSW. 

T: 02 9560 3011
Freecall outside Sydney: 1800 787 887
E: womenpartners@lwchc.org.au
www.womenpartners.org.au

Women’s health centres

Women’s Health NSW website provides contact details for 20 women’s 
health centres in NSW. 

www.whnsw.asn.au

Sexual health clinics and information

Sexual health clinics throughout NSW provide screening and treatment in 
a confidential, non-judgemental environment.

Sexual Health Infolink provides advice on sexual health and HIV risks, 
testing and support options including PEP and PrEP, and will put you in 
touch with a local service.

Freecall: 1800 451 624
www.shil.nsw.gov.au
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ACON 

The service provides HIV prevention and support to lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender and intersex (LGBTI) communities in NSW.

T: 02 9206 2000
Freecall: 1800 063 060
www.acon.org.au

Multicultural HIV and Hepatitis Service

The service works with people from culturally and linguistically diverse 
communities in NSW to improve their health and wellbeing in relation to 
HIV, hepatitis B and hepatitis C.

T: 02 9515 5030
Freecall: 1800 108 098
www.mhahs.org.au

Pozhet

The service provides information and support to heterosexual people at 
risk of and living with HIV.

Freecall: 1800 812 404
www.pozhet.org.au

Positive Life NSW 

The service provides information and targeted referrals, peer-based 
services, and advocates to change systems and practices that discriminate 
against people with HIV, their friends, family and carers in NSW.
T: 02 9361 6011
Freecall: 1800 245 677
www.positivelife.org.au

Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Services

T: 02 9212 4777
www.health.nsw.gov.au/aboriginal/pages/contact.aspx
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Legal Advice
Women’s Legal Service NSW

T: 02 8745 6988

Freecall: 1800 801 501

www.wlsnsw.org.au

HIV AIDS Legal Centre

T: 02 9026 2060

www.halc.org.au

Support for male partners
GAMMA – Gay and Married Men’s Association (NSW) 

Support, information and advice for men who are or have been in a 
heterosexual relationship and who have sexual contact with other men. 

Freecall: 1800 804 617 

www.gamma.org.au

Twenty 10 including GLCS NSW (Gay and Lesbian Counselling Service)

www.twenty10.org.au/get-support
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Support for families
PFLAG NSW Inc (Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays)

Support and information for families and friends of gays and lesbians. 
Various meeting locations in NSW and Australia.

www.pflagaustralia.org.au

24 hour crisis counselling
Lifeline

13 11 14

24 Hour Domestic Violence Line 

T: 1800 65 64 63

TTY: 1800 657 463

www.facs.nsw.gov.au/domestic-violence/helpline

1800 RESPECT

Freecall: 1800 737 732

www.1800respect.org.au

In an emergency dial 000
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